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Preface

Motivation
The excellentprice/performanceratio offered bymicroprocessor-based
workstationsover
traditional mainframesystems and the steady
improvementsin networking technologies
have madedistributedcomputingsystems very attractive. While the hardware issues of
building such systems have been fairly well
understoodfor quite some time, the major
stumblingblock until now has been the
availability of good distributedoperatingsystems.
Fortunately, recentresearchanddevelopmentwork in academicinstitutionsand industries
have helped usbetter understand the basic
conceptsand design issues in
developing
distributedoperatingsystems.Distributedoperatingsystems are no more only in research
laboratoriesbut are nowcommerciallyavailable.
increasingly
With the proliferation of distributedcomputingsystems, it has become
important for computer science andcomputer engineering students to learn about
distributedoperatingsystems. As a result, numberof
a
universitieshaveinstitutedregular
courses on distributed operatingsystems at thegraduate level. Even in various
undergraduate-leveloperating systems courses, the fundamental concepts and design
principlesof distributed operatingsystems have been
incorporated.
However, there is still a lack of good
textbooksthat can provide acomprehensiveand
solid introductionto distributedoperatingsystems in an orderly manner.
Exceptfor a few

xi

xii

Preface
recently published books, almost all books in this area areresearch monographs.
Therefore, for both an educatorand a student, the creation of an overall image of
distributed operating systems is currently a complicated and time-consumingtask.
Furthermore,c omputerprofessionalsand startingresearcherswho want to get anoverall
pictureof distributedoperatingsystemsso as toidentify the variousresearchand design
issueshave difficulty in finding a good text fortheir purpose.
Motivated by these factors, Id ecidedto do researchtoward the preparationof a
textbookon distributedoperatingsystems.My primary objectivewas toconciselypresent
a clearexplanationof the currentstate of the art indistributedoperatingsystemsso that
readerscan gain sufficient backgroundto appreciatemore advancedmaterialsof this
field.

The book isdesignedto provide a clear descriptionof the fundamentalconceptsand
designprinciples that underlie distributedoperatingsystems.It does notconcentrateon
any particulardistributedoperatingsystemor hardware.Instead, itdiscusses,in a general
setting,the fundamentalconceptsand designprinciplesthat areapplicableto a variety of
distributedoperatingsystems.However,casestudiesare includedin the text to relate the
discussedconceptswith real distributedoperatingsystems.
The materialin the book has beend rawn largely from the researchliteraturein the
field. Of the vastamountof research literatureavailablein this field, effort was made to
selectand give moreemphasisto thoseconceptsthat are ofpracticalvalue in realsystems,
o f theoreticalinterest.
ratherthan those that are only
Each chapter contains carefully designed exercisesthat are meant to test the
understandingof the materialsin the text and tostimulateinvestigation.
An extensivesetof referencesand a listof selectedpointersto on-line bibliographies
on the Internethave beenprovidedat the endof eachchapterto allow interestedreaders
to explore more advancedmaterials dealing with finer details about each chapter's
topics.
Throughoutthe book, the styleof presentationused ismotivationaland explanatory
in nature.

Chapter1 providesan introductionto distributedcomputingsystems,distributedoperating
systems,and the issuesinvolved in designing distributed operating systems.It also
provides a brief introduction to Distributed Computing Environment (DCE), whose
componentsare describedas casestudiesof key technologiesin severalchaptersof the
book.
Chapter 2 presentsa brief introduction to computer networks and describesthe
currentstate of the art in networking technology.

xiii
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Chapters 3, 4, and 5 describe the various
communication techniquesused for
exchange ofinformation among theprocessesof a distributed computing system. In
particular, these three
chaptersdeal with the issuesinvolved in the designof interprocess
communicationmechanismsand thecommonlyusedpracticalapproachesto handle these
issues. Chapter 3 deals with the
message-passing
mechanism.Chapter4 deals with the
remote procedure callmechanism,and Chapter 5 deals with thedistributed sharedmemory mechanism forinterprocesscommunication.
Synchronizationissues to be dealt with in adistributed system, such as clock
synchronization,mutual exclusion, deadlock,and election algorithms, are discussed in
Chapter6.
Chapter 7presentsa discussionof the commonly used approachesfor resource
managementin distributedsystems.
Chapter 8 deals with the process
managementissues. In particular, it presents a
discussion of process migrationmechanismsand mechanismsto support threads
facility.
A discussionof the issues and theapproachesfor designing a file system for a
distributed system is given in
Chapter9.
Chapter 10 deals with the issues and
mechanismsfor naming and locating objects in
distributed systems.
The security issues and security
mechanismsfor distributedsystems are discussed in
Chapter11.
Finally, Chapter 12 contains case studies of fourexisting distributed operating
systems to relate the
conceptsdiscussedin the precedingchapterswith real distributed
operating systems.

Audience
The book is suitable for anyone who needs a concise informal
and
introduction to
distributed operatingsystems.
It can serve as an ideal textbook for a coursedistributed
on
operatingsystems. It can
also be used foradvancedundergraduateand postgraduatecourseson operating systems,
which often need to cover the fundamental
conceptsand design issues of
distributed
operating systems in addition to those centralizedoperatingsystems.
of
The book can also be used asself-study
a
text by system managers,
professional
softwareengineers,computerscientists, andresearchers,who either need to learn about
distributedoperatingsystems or are involved in the design and
developmentof distributed
operating systems or
distributedapplicationsystems.
Advancedresearcherswill also find the rich seto f referencesand the pointers to online bibliographieson the Internetprovided at the end of eachchaptervery helpful in
probing further on anyparticulartopic.
Although full care has been taken to make the subject matter simple and easy to
understandby a wide range of readers, I have assumed that the reader knowledge
has a
of elementarycomputer architectureand is familar with basiccentralized operating
systems concepts
discussedin standardoperatingsystems textbooks.

xiv
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About Pointers to Bibliographies on the Internet
In addition to a good number of references
providedin the end-of-chapterbibliographies,
I have also provided lists of selected pointers to the on-line
bibliographiesof interest on
the Internet. The purpose of these pointers is twofold:
1. The end-of-chapterbibliographiescontainonly selected references. A large number of
referenceson the topics covered in achapter are not included in thechapter's
bibliographydue to space limitations. The pointers may be usedinterestedreaders
by
to locate such references.
2. The end-of-chapterbibliographies contain references to only already published
documents. Distributed operating systems is currently an active area of research, and
a large volume of new documents are
publishedalmost every month. Since the on-line
bibliographieson the Internet are updated from time to time, interested readers may use
the pointers to locate those documents that are published after
publicationof
the
this
book. Thus, in addition to the
informationcontainedin it, the book also provides a way
for its readers to keep track of on-going research activities on the topics covered and
related topics.
Note that theend-of-chapterlists of pointers to on-linebibliographiesare by no
means exhaustive. I have provided pointers for only those on-line
bibliographiesthat I
knew about and I felt would be useful in easily locating references
of interest. Moreover,
it is often the case that there are many mirrors for an on-line
bibliography (the same
I have provided only one pointer for
bilbiographyexists on multiple sites). For such cases,
a bibliography.
Also note that most of the on-line
bibliographiesare not about on-linedocuments,but
about on-line references to documents. A vast majority of documents referenced in the online bibliographiesonly exist in hard-copy form. However, a few of the referenced
documents do have an on-line version on the Internet. For such
documents, the
bibliographiesnormally contain URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) pointing to the online versionof the document. If you find a reference containing such a URL,
just follow
correspondingdocument.
the URL to access the on-line version of the
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CHAPTER

1

Fundamentals
1.1 WHAT IS A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SYSTEM?
Over the past two decades, advancements in microelectronic technology have resulted in
the availability of fast, inexpensive processors , and advancements
communication
in
technology have resulted in the availability cost-effectiveand
of
highly efficientcomputer
networks. The net result of the
advancementsin these two technologies is that the priceperformance ratio has now changed to favor the use of interconnected, multiple processors
in place of a single, high-speed processor.
Computer architectures consisting ofinterconnected,multiple processors are
basically of two types:
I. Tightly coupled systems.
In these systems, there is a single systemwide primary
memory (address space) that is shared by all the processorsl.1(a)].
[Fig. If any processor
x, any other processor
writes, for example, the value 100 to the memory location
x will get the value 100. Therefore, in these systems,
subsequently reading from location
any communication between the processors usually takes place through the shared
memory.

2. Loosely coupled systems.
In these systems, the processors do not share memory,
and each processor has its own local memory [Fig.
l.1(b)]. If a processor writes the value
1
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CPU

CPU

Systemwide
shared memory

CPU

CPU

I

Interconnection hardware
(a)

Local memory

Local memory

Local memory

Local memory

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

Communication network
(b)
Fig_ 1.1

Difference between tightly coupled and loosely coupled multiprocessor
(b) a loosely coupled
systems:(a) a tightly coupled multiprocessor system;
multiprocessor system.

100 to the memory location x, this write operation will only change the contents of its
of any other processor.
local memory and will not affect the contents of the memory
Hence,if another processor reads the memory location x, it will whatevervalue
get
was
there before in that location of its own local memory. In these systems, all physical
communicationbetween the processors is done by passing messages across the network
that interconnects the processors.
Usually, tightly coupled systems are referred toparallel
as
processing systems,
and
loosely coupled systems are referred to distributed
as
computing systems,
or simply
distributed systems. In this book, however, the term
"distributedsystem"will be used only
for true distributedsystems-distributed
computing systems that use distributed operating
systems (see Section 1.5). Therefore, before the term "true distributed system" is defined
in Section 1.5, the term"distributedcomputing system" willbe used to refer to loosely
coupled systems. In contrast to the tightly coupled systems, the processors of distributed
computing systems can be located far from each other to cover a wider geographical area.
Furthermore, in tightly coupled systems, the number of processors that can be usefully
deployed is usually small and limited
by the bandwidth of the shared memory. This is not
the case with distributed computing systems that are more freely
expandableand can have
an almost unlimited number of processors.
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In short, a distributed computing system is basically a collection of processors

interconnectedby a communicationnetwork in which eachprocessorhas its own local
memoryand otherperipherals,and thecommunicationbetweenany twoprocessorsof the
system takes place by message passing overcommunication
the
network. For aparticular
processor, its own resources are
local, whereas the other
processorsand their resources are
remote.Together, aprocessorand its resources are usually referred to as
node
a or site or
machineof the distributedcomputing system.

1.2 EVOLUTION OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Early computerswere very expensive (they cost millions of dollars) and very large in size
(they occupieda big room). There were very few
computersand were available only in
researchlaboratoriesof universities and industries. These
computerswere run from a
console by anoperatorand were not accessible to ordinary users. programmers
The
would
write their programs and submit them to the
computercenter on some media, such as
punched cards, for processing. Before
processinga job, the operator would set up the
necessaryenvironment(mounting tapes, loading punched cards in a card reader, etc.) for
processing the job. The job was then
executedand the result, in the form of printed output,
was later returned to the programmer.
The job setup time was a real problem in early
computersand wasted mostof the
valuable centralprocessingunit (CPU) time. Several new concepts were introduced in the
1950s and 1960s to increase CPU utilization of these computers. Notable among these are
batching together of jobs with similar needs before processing them, automatic
sequencing of jobs, off-line processing by using the concepts of buffering and spooling,
and" multiprogramming. Batching similar jobs improved CPU utilization quite a bit
because now the
operatorhad to change the execution
environmentonly when a new batch
of jobs had to be executed and not before starting the execution of everyAutomatic
job.
job sequencingwith the use of control cards to define the beginning and end of a job
improved CPU utilization byeliminating the need for human job sequencing.
Off-line
input/output(I/O)
processingimproved CPU utilization by allowing overlap of CPU and
operationsby executingthose two actions on two
independentmachines(110 devices are
normally several orders of magnitude slower than the CPU). Finally,
multiprogramming
improved CPU utilization by organizing jobs so that the CPU always had something to
execute.
However, none of these ideas allowed multiple users to directly interact with a
computer system and to share its resources simultaneously. Therefore,
execution of
interactivejobs that arecomposedof many short actions in which the next action depends
on the result of apreviousaction was a tedious and
time-consumingactivity. Development
interactivejobs. It was not until the early
and debuggingof programs are examples of
1970s thatcomputersstarted to use the concept time
of sharing to overcome this hurdle.
Early time-sharingsystems had several dumb terminals attached to the main computer.
These terminals were placed in a room different from the main
computerroom. Using
these terminals, multiple users could now
simultaneouslyexecute interactivejobs and
share the resources of the
computersystem. In atime-sharingsystem, each user is given
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the impression that he or she has his or her own computer because the system switches
rapidly from oneuser'sjob to the nextuser'sjob, executing only a very small part of each
job at a time. Although the idea of time sharing was demonstrated as early as 1960, timesharing computersystems were not common until the early 1970s because they were
difficult and expensive to build.
Parallel advancements in hardware technology allowed reduction in the size and
increase in the processing speed of computers, causing large-sized
computersto be
gradually replaced by smaller and cheaper ones that had processing
more
capability than
their predecessors. These systems were called
minicomputers.
The advent of time-sharing systems was the first step toward
distributedcomputing
systems because it provided us with two important concepts used in distributed computing
systems-thesharing of computer resources simultaneously by many users and the
accessing of computers from a place different from the main
computerroom. Initially, the
terminals of a time-sharing system were dumb terminals, and all processing was done by
the main computersystem. Advancements in
microprocessortechnology in the 1970s
allowed the dumb terminals to
be replaced by intelligent terminals so that the concepts of
off-line processing and time sharing could
be combined to have the advantages of both
concepts in a single system.
Microprocessortechnology continued to advance rapidly,
making available in the early 1980s single-user computers called
workstationsthat had
computingpower almost equal to that of minicomputers but were available for only a
small fraction of the price of a minicomputer. For
example,the first workstation developed
at Xerox PARC (called Alto) had a
high-resolutionmonochrome display, a mouse, 128
kilobytes of main memory, a 2.5-megabyte hard disk, and
microprogrammed
a
CPU that
executedmachine-level instructions at speeds 2-6
of f.Ls. These workstations were then
used as terminals in the time-sharing systems. In these time-sharing systems, most of the
processing of auser'sjob could be done at the
user'sown computer, allowing the main
computerto be simultaneously shared by a larger number of users. Shared resources such
as files, databases, and software libraries were placed on the main computer.
Centralized time-sharing systems described above had a limitation in that the
terminals could notbe placed very far from the main computer room since ordinary cables
were used to connect the terminals to the main computer. However, in parallel, there were
advancements
in computernetworking technology in the late 1960s and early 1970s that
emerged as two key networking
technologies-LAN(local areanetwork)and WAN (widearea network).The LAN technology allowed several computers located within a building
or a campus to beinterconnectedin such a way that these machines could exchange
information with each other at data rates of about 10 megabits per second (Mbps). On the
other hand, WAN technology allowed computers located far from each other (may be in
different cities or countries or continents) to be interconnected in such a way that these
machines could exchange information with each other at data rates of about 56 kilobits per
second (Kbps). The first high-speed LAN was the Ethernet developed at Xerox
PARe in
1973, and the first WAN was the ARPAnet (Advanced Research Projects Agency
Network) developed by the U.S. Department of Defense in 1969. The data rates of
networkscontinuedto improve gradually in the 1980s, providing data rates of up to 100
Mbps for LANs and data rates of up to 64 Kbps for WANs. Recently (early 1990s) there
has been another major
advancementin networkingtechnology-theATM (asynchronous
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transfer mode)technology. TheAl'M technologyis an emerging technologythat is still
not very well established.It will make very high speednetworking possible,providing
data transmissionrates up to1.2 gigabits per second (Gbps) in bothLAN and WAN
environments.The availability of such high-bandwidth networks will allow future
distributed computing systems to support acompletely new class of distributed
applications,called multimediaapplications, that deal with the handling of a mixture
of
information,including voice, video, and ordinary data.
Theseapplicationswerepreviously
unthinkablewith conventionalLANs and WANs.
The merging ofcomputerand networking technologiesgave birth to distributed
computing systemsin the late 1970s. Although the
hardwareissues ofbuilding such
systems were fairly wellunderstood,the major stumbling block at that time was the
availability of adequatesoftware for making thesesystemseasy to use and for fully
exploiting their power.Therefore,starting from the late 1970s, significant
a
amountof
research work was
carriedout in bothuniversitiesand industriesin the areaof distributed
operating systems.Theseresearch activities have
provided us with the basic ideaso f
designingdistributedoperatingsystems.Although the field is still immature, withongoing
active researchactivities, commercialdistributedoperatingsystems have already started
to emerge. These
systemsare based on already
establishedbasic concepts. This book deals
with these basicconceptsand their use in the design and
implementationof distributed
operating systems. Several of these
conceptsare equally applicable to the designof
applicationsfor distributedcomputingsystems, making this book also suitable for use by
the designersof distributedapplications.

1.3 DISTRI8UTED COMPUTING SYSTEM MODELS
Various models are used for building
distributedcomputingsystems. These models can be
workstation, workstation-server,
broadly classifiedinto five categories-minicomputer,
processor-pool,and hybrid. They are brieflydescribedbelow.

1.3.1 Minicomputer Model
The minicomputermodel is a simpleextensionof the centralizedtime-sharingsystem. As
shown in Figure 1.2, a
distributedcomputingsystem based on this model
consistsof a few
minicomputers (they may be largesupercomputersas well) interconnectedby a
communicationnetwork. Eachminicomputerusually has multiple users
simultaneously
logged on to it. For this, several
interactiveterminalsareconnectedto eachminicomputer.
Each user islogged on to one specificminicomputer, with remote access toother
minicomputers.The network allows a user to access remote resources that
availableon
are
some machine other than the one on to which the user
currently
is
logged.
The minicomputermodel may be used when resource sharing (suchsharingof
as
informationdatabasesof different types, with each type
of database located ondifferent
a
machine) with remote users is desired.
The early ARPAnet is anexampleof a distributedcomputingsystem based on the
minicomputermodel.
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Fig_ 1.2 A distributed computing system based on the minicomputer model.

1.3.1 WorkstationMod.1
As shown in Figure 1.3, a distributed computing system based on
workstationmodel
the
consists of several workstationsinterconnectedby a communication network. A
company'soffice or a university department may have several workstations scattered
throughout a building or campus, each workstation equipped with its own disk and serving
anyone
as a single-user computer. It has been often found that in such
environment,at
an
time (especially at night), a significant proportion of the workstations are idle (not being
used), resulting in the waste of large amounts of CPU time. Therefore, the idea of the
workstation model is tointerconnectall these workstationsby a high-speedLAN so that
idle workstations may be used to process jobs of users who are logged onto other
workstations and do not have sufficient processing power at their own workstations to get
their jobs processed efficiently.
In this model, a user logs onto one of the workstations called his or her "home"
workstation and submits jobs for execution. When the system finds thatuser's
the
workstation does not have sufficient processing power for executing the processes of
the submittedjobs efficiently, it transfers one or more of the processes from user's
the
workstation to some other workstation that is currently idle and gets the process
executed there, and finally the result of execution is returned to user's
the
workstation.
This model is not so simple to implement as it might appear at first sight because
several issues must
be resolved. These issues are [Tanenbaum 1995] as follows:
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li'ig. 1.3 A distributedcomputingsystem based on the
workstationmodel.

workstation?
1. How does the system find an idle
2. How is a process transferred from one workstation toitget
executed onanother
workstation?
3. What happens to a remote process if a user logs onto a workstation that was
idle until now and was being used to execute a process of another
workstation?
Ways to handle the first two issues are described in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively.
Three commonly used approaches for handling the third issue are as follows:
1. The first approach is to allow the remote process share the resources of the
workstation along with its own logged-onuser's processes. This method is easy to
implement, but it defeats the main idea workstationsserving
of
as personal computers,
becauseif remote processesare allowed to executesimultaneouslywith the logged-on
user's own processes, the logged-on user does not get his or guaranteed
her
response.
2. The second approach is to kill the remote process. The main drawbacks of this
method are that all processing done for the remote process gets lost and the file system
may be left in aninconsistentstate, making this method unattractive.
3. The third approach is to migrate the remote process back to its home
workstation, so that its execution can be
continued there. This method is difficult to
implement because it requires the system to support preemptive process migration
facility. The definition of preemptive process migration and the issues involved in
preemptive process migration are given Chapter8.
in
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The Sprite system[Ousterhoutet al. 1988] and anexperimentalsystemdevelopedat
examplesof distributedcomputingsystems
Xerox PARe [Shoch and Hupp 1982] are two
basedonthe workstationmodel.

1.3.3 Workstatlon-S.rverModel
The workstationmodel is anetworkof personalworkstations,each with its own disk and
a local file system. Aworkstation with its own local disk is usuallycalled a diskful
workstationand aworkstationwithout a local disk iscalleda diskless workstation.With
the proliferationof high-speednetworks,disklessworkstationshavebecomemore popular
in networkenvironmentsthan diskful workstations,making theworkstation-servermodel
more popularthan theworkstationmodel for building distributedcomputingsystems.
workstationAs shown in Figure 1.4, adistributedcomputingsystem based on the
servermodelconsistsof a few minicomputersand severalworkstations(mostof which are
diskless, but a few of which may be diskful) interconnectedby a communication
network.

Minicom.puter
usedas
file
server

Minicompute
usedas
database
server

Minicomputer
usedas
print
server

Fig. 1.4 A distributed computing system based on the
workstation-servermodel.

Note that when diskless
workstationsare used on a network, the file system to be used
by these workstationsmust be implementedeither by a diskful workstation or by a
minicomputerequippedwith a disk for file storage. Theminicomputersare used for this
purpose. One or more
oftheminicomputersare used forimplementingthe file system. Other
minicomputersmay be used forprovidingothertypesof services, such as
databaseservice
and print service.Therefore,eachminicomputeris used as aservermachineto provideone
or more typesof services. Hence in theworkstation-servermodel, in addition to the
workstations,there arespecializedmachines(may bespecializedworkstations)for running
serverprocesses(called servers)for managingandprovidingaccess to shared resources.
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For a number of reasons, such as higher reliability and better scalability, multiple
servers are often used for managing the resources particular
of a
type in a distributed
computing system. For example, there may be multiple file servers, each running on a
separateminicomputerand cooperating via the network, for managing the files of all the
users in the system. Due to this reason, a distinction is often made between the services
that are provided to clients and the servers that provide them. Thatservice
is, a is an
abstract entity that is provided by one or more servers. For example, one or more file
servers may be used in a distributed computing system to provide file service to the
users.
In this model, a user logs onto a workstation called his or her home workstation.
Normal computation activities required by the
user'sprocesses are performed at the
user's
home workstation, but requests for services provided by special servers (such as a file
server or a database server) are sent to a server providing that type of service that performs
the user'srequested activity and returns the result of request processing to
user's
the
workstation. Therefore, in this model, the
user'sprocesses need not be migrated to the
server machines for getting the work done by those machines.
For better overall system performance, the local disk of a diskful workstation is
normally used for such purposes as storage of temporary files, storage of unshared files,
storage of shared files that are rarely changed, paging activity in virtual-memory
management, and caching of remotely accessed data.
As compared to the workstation model, the
workstation-servermodel has several
advantages:
1. In general, it is much cheaper to use a few minicomputers equipped with large,
fast disks that are accessed over the network than a large number of diskful workstations,
with each workstation having a small, slow disk.
2. Diskless workstations are also preferred to diskful workstations from a system
maintenance point of view. Backup and hardware maintenance are easier to perform with
a few large disks than with many small disks scattered all over a building or campus.
Furthermore, installing new releases of software (such as a file server with new
functionalities) is easier when the software is to be installed on a few file server machines
than on every workstation.

3. In the workstation-servermodel, since all files are managed
by the file servers,
users have the flexibility to use any workstation and access the files in the same manner
irrespective of which workstation the user is currently logged on. Note that this is not true
with the workstation model, in which each workstation has its local file system, because
different mechanisms are needed to access local and remote files.
4. In theworkstation-servermodel, therequest-response
protocol described above is
mainly used to access the services of the server machines. Therefore, unlike the
workstation model, this model does not need a process migration facility, which is difficult
to implement.
The request-response
protocol is known as theclient-servermodel of communication. In this model, a client process (which in this case resides on a workstation) sends a
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requestto a serverprocess(which in this case resides onminicomputer)for
a
getting some
servicesuch as reading a block of a file. The server
executesthe request and sends back
a reply to the client thatcontainsthe result of requestprocessing.
The client-server model provides an effective general-purposeapproach to the
sharing of information and resourcesin distributed computing systems. It is not only
meantfor use with theworkstation-servermodel but also can be
implementedin a variety
of hardwareand softwareenvironments.The computersused to run theclient and server
processesneed notnecessarilybe workstationsand minicomputers.They can beof many
types and there is no need distinguishbetweenthem.
to
It is evenpossiblefor both the
client andserverprocessesto be run on the same computer. Moreover, some
processesare
another
both client and serverprocesses.That is, a server process may use servicesof
the
server,appearingas a client to the latter.
5. A user hasguaranteedresponsetime becauseworkstations are not used for
executingremote processes. However, the model does not utilizeprocessing
the
capability
of idle workstations.
The V-System [Cheriton 1988] is an
exampleof a distributedcomputingsystem that
is based on theworkstation-servermodel.

1.3.4 Proc.ssor-Pool
Mod.1
The processor-poolmodelis based on theobservationthat most of the time a user does
not need anycomputingpowerbut oncein a while he or she may need a very large
amount
of computingpower for a short time (e.g., whenrecompiling a programconsistingof a
large numberof files after changinga basic shareddeclaration).Therefore,unlike the
workstation-servermodel in which aprocessoris allocatedto each user, in the processorpool model theprocessorsare pooledtogetherto be shared by the users as needed. The
pool of processorsconsistsof a large number of microcomputersand minicomputers
attachedto the network. Eachprocessorin the pool has its own memory to load and run
a systemprogramor an applicationprogramof the distributedcomputingsystem.
As shown inFigure 1.5, in the pureprocessor-poolmodel, theprocessorsin the pool
have no terminalsattacheddirectly to them, and users access the system from terminals
that are attachedto the network via special devices. These
terminals are either small
disklessworkstationsor graphic terminals,such as X terminals. A special server (called
a run server) manages andallocatesthe processorsin the pool todifferent users on a
demandbasis. When a user submits job
a for computation,an appropriatenumber of
processorsare temporarilyassignedto his or herjob by the run server. Forexample,if the
user'scomputationjob is thecompilationof a programhaving n segments,in which each
of the segmentscan becompiled independentlyto produceseparate relocatable
object
files, n processorsfrom the pool can beallocatedto thisjob to compileall the n segments
in parallel.When thecomputationis completed,the processorsarereturnedto the pool for
use byother users.
In the processor-poolmodel there is noconceptof a home machine. That is, a user
does not log onto aparticularmachinebut to the system as a whole. This is in contrast
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Fig. 1.5 A distributed computing system
based on the processor-pool model.

~
Pool of processors

to other models in which each user has a home machine (e.g., a workstation or
minicomputer)onto which he or she logs and runs most of his or her programs there
by default.
As comparedto the workstation-servermodel, the processor-poolmodel allows
better utilization of the availableprocessingpower of a distributedcomputing system.
This is because in the
processor-poolmodel, theentireprocessingpowerof the system is
available for use by thecurrently logged-on users, whereas this is not true for the
workstation-servermodel in which severalworkstationsmay be idle at aparticulartime
but they cannot be used for
processingthejobs of otherusers.Furthermore,the processorpool model providesgreaterflexibility than theworkstation-servermodel in the sense that
the system'sservices can be easilyexpandedwithout the need to install any more
computers;the processorsin the pool can beallocatedto act as extra servers to carry any
additional load arising from anincreaseduser population or to provide new services.
However, theprocessor-poolmodel is usually consideredto be unsuitable for highperformanceinteractiveapplications,especiallythose using graphics or window systems.
This is mainly because of the slow speed communicationbetween
of
thecomputeron
which theapplicationprogram of a user is being
executedand the terminal via which the
user isinteractingwith the system. Theworkstation-servermodel is generallyconsidered
to be more suitable for such
applications.
Amoeba [Mullender et a1. 1990], Plan 9 [Pike etat 1990], and theCambridge
DistributedComputingSystem[Needhamand l-lerbert 1982] are examples distributed
of
computingsystems based on the
processor-poolmodel.
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1.3.5 Hybrid Mod.'
Out of the four models described above, the workstation-server model, is the most widely
used model for building distributed computing systems. This is because a large number of
computer users only perform simple interactive tasks such as editing jobs, sending
electronic mails, and executing small programs. The workstation-server model is ideal for
such simple usage. However, in a working environment that has groups of users who often
perform jobs needing massive computation, the processor-pool model is more attractive
and suitable.
To combine the advantages of both the workstation-server and processor-pool
models, a hybrid model may be used to build a distributed computing system. The
hybrid model is based on the workstation-server model but with the addition of a pool
of processors. The processors in the pool can be allocated dynamically for computations
that are too largefor workstations or that require several computers concurrently for
efficient execution. In addition to efficient execution of computation-intensive jobs, the
hybrid model gives guaranteed response to interactive jobs by allowing them to be
processed on local workstations of the users. However, the hybrid model is more
expensive to implement than the workstation-server model or the processor-pool
model.

1.4 WHY ARE DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SYSTEMS
GAINING POPULARnv?
From the models of distributed computing systems presented above, it is obvious that
distributed computing systems are much more complex and difficult to build than
traditional centralizedsystems(those consisting of a single CPU, its memory, peripherals,
and one or more terminals). The increased complexity is mainly due to the fact that in
addition to being capable of effectively using and managing a very large number of
distributed resources, the system software of a distributed computing system should also
be capable of handling the communication and security problems that are very different
from those of centralized systems. For example, the performance and reliability of a
distributed computing system depends to a great extent on the performance and reliability
of the underlying communication network. Special software is usually needed to handle
loss of messages during transmission across the network or to prevent overloading of the
network, which degrades the performance and responsiveness to the users. Similarly,
special software security measures are needed to protect the widely distributed shared
resources and services against intentional or accidental violation of access control and
privacy constraints.
Despite the increased complexity and the difficulty of building distributed computing
systems, the installation and use of distributed computing systems are rapidly increasing.
This is mainly because the advantages of distributed computing systems outweigh their
disadvantages. The technical needs, the economic pressures, and the major advantages that
have led to the emergence and popularity of distributed computing systems are described
next.
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1.4.1 Inherently Distributed Applications
Distributed computing systems come into existence in some very natural ways. For
example, several applications are inherently distributed in nature and require a distributed
computing system for their realization. For instance, in an employee database of a
nationwide organization, the data pertaining to
particularemployee
a
are generated at the
employee'sbranch office, and in addition to the global need to view the entire database,
there is a local need for frequent and immediate access to locally generated data at each
branch office. Applications such as these require that some processing power be available
at the many distributed locations for collecting, preprocessing, and accessing data,
resulting in the need for distributed computing systems. Some other examples of
inherently distributed applications are a computerized worldwide airline reservation
system, a computerized banking system in which
customer
a
can deposit/withdraw money
from his or her account from any branch of the bank, and a factory automation system
controlling robots and machines all along an assembly line.

1.4.2 Information Sharing among Distributed Users
Another reason for the emergence of distributed computing systemsa was
desire for
efficient person-to-person communication facility by sharing information over great
distances. In a distributed computing system, information generated by one of the users
can be easily and efficiently shared by the users working at other nodes of the system.
This facility may be useful in many ways. For example, a project can be performed by
two or more users who are geographically far off from each other but whose computers
are a part of the same distributed computing system. In this case, although the users
are geographically separated from each other, they can work in cooperation, for
example, by transferring the filesof the project, logging onto each
other's remote
computers to run programs, and exchanging messages by electronic mail to coordinate
the work.
The use of distributed computing systems by a group of users to work cooperatively
is known ascomputer-supported
cooperativeworking (CSCW), orgroupware.Groupware
applications depend heavily on the sharing of data objects between programs running on
different nodes of a distributed computing system. Groupware is an emerging technology
that holds major promise for software developers.

1.4.3 Resource Sharing
Information is not the only thing that can be shared in a distributed computing system.
Sharing of software resources such as software libraries and databases as well as hardware
resources such as printers, hard disks, and plotters can also be done in a very effective way
among all the computers and the users of a single distributed computing system. For
example, we saw that in a distributed computing system based on
workstation-server
the
model the workstations may have no disk or only a small disk
(10-20 megabytes) for
temporary storage, and access to permanent files on a large disk can be provided to all the
workstations by a single file server.
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This is one of the mostimportant reasons for thegrowing popularity of distributed
computing systems. With the rapidlyincreasingpower and reduction in the price of
microprocessors,combined with the increasing speed of communication networks,
distributedcomputingsystemspotentiallyhave a much better
price-performanceratio than
a single largecentralizedsystem. Forexample,we saw how a smallnumberof CPUs in a
distributedcomputingsystem based on the
processor-poolmodel can beeffectivelyused by
a largenumberof users frominexpensiveterminals, giving a fairly highprice-performance
ratio as comparedto either acentralizedtime-sharingsystem or apersonalcomputer.
Anotherreason fordistributedcomputingsystemsto be morecost-effectivethancentralized
systemsis that they facilitateresourcesharingamong multiplecomputers.For example,a
single unitof expensiveperipheraldevicessuch ascolor laserprinters,high-speedstorage
devices,and plotters canbe shared among all thecomputersof the samedistributed
computing system. If thesecomputersare not linked together with a communication
network,eachcomputermust have its ownperipherals,resultingin higher cost.

1.4.5 Shorter Response nmes and Higher Throughput
Due tomultiplicity of processors,distributedcomputingsystems areexpectedto have better
performancethan single-processorcentralizedsystems. The two mostcommonly used
performancemetrics are response time and
throughputof user processes.That is, the
multipleprocessorsof adistributedcomputingsystem can be utilized properly for
providing
shorter response times and higher throughput than
single-processor
a
centralizedsystem.
For example,if there are twodifferent programsto be run, twoprocessorsare evidently
more powerful than one because the
programscan besimultaneouslyrun on different
processors.Furthermore,if a particularcomputationcan bepartitionedinto a numberof
subcomputationsthat can run concurrently, in d
aistributed computing system all the
subcomputationscan be simultaneouslyrun with each one on adifferent processor.
Distributedcomputingsystems with very fastcommunicationnetworksare increasingly
being used as parallel
computersto solve singlecomplexproblemsrapidly.Anothermethod
often used indistributedcomputingsystems forachievingbetter overallperformanceis to
distribute the load more evenly among the
multiple processorsby moving jobs from
currently overloadedprocessorsto lightly loaded ones. Forexample, in a distributed
computingsystem based on the
workstationmodel, if a usercurrentlyhas twoprocessesto
run, outof which one is aninteractiveprocessand the other is a process that can be run in the
background,it may beadvantageous
to run theinteractiveprocesson the home node of the
user and theotherone on a remote idle node
(if any node is idle).

1.4.6 Higher Reliability
Reliability refers to the degree of
toleranceagainst errors andcomponentfailures in a
system[Stankovic1984]. A reliable system prevents loss informationeven
of
in the event
of componentfailures. Themultiplicity of storagedevicesand processorsin a distributed
computingsystem allows themaintenanceof multiple copies of criticalinformationwithin
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the system and theexecution of important computationsredundantlyto protect them
against catastrophicfailures. With this approach,if one of the processorsfails, the
if one of the storage
computationcan besuccessfullycompletedat the other processor, and
devices fails, theinformationcan still be used from the other storage device.
Furthermore,
the geographicaldistribution of the processorsand other resourcesin a distributed
computingsystem limits the scope
o f failures causedby natural disasters.
An importantaspecto f reliability is availability, which refers to the fraction of time for
which a system isavailablefor usc. Incomparisonto a centralizedsystem, adistributed
computingsystem also enjoys the advantageincreased
of
availability. For example, if the
processorof a centralizedsystem fails(assumingthat it is asingle-processorcentralized
system), the entire system breaks down and no useful work can be performed. However, in
the case of adistributedcomputingsystem, a few parts of the system can be down without
interruptingthe jobs of the users who are using the other parts
of the system,For example, if
a workstationof a distributedcomputingsystem that is based on the
workstation-server
model fails, only the user of that
workstationis affected.Otherusers of the system are not
affected by this failure. Similarly, in daistributedcomputingsystem based on the processorpool mode),if some of the processors in the pool are down at any moment, the system can
continue to function normally, simply with some lossperformance
in
that isproportionalto
the number ofprocessorsthat are down. In this case, none of the users is affected and the
users cannot even know that some of processors
the
are down.
The advantageof higher reliability is animportantreason for the use
o f distributed
computing systems for criticalapplicationswhose failure may be disastrous. However,
often reliability comes at the cost of
performance.Therefore,it is necessary to maintain
a balance between the two.

1.4.7 Extensibility and Incremental Growth
Another major advantageof distributed computing systems is that they are capable of
incrementalgrowth. That is, it ispossibleto graduallyextend the power and
functionality
of a distributedcomputingsystem by simply adding additional resources (both hardware
and software) to the system as and when the need arises. For example, additional
the increased workload of an
processorscan be easily added to the system ha~dle
to
organizationthat might have resulted from itsexpansion.Incrementalgrowth is a very
attractive featurebecausefor most existing and proposedapplications it is practically
impossible to predict future demandsof the system.Extensibility is also easierin a
distributedcomputingsystem because addition
of new resources to an existing system can
be performed without significant disruption of the normal functioningof the system.
Properly designeddistributedcomputingsystems that have the property extensibility
of
and incrementalgrowth are calledopen distributedsystems.

1.4.8 Setter Flexibility in M••tlng Users' Needs
Different types ofcomputersare usually moresuitablefor performingdifferent types of
computations.For example, computers with
ordinarypowerare suitable forordinarydata
processingjobs, whereas high-performancecomputersare more suitable forcomplex
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mathematical computations. In a centralized system, the users have to perform all types of
computations on the only available computer. However, a distributed computing system
may have a pool of different types of computers, in which case the most appropriate one
can be selected for processing a user's job depending on the nature of the job. For
instance, we saw that in a distributedcomputing system that is based on the hybrid model,
interactive jobs can be processed at a user's. own workstation and the processors in the
noninteractive,computation-intensivejobs.
pool maybe used to process
Note that the advantages of distributed computing systems mentioned above are not
achieved automatically but depend on the careful design of a distributed computing
system. This book deals with the various design methodologies that may be used to
achieve these advantages.

1.5 WHAT IS A DISTRI8UTED OPERATING SYSTEM?
Tanenbaum and VanRenesse [1985]define
operating
an
system
as a program that controls
the resources of a computer system and provides its users with an interface or virtual
machine that is more convenient to use than the bare machine. According to this
definition, the two primary tasks of an operating system are as follows:

1. To present users with a virtual machine that is easier to program than the
underlying hardware.
2. To manage the various resources of the system. This involves performing such
tasks as keeping track of who is using which resource, granting resource requests,
accounting for resource usage, and mediating conflicting requests from different
programs and users.
Therefore, the users' view of a computer system, the manner in which the users
access the various resources of the computer system, and the ways in which the resource
requests are granted depend to a great extent on the operating system of the computer
system. The operating systems commonly used for distributed computing systems can be
broadly classified into twotypes-networkoperating systems
and distributedoperating
systems.The three most important features commonly used to differentiate between these
two types of operating systems are system image,
autonomy, and fault tolerance
capability. These features are explained below.
1. System image.
The most important feature used to differentiate between the two
types of operating systems is the image of the distributed computing system from the point
of view of its users. In case of a network operating system, the users view the distributed
computing system as a collection of distinct machines connected by a communication
subsystem. That is, the users are aware of the fact that multiple computers are being used.
On the other hand, a distributed operating system hides the existence of multiple
computers and provides a single-system image to its users. That is, it makes a collection
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of networked machines act asvirtual
a
uniprocessor.The difference between the two types
of operating systems based on this feature can
be best illustrated with the help of
examples. Two such examples are presented below.
In the caseof a network operating system, although a user can run a job on any
machine of thedistributedcomputing system, he or she is fully aware of the machine
on which his or her job is executed. This is because, by default,
user's
a job is
executed on the machine on which the user is currently logged. If the user wants to
execute a job on a different machine, he or she should either log on to that machine
by using some kind of "remote login"
commandor use a specialcommandfor remote
execution to specify the machine on which the job is to be executed. In either case,
the user knows the machine on which the job is executed. On the other hand, a
distributed operating system dynamically and
automatically allocates jobs to the
various machines of the system for processing. Therefore, a user distributed
of a
operating system generally has no knowledge of the machine on which
job ais
executed. That is, the selection of a machine executinga
for
job is entirely manual in
the case of network operating systems but is automatic in the case
distributed
of
operating systems.
With a network operating system, a user is generally required to know the location
of a resource to access
it, and different sets of system calls havebe
toused for accessing
local and remote resources. On the other hand, users of a distributed operating system
need not keep track of the locations of various resources for accessing them, and the same
set of system calls is used for accessing both
local and remote resources. For instance,
users of a network operating system are usually aware of where each of their files is stored
and must use explicitfile transfer commands for moving a file from one machine to
another, but the users of a distributed operating system have no knowledge of the location
of their files within the system and use the same
commandto access a file irrespective of
whether it is on the local machine or on a remote machine. That is, control over file
placementis done manually by the users in a network operating system but automatically
by the system in a distributed operating system.
Notice that the key concept behind this feature"transparency."
is
We will see later in
this chapterthat a distributed operating system has to support several
fOnDS of transparency
to achieve the goal of providing a single-system image to its users. Moreover, it is important
to note here that with the current state of the art in distributed operating systems, this goal is
not fully achievable. Researchers are still working hard to achieve this goal.
2. Autonomy.A network operating system is built on a set of existing centralized
operatingsystems and handles the interfacing and
coordinationof remote operations and
communicationsbetween these operating systems. That is, in the case of a network
operating system, each
computerof the distributedcomputingsystem has its own local
operating system (the operating systems
of different computersmay be the same or
different), and there is essentially no coordination at aJI among the computers except for
the rule that when two processes of different
computerscommunicatewith each other,
they must use a mutually agreed communicationprotocol.
on
Eachcomputerfunctions
independentlyof other computers in the sense that each one makes independent decisions
about the creation and termination of their own processes and management of local
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resources. Notice that due to the possibility of difference in local operating systems, the
system calls for different computers of the same distributed computing system may be
different in this case.
On the other hand, with a distributed operating system, there is a single systemwide
operating system and each computer of the distributed computing system runs a part of
this global operating system. The distributed operating system tightly interweaves all the
computersof the distributed computing system in the sense that they work in close
cooperationwith each other for the efficient and effective utilization of the various
resourcesof the system. That is, processes and several resources are managed globally
(some resources are managed locally). Moreover, there is a single set of globally valid
system calls available on all computers of the distributed computing system.
The set of system calls that an operating system supports
implementedby
are
a set
of programs called the
kernel of the operating system. The kernel manages and controls
the hardware of the computer system to provide the facilities and resources that are
accessed by other programs through system
calls, To make the same set of system calls
globally valid, with a distributed operating system identical kernels are run on all the
computersof a distributed computing system. The kernels of different computers often
cooperate with each other in making global decisions, such as finding the most suitable
machine for executing a newly created process in the system.
In short, it can be said that the degree of autonomy of each machine of a distributed
computingsystem that uses a network operating system is considerably high as compared
to that of machines of a distributed computing system that uses a distributed operating
system.

3. Fault tolerance capability.A network operating system provides little or no
fault tolerance capability in the sense that
if 10% of the machines of the entire
distributed computing system are down at any moment, at least of
10%
the users are
unable to continue with their work. On the other hand, with a distributed operating
system, most of the users are normally unaffected by the failed machines and can
continue to perform their work normally, with only a 10% loss performanceof
in
the
entire' distributed computing system. Therefore, the fault tolerance capability of a
distributed operating system is usually very high as compared to that of a network
operating system.
The following definition of a distributed operating system given by Tanenbaum and
Van Renesse [1985] covers most of its features mentioned above:
A distributed operating system is one that looks to its users like an ordinary centralized
operating system but runs on multiple, independent central processing units (CPUs). The
key concept here is transparency. In other words, the use of multiple processors be
should
invisible (transparent) to the user. Another way of expressing the same idea is to say that
the user views the system as a "virtual uniprocessor," not as a collection of distinct
machines.[P.419].

A distributed computing system that uses a network operating system is usually
referred to as anetwork system,whereas one that uses a distributed operating system is
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usually referredto as atrue distributed system(or simply a distributedsystem).In this
d istributedsystem.
book, the termdistributedsystemwill be used to mean a true
Note that with the currentstate of the art in distributedoperatingsystems,it is not
possible to design a completely true distributed system. Completely true distributed
systemsare theultimate goal of researchersworking in the areaof distributedoperating
systems.

1.6 ISSUES IN DESIGNING A DISTRIBUTED OPERATING
SYSTEM
In general,designinga distributed operatingsystemis more difficult than designinga
centralizedoperatingsystemfor severalreasons.In the designof a centralizedoperating
system, it is assumedthat the operating system has accessto complete and accurate
information aboutthe environmentin which it is functioning. For example,a centralized
operating system can request status information, being assuredthat the interrogated
component will not change state while awaiting a decision based on that status
information, since only the single operating system asking the question may give
commands. However, a distributed operating system must be designed with the
assumptionthat complete information about the system environment will never be
available. In a distributed system, the resourcesare physically separated,there is no
common clock among the multiple processors,delivery of messagesis delayed, and
messagesc ould evenbe lost. Due to all these
reasons,a distributedoperatingsystemdoes
not haveup-to-date,c onsistentknowledgeaboutthe stateof the variouscomponentsof the
underlying distributedsystem.Obviously, lack of up-to-dateand consistentinformation
makesmany things(such asmanagementof resourcesand synchronizationof cooperating
activities) much harderin the designof a distributed'operatingsystem.For example,it is
hard toschedulethe processorsoptimally if the operatingsystemis not sure how manyof
them are up at themoment.
Despitethese complexitiesand difficulties, a distributedoperatingsystemmust be
designedto providean theadvantageso f a distributedsystemto its users.That is, the users
shouldbe able to view adistributedsystemas a virtualcentralizedsystemthat isflexible,
efficient, reliable, secure,and easy to use. To
m eet this challenge,the designersof a
distributedoperatingsystemmust deal withseveraldesignissues.Someof the keydesign
issuesare describedbelow. The rest of thechaptersof this book basicallycontaindetailed
descriptionsof these design issues and thecommonly used techniquesto deal with
them.

1.6.1 Transparency
We saw that oneof the main goalsof a distributed operating system is to make the
existence of multiple computersinvisible (transparent)and provide a single system
image to its users.That is, a distributed operatingsystemmust be designedin such a
way that a collection of distinct machinesconnectedby a communicationsubsystem
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appears to its users as a virtual uniprocessor. Achieving complete transparency is a
difficult task and requires that several different aspects
transparency
of
be supportedby
the distributed operating system. The eight forms of transparency identified by the
InternationalStandardsOrganization'sReference Model for OpenDistributed Processing [ISO 1992] are access transparency, location transparency,
replication transparency,
failure transparency, migration transparency, concurrency transparency,
performance
transparency, and scaling transparency. These transparency aspects
described
are
below.

AccessTransparency
Accesstransparencymeans that users should not need or be able
recognizewhether
to
a
resource (hardware or software) is remote or local. This implies thatdistributed
the
operatingsystem should allow users to access remote resources in the same way as local
resources. That is, the user interface, which takes the form of a set of system calls, should
not distinguishbetween local and remote resources, and it should beresponsibilityof
the
the distributedoperating system to locate the resources and to arrange for servicing user
requests in auser-transparent
manner.
This requirementcalls for a well-designed set of system calls that meaningfulin
are
both centralizedand distributedenvironmentsand a global resource naming facility. We
will see in Chapters 3 and 4 that due to the need to handle
communicationfailures in
distributedsystems, it is not possible to design system calls that provide complete access
transparency. However, the area of designing a global resource naming facility has been
well researchedwith considerablesuccess. Chapter 10 deals with the concepts and design
of a global resource naming facility. The
distributedshared memorymechanismdescribed
in Chapter5 is also meant to provide a uniform set of system calls for accessing both local
and remote memory objects. Although this mechanism is quite useful in providing access
transparency, it is suitable only for limited types distributedapplicationsdue
of
to its
performancelimitation.

LocationTransparency
The two main aspects of location transparency are as follows:

1. Nametransparency.This refers to the fact that the name of a resource (hardware
or software)should not reveal any hint as to the physical location of the resource. That is,
the nameof a resource should be independent of the physical
connectivityor topology of
the system or the current location of the resource. Furthermore, such resources, which are
capableof being moved from one node to another in
distributedsystem
a
(suchasafile),
must beallowedto move without having their names changed. Therefore, resource names
must be unique systemwide.
2. Usermobility. This refers to the fact that no matter which machine a user is logged
onto, he or she should
be able to access a resource with the same name. That is, the user
should not be required to use different names to access the same resource from. two
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differentnodesof the
system.In adistributedsystemthatsupportsusermobility, users can
resourcewithout making any
freely log on to anymachinein the system and access any
extra effort.
Both name transparency and user mobility requirements call for a systemwide, global
resource naming facility.

ReplicationTransparency
For better performanceand reliability, almost all distributed operating systems have
the provision to create replicas (additional copies) of files and other resources on
of
different nodes of the distributed system. In these systems, both the existence
multiple copies of a replicated resource and the
replication activity should be
transparent to the users. That is, two 'important issues related to replication transparency are naming of replicas and replication control. It is the
responsibility of the
system to name the various copies of a resource
andto map a user-supplied name of
the resource to an appropriate replica of the resource. Furthermore, replication control
decisions such as how many copies of the resource should be created, where should
each copy be placed, and when should a copycreated/deleted
be
should be made
entirely automatically by the system in a user-transparent manner. Replica management issues aredescribedin Chapter9.

FailureTransparency
Failure transparency deals with masking from the users' partial failures in the system,
such as acommunicationlink failure, a machine failure, or a storage device crash. A
distributed operating system having failure transparency property will continue to
function, perhaps in a degraded form, in the face of partial failures. For example,
suppose the file service of a distributed operating system is to be made failure
transparent. This can be done implementingit
by
as a group of file servers that closely
cooperate with each other to manage the files of the system and that function in such
a manner that the users can utilize the file service even if only one of the file servers
is up and working. Inthis case, the users cannot notice the failure of one or more file
servers, except for slower performance of file access operations. Any type of service
can be implementedin this way for failure transparency. However, in this type of
design, care should be taken to ensure that the cooperation among multiple servers does
notadd too much overhead to the system.
Complete failure transparency is not achievable with the current state of the art in
distributedoperating systems because all types of failures cannot be handled in a usertransparentmanner. For example, failure of the communication network of
distributed
a
system normally disrupts the work of its users and is noticeable by the users. Moreover,
an attempt to design caompletelyfailure-transparent distributed system will result in a
very slow and highly expensive system due to the large amount
of redundancy required
for tolerating all types of failures. The design of such a distributed system, although
theoreticallypossible, is not practically justified.
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Migration Transparency
For better performance, reliability, and security reasons, an object that is capable of being
moved (such as a process or a file) is often migrated from one node to another in a
distributed system. The aim of migration transparency is to ensure that the movement of
the object is handled automatically by the system in a user-transparent manner. Three
important issues in achieving this goal are as follows:
1. Migration decisions such as which object is to be moved from where to where
should be made automatically by the system.
2. Migration of an object from one node to another should not require any change in
its name.
3. When the migrating object is a process, the interprocess communication
mechanism should ensure that a message sent to the migrating process itreaches
without the need for the sender process to resend it if the receiver process moves
to another node before the message is received.
Chapter 7 deals with the first issue. The second issue calls for a global resource
naming facility, which is described in Chapter 10. Ways to handle the third issue are
described in Chapter 8.

ConcurrencyTransparency
In a distributed system, multiple users who are spatially separated use the system
concurrently. In such a situation, it is economical to share the system resources
(hardware or software) among the concurrently executing user processes. However,
since the number of available resources in a computing system is restricted, one user
process must necessarily influence the action of other concurrently executing user
processes, as it competes for resources. For example, concurrent update to the same
file by two different processes should
be prevented. Concurrency transparency means
that each user has a feeling that he or she is the sole user of the system and other
users do not exist in the system. For providing concurrency transparency, the resource
sharing mechanisms of the distributed operating system must have the following four
properties:
1. An event-ordering property ensures that all access requests to various system
resources are properly ordered to provide a consistent view to all users of the
system.
2. A mutual-exclusion property ensures that at any time at most one process
accesses a shared resource, which must not be used simultaneously by multiple
processes if program operation is to be correct.
3. A no-starvation property ensures that if every process that is granted a resource,
which must notbe used simultaneously by multiple processes, eventually releases it,
every request for that resource is eventually granted.
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4. A no-deadlock property ensures that a
situation will never occur in which
competingprocessesprevent their mutual progress even though no single one requests
more resourcesthan available in thesystem.
Chapter6 deals with theabove-mentionedissues ofconcurrencytransparency.

PerformanceTransparency
The aim ofperformancetransparency is to allow the system to be automatically
reconfigured
to improve performance, as loads vary dynamically in the system. As far as practicable, a
situation in which one processor of the system is overloaded with jobs while another
of the
processoris idle should not be allowed to occur. That is, the processing capability
system should be uniformly
distributedamong the currently available jobs in the system.
This requirementcalls for the support ofintelligent resourceallocationand process
migrationfacilities in distributedoperating systems. Chapters 7 and 8 deal with these two
issues.

ScalingTransparency
The aim of scalingtransparencyis to allow the system to expand in scale
without
disrupting the activities of the users. This
requirementcalls for open-systemarchitecture
and the use of scalablealgorithms for designing the distributed operating system
components.Section 1.6.3 of this chapter and Section 2.6Chapter2
of
focus on the issues
of designingan opendistributedsystem. On the other hand, since every
componentof a
distributed operatingsystem must use scalable algorithms, this issue has been dealt with
in almost allchaptersof the book.

1.6.2 Rallabillty
In general,distributedsystems are expected to be more reliable than
centralizedsystems
due to theexistenceof multiple instances of resources. However, existence
the
of multiple
instancesof the resources alone cannot increase system'sreliability.
the
Rather, the
distributedoperatingsystem, which manages these resources, must
designedproperly
be
to increasethe system'sreliability by taking full advantage of this
characteristicfeature of
a distributedsystem.
A fault is a mechanical or algorithmic defect that may generate an error. A fault in a
system causes system failure. Depending on the manner in which a failed system behaves,
system failures are of two
types-fail-stop[SchlichtingandSchneider1983) andByzantine
[Lamport et a1. 1982]. In the case offail-stop failure, the system stopsfunctioning after
changingto a state in which its failure can be detected. On the other hand, in theofcase
Byzantinefailure, the systemcontinuesto function but produces wrong results.
Undetected
software bugs often cause Byzantine failure of a system. Obviously, Byzantine failures are
much more difficult to deal with than fail-stop failures.
For higher reliability, the fault-handlingmechanismsof a distributed operating
system must bedesignedproperly to avoid faults, to tolerate faults, and to detect and
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recoverfrom faults. Commonly used methods for dealing with these issues are briefly
describednext.

Fault Avoidance
Fault avoidancedeals with designing the components of the system in such a way that the
occurrenceof faults is minimized. Conservative design practices such as using highreliability components-are
often employed for improving the
system'sreliability based on
the ideaof fault avoidance. Although a distributed operating system often has little or no
role to play in improving the fault avoidance capability of a hardware
component,the
designersof the various software components of the distributed
operatingsystem must test
them thoroughlyto make these components highly reliable.

Fault Tolerance
Fault toleranceis the ability of a system to continue functioning in the event
of partial
system failure. Theperformanceof the system might be degraded due to partial failure,
but otherwisethe system functions properly. Some of the important concepts that may be
used to improve the fault tolerance ability
of a distributed operating system are as
follows:
1. Redundancytechniques.The basic idea behind redundancy
techniquesis to avoid
components,so that
single pointsof failure by replicating critical hardware and software
if one of them fails, the others can be used to continue. Obviously, having two or more
copies of a critical componentmakes it possible, at least in principle, continue
to
operationsin spite of occasional partial failures. For example, a critical process can be
simultaneouslyexecuted on two nodes so that if one of the two nodes fails,execution
the
of the process can be
completedat the other node. Similarly, a critical file may be
replicatedon two or more storage devices for better reliability.
Notice that with redundancy techniques additional system overhead is needed to
maintain two or more copies of a replicated resource and to keep all the copies of a resource
consistent. For example, if a file is replicated on two or more nodesdistributedsystem,
of a
additional disk storage space is required, and for correct functioning, it is often necessary
that all the copies of the file are mutually consistent. In general, the larger is the number
of
copies kept, the better is the reliability but the larger is the system
overheadinvolved.
Therefore,a distributed operating system must be designed to maintain
properbalance
a
between the degree of reliability and the incurred overhead. This raises an important
question: How much replication is enough? For an answer to this question, note that a
system is said to be
k-fault tolerantif it can continue to function even in the event of the
failure of k components[Cristian 1991, Nelson 1990]. Therefore, if the system is to be
designed to tolerate
k fail-stopfailures, k+1 replicas are needed. kIfreplicas are lost due to
failures, theremainingone replica can be used for
continuedfunctioning of the system. On
theotherhand,if the system is tobe designed to tolerate
k Byzantine failures, a minimum of
2k+1 replicas are needed. This is because a voting mechanism can be used to believe the
majority k+1 of the replicas whenk replicas behave abnormally.
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Replicationand consistency control mechanisms for memory objects are described in
Chapter5 and for file objects are described in Chapter 9.
Another application of redundancy technique is in the design of a stable storage
device, which is a virtual storage device that can even withstand
transient110 faults and
decay of the storage media. The reliability of a critical file may be improved by storing
it on a stable storage device. Stable storage devices are described
Chapter9.
in

2. Distributed control.For better reliability, many of theparticular algorithms or
protocols used in a distributed operating system must employ a distributed control
mechanism to avoid single points of failure. For example, a highly available
distributed
file system should have multiple and independent file servers controlling multiple and
independent storage devices. In addition to file servers, a distributed control
technique
could also be used for name servers, scheduling algorithms, and other executive control
functions. It is important to note here that when multiple distributed servers are used in a
distributed system to provide a particular type of service, the servers must be independent.
That is, the design must not require simultaneous functioning of the servers; otherwise, the
reliability will become worse instead of getting better. Distributed control mechanisms are
described throughout this book.

Fault Detection and Recovery
The fault detection and recovery method of improving reliability deals with the use of
hardware and software mechanisms to determine the occurrence of a failure and then to
correct the system to a state acceptable for continued operation. Some of the commonly used
techniques forimplementingthis method in a distributed operating system are as follows:

1. Atomic transactions.An atomic transaction (or justtransaction for short) is a
computationconsistingof a collection of operations that take place indivisibly in the
presence of failures and concurrent computations. That is, either all of the operations are
performed successfully or none of their effects prevails, and other processes executing
concurrently cannot modify or observe intermediate states of the computation.
Transactions help to preserve the consistency of a set of shared data objects (e.g., files) in
the face of failures. and concurrent access. They make crash recovery much easier, because
a transaction can only end in two states: Either all the operations of the transaction are
performed or none of the operations of the transaction is performed.
In a system with transaction facility, if a process halts unexpectedly due to a
hardware fault or a software error before a transaction is completed, the system
subsequently restores any data objects that were undergoing modification to their original
states. Notice that if a system does not support a transaction mechanism, unexpected
failure of a process during the processing of an operation may leave the data objects that
were undergoing modification in an inconsistent state. Therefore, without transaction
facility, it may be difficult or even impossible in some cases to roll back (recover) the data
objects from their currentinconsistentstates to their original states. Atomic
transaction
mechanisms are described Chapter9.
in
2. Stateless servers.
The client-servermodel is frequently used in distributed systems
to service user requests. In this model, a server may be implemented byanyoneof
using
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the following two serviceparadigms-statefulor stateless. The two paradigms are
distinguished by one aspect of the client-server relationship, whether or not the history of
the serviced requests between a client and a server affects the execution of the next service
request. The stateful approach does depend on the history of the serviced requests, but the
stateless approach does not depend on it. Stateless servers distinct
have a advantage over
stateful servers in the event of a failure. That is, the stateless service
paradigmmakes crash
recovery very easy because no client state information is maintained by the server. On the
other hand, the stateful service paradigm requires complex crash recovery procedures.
Both theclient and server need to reliably detect crashes. The server needs to detect client
crashes so that it can discard any state it is holding for the client, and the client must detect
server crashes so that it can perform necessary
error-handlingactivities. Although stateful
service becomes necessary in some cases, to simplify the failure
detectionand recovery
actions, the stateless service paradigm must be used wherever possible. Stateless and
stateful servers are described in Chapters 4 and 9.

3. Acknowledgments and timeout-based retransmissions
of messages.In a distributed system, events such as a node crashcommunication
or a
link failure may interrupt
a communicationthat was in progress between two processes,
resulting in the loss of a
message.Therefore,a reliable interprocess
communicationmechanism must have ways to
detect lost messages so that they can be retransmitted. Handling of lost messages usually
involves return of acknowledgmentmessages andretransmissionson the basis of
timeouts. That is, the receiver must returnacknowledgment
an
message for every message
received, and if the sender does not receive acknowledgment
any
for a message within a
fixed timeout period, it assumes that the message was lostretransmitsthe
and
message. A
problemassociatedwith this approach is that of duplicate messages. Duplicate messages
may be sent in the event of failures or because of timeouts. Therefore, a reliable
interprocesscommunicationmechanism should also be capable of detecting and handling
duplicate messages. Handling of duplicate messages usually involves a mechanism for
automaticallygeneratingand assigning appropriate sequence numbers to messages. Use of
acknowledgmentmessages, timeout-based
retransmissionsof messages, and handling of
duplicate request messages for reliable communication are described
Chapter3.
in
The mechanismsdescribed above may be employed to create a very reliable
distributed system. However, the main drawback of increased system reliability is
potential lossof executiontime efficiency due to the extra overhead involved in these
techniques. For many systems it just
is too costly to incorporatea large number of
reliability mechanisms. Therefore, the major challenge for distributed operating system
designers is to integrate these mechanisms in a cost-effective manner for producing a
reliable system.

1.6.3 Flexibility
Another important issue in the design of distributed operating systems is flexibility.
Flexibility is the mostimportant feature for open distributed systems. The design of a
distributed operating system should be flexible due to the following reasons:
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1. Easeofmodification. From theexperienceof system designers, it has been found
that some parts of the design often need toreplaced/modified
be
eitherbecausesome bug
is detected in the design or because the design is no longer suitable changed
for the system
environment or new-user requirements.Therefore, it should be easy toincorporate
changes in the system inuser-transparent
a
manner or with minimuminterruptioncaused
to the users.
2. Easeof enhancement.In every system, new functionalities have to be added from
time to time to make it more powerful and easy to use. Therefore, it should be easy to add
new services to the system.
Furthermore,if a group of users do not like the style in which
a particularservice isprovidedby the operatingsystem, they should have the flexibility
to add and use their own service that works in the style with which the users of that group
are more familiar and feel more
comfortable.

The most important design factor thatinfluences the flexibility of a distributed
operatingsystem is the model used for
designingits kernel. Thekernel of an operating
system is its centralcontrolling part that provides basic system facilities. It operates in a
separate address space thatinaccessibleto
is
user processes. It is the only part of an
operating system that a user
cannot replace or modify. We saw that in the case of a
distributedoperatingsystem identical kernels are run on all the nodes ofdistributed
the
system.
The two commonly used models for kernel design in distributed
operatingsystems
are themonolithic kernel and themicrokernel(Fig. 1.6). In themonolithic kernel model,
most operating system services such as process management, memory
management,
device management,file management,namemanagement,and interprocesscommunicakernelhas a large, monolithic structure.
tion are provided by the kernel. As a result, the
Many distributed operating systems that areextensionsor imitations of the UNIX
operating system use the monolithic kernel model. This is mainly because UNIX
itself has
a large,monolithic kernel.
microkernelmodel, the main goal is to keep the kernel as
On the other hand, in the
small as possible.Therefore,in this model, the kernel is a very small nucleus of software
that provides only the minimal facilities necessary implementingadditionaloperating
for
system services. The only services
providedby the kernel in this model are
interprocess
communication,low-level device management,a limited amount of low-level process
management,and some memorymanagement.All other operating system services, such
as file management,name management,additional process, and memory
management
activities, and much system call handling are
implementedas user-level server processes.
Each server process has its own address space and can
programmedseparately.
be
As comparedto the monolithic kernel model, the microkernel model has several
advantages. In the
monolithic kernel model, the large size of the kernel reduces the overall
flexibility and configurability of the resultingoperatingsystem. On the other hand, the
resulting operatingsystem of themicrokernelmodel is highly modular in nature. Due to
this characteristicfeature, theoperatingsystem of themicrokernelmodel is easy to design,
implement, and install. Moreover, since most of the servicesimplemented
are
as user-level
serverprocesses,it is also easy to modify the design or add new services. This also allows
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Fig.l.6 Models of kernel design in distributed
operatingsystems:(a) The monolithic
kernel model. The level above the kernel level canpartitionedby
be
the
(b) The microkernel
users intowhateverhierarchical levels are appropriate.
model. Although the figure shows a two-level heirarchy above the kernel
level, users can extend the hierarchy to whatever levelsappropriate.
are

those users who do not like a particular service provided by the operating system to
implement and use their own service. Furthermore, for adding or changing a service, there
is no need to stop the system and boot a new kernel, as in theofcase
a monolithic kernel.
Therefore, changes in the system can be incorporated without interrupting the users.
The modular design of a system based on the microkemel model, however, is
potentially subject to a performance penalty. This is because in the microkernel model
each server is an independent process having its own address space. Therefore, the servers
have to use some form of message-based interprocess
communicationmechanism to
communicate with each other while performing some job. Furthermore, message passing
between server processes and the microkernel requires context switches, resulting in
additionalperformanceoverhead. In the monolithic kernel model, however, since all the
services are provided by the kernel, the same address space is shared by all of them.
Therefore, no message passing and no context switching are required while the kernel is
performing the job. Hence a request may be serviced faster in the monolithic kernel model
than in themicrokemelmodel.
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In spite of its potentialperformancecost, themicrokemel model is being preferred
for the design ofmodemdistributed operating systems. The two main reasons for this are
as follows:
1. The advantages of themicrokemel model more than compensate for the
performancecost. Notice that the situation here is very similar to the one that caused highlevel programminglanguages to be preferred to assembly languages. In spite of the better
performance ofprogramswritten in assembly languages, most programs are written in
high-level languages due to the advantages of ease of design, maintenance, and portability.
Similarly, the flexibility advantages of the microkernel model previously described more
than outweigh its small performance penalty.
2. Someexperimentalresults have shown that although in theory the microkernel
model seems to have poorer
performancethan the monolithic kernel model, this is not true
in practice. This is because other factors tend to dominate, and the small overhead
involved in exchangingmessages is usually negligible [Douglisa1.
et 1991].
Details of several distributed operating systems whose design is based on the
microkernel model are presented Chapter12.
in

1.6.4 Performance
If a distributed system is to be used, its
performancemust be at least as good as a
centralizedsystem. That is, when paarticularapplication is run on a distributed system,
its overall performance should be better than or at least equal to that of running the same
application on asingle-processorsystem. However, to achieve this goal,
it is important
that the various components of the operating system of a distributed system
be designed
properly; otherwise, the overall
performanceof the distributedsystem may turn out to be
worse than acentralizedsystem. Some design principles considered useful for better
performance are as follows:

1. Batch if possible. Batching often helps in improving performance greatly. For
example, transfer of data across the network in large chunks rather than as individual
pages is much more efficient. Similarly,
piggybackingof acknowledgment of previous
messages with the next message during a series of messages exchanged between two
communicatingentities also improvesperformance,
2. Cache whenever possible.
Caching of data atclients' sites frequently improves
overall system performance because it makes data available wherever it is being currently
used, thus saving a large amount of computing time and network bandwidth. In addition,
caching reduces contention on
centralizedresources.
3. Minimizecopying ofdata. Data copying overhead (e.g., moving data in andof
out
buffers) involves a substantial CPU cost of many operations. For example, while being
transferred from its sender to its receiver, a message data may take the following path on
the sending side:
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(a) Fromsender'sstack to its message buffer
(b) From the message buffer in the sender's address space to the message buffer in
the kernel'saddress space
(c) Finally, from the kernel to the network interface board
On the receiving side, the data probably takes a similar path in the reverse direction.
Therefore, in this case, a total of six copy operations are involved in the message transfer
operation. Similarly, in several systems, the data copying overhead is also large for read
and write operations on block1/0 devices. Therefore, for betterperformance,it is
desirable to avoid copying of data, although this is not always simple to achieve. Making
optimal use of memory management often helpseliminating
in
much data movement
between the kernel, block
1/0 devices, clients, and servers.
4. Minimizenetworktraffic. System performance may also be improved by reducing
internode communicationcosts. For example, accesses to remote resources require
communication,possibly throughintermediatenodes. Therefore, migrating a process closer
to the resources it is using most heavily may
be helpful in reducing network traffic in the
systemif the decreased cost of accessing its favorite resource offsets the possible increased
costof accessing its less favored ones. Another way to reduce network traffic is to use the
process migration facility toclustertwo or more processes that frequently
communicate
with each other on the same node of the system. Avoidingcollection
the
of global state
information for making some decision also helps in reducing network traffic.

5. Takeadvantageoffine-grainparallelismformultiprocessing.Performance can also
be improved by taking advantageo f fine-grain parallelism for multiprocessing. For
example, threads (described Chapter8)
in
are often used forstructuringserver processes.
Servers structured as a group of threads can operate efficiently because they can
simultaneously service requests from several clients.
Fine-grainedconcurrencycontrol of
simultaneous accesses by multiple processes to a shared resource is another example of
application of this principle for better performance.
Throughout the book we will come across the use of these design principles in the
design of the various distributed operating system components.

1.6.5 SCQlablllty
Scalability refers to the capability of a system to adaptincreasedservice
to
load. It is
inevitable that a distributed system will grow with time since it is very
commonto add new
machines or an entiresubnetworkto the system to take care
of increased. workload or
organizational changes in a company. Therefore, a distributed
operatingsystem should be
designed to easily cope with the growth of nodes and users in the system. That is, such
growth should not cause serious disruption of service
significantloss
or
ofperformanceto
users. Some guiding principles for
designingscalabledistributedsystems are as follows:
1. Avoid centralizedentities. In the design of adistributedoperating system, use of
centralized entities such as a single central file server or a single database for the entire
system makes the distributed system nonscalable due to the following reasons:
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(a) The failure of the centralized entity often brings the entire system down. Hence,
manner,
the system cannot tolerate faults in a graceful
(b) The performanceof the centralizedentity often becomes a system
bottleneck
when contentionfor it increaseswith the growing numberof users.
(c) Even if the centralized entity has enough
processingand storage capacity, the
capacity of the network that
connectsthe centralizedentity with other nodes of
the system often gets saturated when contention
the
for the entity increases
beyond a certain level.
(d) In a wide-area network
consistingof severalinterconnectedlocal-areanetworks,
it is obviously inefficient to always get aparticulartype of request serviced at a
server node that is several gateways away. This also increases network traffic.
Local area and wide-area
networkingconceptsare describedin Chapter2.
Therefore, the use of centralized entities should be avoided in the design.
Replication
of resources anddistributedcontrol algorithmsare frequently used techniques to achieve
this goal. In fact, for better scalability, as far as
practicable,a functionally symmetric
configurationshould be used in which all nodes of the system have a nearly equal role to
play in theoperationof the system.
2. Avoid centralizedalgorithms. A centralizedalgorithm is one that operates by
collecting information from all nodes,processingthis information on a single node and
then distributing the results to other nodes. The use of such
algorithmsin the design of a
distributedoperatingsystem is also notacceptablefrom a scalability point of view. The
reasons for this are very similar to those
mentionedin the use ofcentralizedentities. For
example, aschedulingalgorithm that makesschedulingdecisions by first inquiring from
all the nodes and then selecting the most lightly loaded nodecandidatefor
as a
receiving
jobs has poorscalability factor. Such analgorithm may work fine for small networks but
gets crippled when applied to large networks. This is becauseinquirer
the .receivesa very
large number of replies almost
simultaneouslyand the time required to process the reply
messages for making a host selection is normally too long. Moreover, since the
complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 ) , it creates heavy network traffic and quickly
consumesnetwork bandwidth.Therefore,in the design of adistributedoperating system,
only decentralizedalgorithmsshould be used. In these algorithms, global state
information
of the system is not collected or used,
decision at a node is usually based on locally
availableinformation,and it is assumed that systemwide
a
global clock does not exist (the
clocks of all nodes are not synchronized).
3. Perform most operations on client workstations.
If possible, an operation should
be performed on theclient's own workstation rather than on a server machine. This is
because a server is a common resource for several clients, and hence server cycles are
more precious than the cycles of client workstations. This principle
enhancesthe
scalability of the system, since it allows graceful
degradationof systemperformanceas
the system grows in size, by reducing
contention for shared resources. Caching is a
frequently used technique for the
realizationof this principle.
Throughoutthe book, we will come across the use of these design principles in the
design of the various distributed
operatingsystemcomponents.
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A heterogeneous distributed system consists interconnectedsets
of
of dissimilar
hardware or software systems. Because
of the diversity, designing heterogenous
distributed systems is far more difficult than designing
homogeneousdistributed
systems in which each system is based on the same, or closely related, hardware
and software. However, as a
consequenceof large scale, heterogeneityis often
inevitable in distributed systems. Furthermore, often heterogeneityis preferred by
many users because
heterogeneousdistributed systems provide the flexibility to their
users of differentcomputerplatforms for different applications. For example, a user
may have the flexibility of a supercomputerfor simulations, a Macintosh for
documentprocessing, and a UNIX workstation for program
development.
Incompatibilities in a heterogeneousdistributed system may be of different
types. For example, the internal formatting schemes of different
communication
and host processors may be different; or when several networksinterconnected
are
via gateways, thecommunication protocols and topologies of different networks
may be different; or the servers
operating at different nodes of the system may
be different. For instance, some hosts use 32-bit word lengths while others use
word lengths of 16 or 64 bits. Byte ordering within these data
constructs can
vary as well, requiring special converters to enable data sharing between incompatible hosts.
In a heterogeneous distributed system, some form of data translation is necessary for interaction between two
incompatible nodes. Someearlier systems left this
translation to the users, but this is no longer acceptable. The data translation job
may be performed either at the
s ender'snode or at thereceiver's node. Suppose
this job is performed at thereceiver's node. With this approach, at every node
there must be atranslator to convert each format in the system to the format used
on the receiving node. Therefore, if there are
n different formats, n - 1 pieces of
translation software mustbe supported at each node, resulting
in a total of n(n - 1)
pieces of translation software in the system. This is undesirable, as adding a new
type of format becomes a more difficult task over time.
Performing the translation
job at the sender'snode instead of thereceiver's node also suffers from the same
drawback.
The software complexityof this translation process can
be greatly reducedby
using an intermediate standard data format. In this method,intermediatestandard
an
data format is declared, and each node only requires a translation software for
converting from its own format to the standard format and from the standard format
to its own format. In this case, when two
incompatible nodes interact at the sender
node, the data to be sent is first
convertedto the standard format, the data is moved
in the format of the standard, and finally, at the
receivernode, the data is converted
from the standard format to the
receiver'sformat. By choosing the standard format to
be the most common format in the system, the number conversions
of
can be
reduced.
Various techniques to deal with
heterogeneityin distributedsystems are described
in Chapters 2, 4, 5, and 8.
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1.6.7 Security
In order that the users can trust the
systemand rely on it, the variousresourcesof a
computer system must beprotected against destruction and unauthorized access.
Enforcing security in a distributed system is more difficult than in a centralized
system becauseof the lack of a single pointof control and the useof insecure
networks for data communication.In a centralizedsystem, all users areauthenticated
by the system at login time, and the system can
easily check whether a user is
authorized to perform the requestedoperation on an accessedresource. In a distributed system, however, since the
client-servermodel is often used for requesting
and providing services,when a client sends a
requestmessageto a server, theserver
must have some way·
of knowing who is the client. This is not so simple as it might
appearbecause anyclient identification field in the messagecannot be trusted. This
is becausean intruder (a person orprogram trying to obtain unauthorizedaccess to
systemresources)may pretendto be anauthorizedclient or may change themessage
contents during transmission. Therefore, as compared to a centralized system,
enforcement of security in a distributed system has the following additional
requirements:
1. It should bepossiblefor the senderof a messageto know that themessagewas
recei ved by theintendedrecei ver.
2. It should bepossiblefor the receiverof a messageto know that themessagewas
sent by thegenuinesender.
3. It should be possible for both the sender and receiver of a messageto be
guaranteedthat the contents of themessagewere not changedwhile it was in
transfer.
Cryptography(describedin Chapter 11) is the only knownpractical method for
dealing with these security aspects ofdistributedsystem.
a
In this method,
comprehension
of private information is preventedby encrypting the information, which can then be
decryptedonly by authorizedusers.
Another guiding principle for security is that asystemwhose securitydependson
the integrity of the fewest possible
entities is more likely to remain secure as it grows.
For example,it is much simpler to ensuresecurity based on the integrityof the much
smaller number of servers rather than
trusting thousandsof clients. In this case, it is
sufficient to only ensure the physical security
of these servers and the
software they
run. Chapter 11 deals with thecommonly used techniques for designing secure
distributed systems.

1.6.8 Emulationof ExistingOpcsratingSystems
For commercialsuccess, it isimportantthat a newlydesigneddistributedoperatingsystem
be able toemulateexisting popularoperatingsystemssuch as UNIX. With this property,
new softwarecan be written using the system call
interfaceof the newoperatingsystem
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to take full advantage of its special features of distribution, but a vast amount of already
existing old software can also be run on the same system without the need to rewrite them.
Therefore, moving to the new distributed operating system will allow both types of
software tobe run side by side.
We will see in Chapter 12 how some of the existing distributed operating systems
have been designed to support UNIX emulation facility.

1.7 INTRODUmON TO DISTRIBUTED COMPunNG
ENVIRONMENT (DeE)
Chapter 12 of the book presents case studies of four distributed operating systems:
Amoeba, V-System, Mach, and Chorus. In addition, examples of key technologies of
individual distributed operating system components that have either become or are poised
to become de facto international standards are presented in individual chapters wherever
such industry examples are available. In particular, the following technologies are
presented as case studies:
• Ethernet, IEEE Token Ring, the Internet Protocol suite, and the Internet are
presented as case studies of networking technologies
Chapter2.
in
• The 4.3BSD UNIX interprocess communication mechanism is presented as a case
study of message-passing technology in Chapter 3.
• SUN RPC andDeE RPC are presented as case studies of Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) technology in Chapter 4.
• IVY and Munin are presented as case studies of Distributed Shared Memory
(DSM) technology in Chapter 5.
• DCE Distributed Time Service (DTS) is presented as a case study of clock
synchronization technology in Chapter 6.
• The DCE threads package is presented as a case study of threads technology in
Chapter 8.
• DeEDistributed File Service (DFS) is presented as a case study of distributed file
system technology in Chapter 9.
• The various components of
DeE naming facility are presented as case studies of
naming technology in Chapter 10.
• The Kerberos authentication system and
DeE Security Service are presented as
case studies of security technology in Chapter 11.
Notice from the above list that almost half of the key technologies presented as case
studies in the various chapters of this book are tools and services that belong to DCE. This
is because of the way in which DCE was created (described next). Therefore, for a better
understanding of these key technologies, it will be useful to know something about DCE
before going into the details of its key components. This section presents a brief
introduction to DCE.
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1.7.1 What Is DeE?
A vendor-independent
distributedcomputingenvironment,DCE was defined by the Open
Software Foundation(OSF), aconsortiumof computermanufacturers,including IBM,
DEC, andHewlett-Packard.It is not anoperatingsystem, nor is it anapplication.Rather,
it is an integratedsetof services and tools that can be installed as
coherent
a
environment
on top of existing operating systems and serve as a platform for building and running
distributedapplications.
A primary goal ofDeE is vendorindependence.It runs on manydifferent kinds of
computers,operatingsystems, and networks
producedby different vendors. Forexample,
DeE can be easily ported includeOSF/I, AIX,
some operating systems to which
DOMAIN OS, ULTRIX, HP-UX, SINIX, SunOS, UNIX System V, VMS,
WINDOWS,
and OS/2. On the other hand, it can be used with any network hardware and transport
software, including TCPIIP, X.25, as welJ as other
similar products.
As shown in Figure 1.7,DeE is a middlewaresoftware layered between the DCE
applicationslayer and the operating system and
networkinglayer. The basic idea is to take
a collectionof existing machines (possibly from
different vendors),interconnectthem by
a communicationnetwork, add the DCEsoftwareplatform on top of the nativeoperating
systems of the machines, and then be able to build anddistributedapplications.
run
Each
machine has its own local operating system, which may be different from that of other
machines. TheDeE software layer on top of the
operatingsystem andnetworkinglayer
hides thedifferencesbetween machinesby automaticallyperforming data-type conversions when necessary.
Therefore,the heterogeneous
nature of the system is
transparentto
the applicationsprogrammers,making theirjob of writing distributedapplicationsmuch
simpler.

DC E applications
DCE software

Fig. J.7 Position of DeE softwarein a
DeE-baseddistributedsystem.

Operating systems and networking

1.7.2 How Was DCE Created?
The aSF did not create DeE from scratch. Instead, it created DCE by taking
advantage of work already done atuniversities and industries in the area of
distributed computing. For this, OSF issued arequestfor technology (RFT), asking
for tools and services needed to buildcoherentdistributed
a
computing environment.
To be a contender, a primaryrequirement was that actual working code must
ultimately be provided. The submitted bids were
carefully evaluatedby OSF employees and a teamof outside experts. Finally, those tools and services were
selectedthat
the membersof the evaluation committee believed provided the best solutions. The
code comprising the selected tools and services, almost entirely written in C, was
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then further developedby OSF to producea single integratedpackagethat was made
available to the world as DCE. Version 1.0of DCE was releasedby OSF in January
1992.

1.7.3 DeE COmpo.Ats
As mentionedabove, DeE is a blendof various technologiesdevelopedindependently
and nicely integratedby OSF. Each of these
technologiesforms acomponento f DCE. The
main componentsof DeE are as follows:

1. Threads package.It provides a simple programming model for building
concurrentapplications.It includesoperationsto createand control multiple threadsof
execution in a single process and to synchronize access toglobal data within an
application.Details are given inChapter8.
2. Remote Procedure Call
(RPC)facility. It providesprogrammerswith a numberof
powerful tools necessaryto build client-serverapplications.In fact, theDCE RPC facility
is the basisfor all communicationin DCE becausethe programmingmodelunderlyingall
of DCE is the client-servermodel. It is easy to use, is
network-and protocol-independent,
provides securecommunicationbetweena client and a server, andhides differencesin
data requirementsby automaticallyconvertingdata to theappropriateforms neededby
clients and servers.Details are given inChapter4.
3. Distributed lime Service (DTS).It closely synchronizesthe clocks of all the
computersin the system. It alsopermitsthe useof time valuesfrom externaltime sources,
such as thoseof the u.s. National Institute for Standardsand Technology(NIST), to
synchronizethe clocksof the computersin the systemwith externaltime. This facility can
also be used tosynchronizethe clocks of the computersof one distributedenvironment
with the clocksof the computersof anotherdistributedenvironment.Details are given in
Chapter6.
4. Name services.
The nameservicesof DCE include the Cell Directory Service
(CDS), the Global Directory Service (GDS), and the Global Directory Agent (GDA).
Theseservicesallow resourcessuch asservers,files, devices,and so on, to beuniquely
namedand accessedin a location-transparentmanner.Details are given in Chapter10.
5. Security Service.
It providesthe toolsneededfor authenticationand authorization
to protectsystemresourcesagainstillegitimate access.Details are given in Chapter11.
6. Distributed File Service (DFS).
It providesa systemwidefile systemthat has such
characteristicsaslocationtransparency,high performance,and highavailability. A unique
featureof DeEDFS is that it can alsoprovidefile servicesto clientsof otherfile systems.
Details are given in Chapter9.
The DCE componentslisted above are tightlyintegrated.It is difficult to give a
pictorial representationof their interdependenciesbecausethey are recursive. For
example, the name services use RPC facility for internal communicationamong its
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various servers, but the RPC facility uses the name services to locate the destination.
Therefore, theinterdependencies
of the variousDeE components can be best depicted in
tabular form, as shown in Figure 1.8.

Component
name

Fig. 1.8 Interdependencies
of DCE
components.

Other components used by It

Threads

None

RPe

Threads, name,security

DTS

Threads, RPC, name, security

Name

Threads, RPe, DTS, security

Security

Threads, RPC, DTS, name

DFS

Threads, RPC, DTS, name, security

1.7.4 DeE (.lIs
The DeE system is highly scalable in the sense that a system running
DeE can have
thousands ofcomputersand millions of users spread over a worldwide geographic area.
To accommodatesuch large systems, DCE uses the concept of cells. This concept helps
break down a large system into smaller, manageable units called cells.
In a DeE system, acell is a group of users, machines, or other resources that
typically have a common purpose and share common DCE services. The minimum cell
configuration requires a cell directory server, a security server, a distributed time server,
and one or more client machines. Each
DeE client machine has client processes for
security service, cell directory service, distributed time service, RPC facility, and threads
facility. A DCE client machine may also have a process for distributed file service if a cell
configuration has a DeE distributed file server. Due to the use of the method of
intersection for clocksynchronization(described inChapter6), it is recommended that
each cell in aDeE system should have at least three distributed time servers.
An importantdecision to be made while setting up a DCE system is to decide the cell
boundaries. The following four factors should be taken into
considerationfor making this
decision [Tanenbaum 1995, Rosenberry et al. 1992,
aSF 1992]:
1. Purpose.The machines of users working on a common goa) should be put in the
same cell, as they need easy access to a common set of system resources. That is, users
of machines in the same cell have closer interaction with each other than with users of
machines in different cells. For example, if a company manufactures and sells various
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types of products, depending on the manner in which the company functions, either a
product-oriented or a function-oriented approach may be taken to decide cell boundaries
[Tanenbaum 1995]. In the product-oriented approach, separate cells are formed for each
product, with the users of the machines belonging to the same cell being responsible for
all types of activities (design, manufacturing, marketing, and support services) related to
one particular product. On the other hand, infunction-oriented
the
approach, separate cells
are formed for each type of activity, with the users belonging to the same cell being
responsible for a particular activity, such as design, of all types of products.
2. Administration.Each system needs an administrator to register new users in the
system and to decide their access rights to the system's resources.To perform his or her job
properly, an administrator must know the users and the resources of the system. Therefore,
to simplify administration jobs, all the machines and their users that are known to and
manageable by an administrator should be put in a single cell. For example, all machines
belonging to the same department of a company or a universitycan belong to a single cell.
From an administration point of view,each cell has a different administrator.
3. Security.Machines of those users who have greater trust in each other should be
put in the same cell. That is, users of machines of a cell trust each other more than they
trust the users of machines of other cells. In such a design, cell boundaries act like
firewalls in the sense that accessing a resource that belongs to another cell requires more
sophisticated authentication than accessing a resource that belongs to a user's own cell.
4. Overhead.SeveralDeE operations, such as name resolution and user authentication, incur more overhead when they are performed between cells than when they are
performed within the same cell. Therefore, machines of users who frequently interact with
each other and the resources frequently accessed by them should be placed in the same
cell. The need to access a resource of another cell should arise infrequently for better
overall system performance.

Notice from the above discussion that in determining cell boundaries the emphasis is
on purpose, administration, security, and performance. Geographical considerations can,
but do not have to,playapart in cell design. For better performance, it is desirable to have
as few cells as possible to minimize the number of operations that need to cross cell
boundaries. However, subject to security and administration constraints, it is desirable to
have smaller cells with fewer machines and users. Therefore, it is important to properly
balance the requirements imposed by the four factors mentioned above while deciding cell
boundaries in aDeE system.

1.8 SUMMARY
A distributed computing system is a collection of processors interconnected by a
communication network in which each processor has its own local memory and other
peripherals and communication between any two processors of the system takes place by
message passing over the communication network.
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The existingmodels fordistributedcomputing systems can be broadly
classifiedinto
five categories: minicomputer, workstation,workstation-server,processor-pool,and
hybrid.
Distributedcomputingsystems are much more complex and
difficult to build than the
traditional centralizedsystems. Despite the increased
complexity and the difficulty of
building, theinstallationand use of distributed
computingsystems are rapidly increasing.
This is mainly because the
advantagesof distributed computing systemsoutweigh its
disadvantages.The mainadvantagesof distributedcomputingsystems are (a) suitability
for inherentlydistributedapplications,(b) sharing ofinformationamongdistributedusers,
(c) sharing ofresources,(d) betterprice-performanceratio, (e)shorterresponse times and
higher throughput,(f) higher reliability, (g)extensibility and incrementalgrowth, and (h)
better flexibility in meeting users' needs.
The operatingsystemscommonly used for distributed computing systems can be
broadly classifiedinto two types: networkoperatingsystems anddistributed operating
systems. Ascomparedto a networkoperating system, d
aistributedoperatingsystem has
better transparencyand fault tolerance capability and provides the image of a virtual
uniprocessorto the users.
The main issues involved in the design
of a distributed operating system are
transparency, reliability, flexibility, performance, scalability, heterogeneity, security, and
emulationof existing operatingsystems.

EXERCISES
1.1. Differentiate among the following types of operating systems by defining their essential
properties:
(a) Time sharing
(b) Parallel processing
(c) Network
(d) Distributed
1.2. In what respect are distributed computing systems better than parallel processing systems?
Gi ve examples of three applications for which distributed computing systems will be more
suitable than parallel processing systems.
1.3. What were the major technological, economical, and social factors that motivated the
development of distributed computing systems? What are some of the main advantages and
disadvantages of distributed computing systems over centralized ones?
1.4. Discuss the relative advantages and
disadvantages
of the various commonly used models for
configuring distributed computing
systems.Which model do you think is going to become the
most popular model in future? Give reasons for your answer.
1.5. Consider the case of a distributed computing system based on the processor-pool model that
has P processors in the pool. In this system, suppose a user starts a computation job that
involves compilation of a program consistingFofsource files(F < P). Assume that at this
time this user is the only user using the system. What maximum gain in speed can be hoped
for this job in this system as compared to its execution on a single-processor system (assume
that all the processors we are talking aboutare of equal capability)? What factors might cause
the gain in speed to be less than this maximum?
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1.6. Explain thedifferencebetweenthe termsserviceand server. In the design of adistributed
operatingsystem, discuss the relative
advantagesanddisadvantages
of using a single server
andmultiple serversfor implementinga service.
1.7. Why aredistributedoperatingsystems more difficult to design than operating systems for
centralizedtime-sharingsystems?
1.8. What is groupware? Why is it consideredto be a promising technology for software

development?
1.9. What are the main
differencesbetweenanetworkoperatingsystemand a
distributedoperating

system?
1.10. What are the major issuesdesigninga
in
distributedoperatingsystem?
1.11. A distributedoperatingsystem makesa
collectionof networkedmachinesto act like a virtual
uniprocessor.What are the main
advantagesof this virtual-machinearchitecturefor a user?
What issues areimportant for a distributed operating system designer inachieving this
goal?
1.12. Concurrencytransparencyis an important issue in the design of a
distributed operating

system. Is it also an
importantissue in the design of an
operatingsystem for acentralized
system?If no,explainwhy. If yes, list somemechanismsthat arecommonlyused inoperating
systems forcentralizedsystems to support this
feature.
1.13. Discusssomeof the
importantconceptsthat daistributedoperatingsystemdesignermight use

to improvethereliability of his or hersystem.What is the mainproblemin makinga system
highly reliable?
1.14. Differentiate betweenthe monolithic kernel and microkernel approachesfor designinga

distributedoperatingsystem.Discuss theirrelative advantagesanddisadvantages.
1.15. In themicrokernel approachfor designinga distributed operating system, what are the
primary tasks that the kernel must
perform?
1.16. Figure 1.6indicatesthat a layered
approachis used to design daistributedsystem.What are
the mainadvantagesof using thisapproach?
1.17. Discussthe main guiding
principlesthat adistributedoperatingsystemdesigner must keep in
mind for the goodperformanceof his or hersystem.
1.18. Why is scalabilityanimportantfeature in the design of distributedsystem?
a
Discuss some

of the guidingprinciplesfor designinga scalabledistributedsystem.
1.19. Why is heterogeneityunavoidablein manydistributed systems?What are some of the

common types ofincompatibilitiesencounteredin heterogeneous
distributedsystems? What
are the common issues with which the designer heterogeneous
of a
distributedsystem must
deal?
1.20. Suppose acomponentof a distributed systemsuddenly crashes.How will this event

inconveniencethe users when:
(a) The system uses the
processor-poolmodel and the crashed
componentis a processor
in the pool.
componentis a user
(b) The system uses the
processor-poolmodel and the crashed
terminal.
(c) The system uses the
workstation-servermodel and the crashed
componentis a server
machine.
(d) The system uses the
workstation-servermodel and the crashed
componentis a user
workstation.
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1.21. Compare the following types of systems in terms of cost, hardware complexity, operating
system complexity, potential parallelism, and
programmability(how easily users can write
efficient programs):
memory.
(a) A multiprocessor system having a single shared
(b) A multiprocessorsystem in which each processor has its own local memory in addition
to a shared memory used by
all processors
in the system.
(c) A multiprocessor system in which each processorits
has
own memory.All processors
are kept in a big hall and are interconnected by a high-capacity communication line
forming a network. Each processor can communicate with other processors only by
exchanging messages.
(d) A multiprocessor system in which each processor has its own
memory. The
processors are located far from each other (may
be in different cities of a country)
and are interconnected by low-capacity
a
communication line forming a network.
Each processor can communicate with other processors only by exchanging
messages.
For comparing the systems, consider three
cases-(a)number of processors is small
(2-8);
(b) number of processors is large
(16-32); and (c) number of processors is very large (more
than 100).
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Computer Networks
2.1 INTRODUmON
A computernetwork is acommunicationsystem that links end systems communication
by
lines and software protocols to
exchangedata between two processes running on different
end systems of the network . The end systems are often referrednodes,
to as sites, hosts,
computers, machines,and so on. The nodes may vary in size and function. Sizewise, a
node may be a smallmicroprocessor
, a workstation, a minicomputer, or a large
supercomputer.Functionwise,a node may be a dedicated system (such as a print server or
a file server) without anycapabilityfor interactiveusers, asingle-userpersonal computer,
or a general-purposetime-sharingsystem .
As already mentioned inChapter 1, a distributed system is basically a computer
network whose nodes have their own local memory and may also have other hardware and
software resources. Adistributed system, therefore, relies entirely on the underlying
computernetwork for thecommunicationof data and controlinformation between the
nodes of which they are composed.
Furthermore,the performanceand reliability of a
distributed system depend to a great extent on the
performanceand reliability of the
underlyingcomputernetwork . Hence a basic knowledge
of computernetworks is required
for the studyof distributedoperatingsystems. Acomprehensivetreatmentof computer
networks will require acompletebook in itself, and there are many good books available
on this subject [Tanenbaum 1988, Black 1993, Stallings 1992b, Ramos et at. 1996].
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Therefore, this chapter deals only with the most important aspects of networking concepts
and designs, with special emphasis to those aspects that are needed as a basis for designing
distributed operating systems.

2.2 NETWORKS TYPES
Networks arc broadly classified into two types:
local area networks(LANs) and wide-area
networks (WANs). The WANs are also referred to as
long-haul networks. The key
characteristics that are often used to differentiate between these two types of networks are
as follows [Abeysundara and Kamal 1991]:
1. Geographicdistribution. The main difference between the two types of networks
is the way in which they are geographically distributed. A LAN is restricted to a limited
geographic coverage of
a few kilometers, buta WAN spans greater distances and may
extend over several thousand kilometers. Therefore, LANs typically provide communication facilities within a building ora campus, whereas WANs may operate nationwide or
even worldwide.
2. Data rate. Data transmission rates are usually much higher in LANs than in
WANs. Transmission rates in LANs usually range from 0.2 megabit per second (Mbps) to
1 gigabit per second (Gbps). On the other hand, transmission rates in WANs usually range
from 1200 bits per second to slightly over
1 Mbps.

3. Error rate. Local area networks generally experience fewer data transmission
errors than WANs do.Typically, bit error rates are in the range 10-of 8 - 10- 12 with LANs
5--10-7
as opposed to10with WANs.
4. Communicationlink. The most common communication Jinks used in LANs are
WAN
twisted pair, coaxial cable, and fiber optics. On the other hand, since the sites
in a
are physically distributed over a large geographic area, the communication
links used are
by default relatively slow and unreliable. Typical communication links used in WANs are
telephone lines, microwave links,
and satellite channels.

5. Ownership. A LAN is typically owned by a single organization because of its
limited geographic coverage. A WAN, however, is usually formed by interconnecting
multiple LANs each of which may belong to a different organization. Therefore,
administrative and maintenance complexities and costs for LANs are usually much lower
than forWANs.
6. Communicationcost. The overall communication costs of a LAN is usually much
lower than that of a WAN. The main reasons for this are lower error rates, simple (or
absence of) routing algorithms, and lower administrative and maintenance costs.
Moreover, the cost to transmit data inlJAN
a is negligible since the transmission medium
is usually owned by the user organization. However, with a WAN, this cost may be very
high because the transmission media used are leased lines or public communication
systems, such as telephone lines, microwave links, and satellite channels.
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Networks that share some of the
characteristicsof both LANs and WANs are
sometimes referred to as
metropolitan area networks (MANs)[Stallings 1993a]. The
MANs usually cover a wider geographic area (up to about 50 km in diameter) than LANs
and frequently operate at speeds very close to LAN speeds. A main objective of MANs
is to interconnect LANs located in an entire city or metropolitan area.
Communication
links commonly used for MANs are coaxial cable and microwave links.
We saw in Chapter 1 that the
performanceof a distributed system must be at least as
good as a centralized system. That is, when a particular application is run on a distributed
system, its overall performance should not be appreciably worse than running the same
application on asingle-processor
system. The data transmission rates of LANs and MANs
are usually 'considered to be adequate to meet this requirement for many applications.
However, with the current technology, the transmission rates of WANs cannot fully meet
this requirement of distributed systems. Therefore, WAN-based distributed systems are
used mainly for those applications for which performance is not important. Several
inherently distributed applications that require information sharing among widely
distributedusers/computers belong to this category.
Although current WANs cannot fully meet theperformance requirements of
distributed systems, with theemergenceof Broadband Integrated Services Digital
Network (B-ISDN) [Kawarasaki and Jabbari 1991] and
AsynchronousTransfer Mode
(ATM) technologies [Vetter 1995], future WANs are expected to have data transmission
rates that will be adequate for the
constructionof WAN-based distributed systems and the
implementationof a wide range of applications on these distributed systems. ISDN
[Helgert 1991] refers totelecommunicationnetworks that transfer many types of data,
such as voice, fax, and
computerdata, in digital form at data transmission rates that are
multiples of a basic channel speed of 64 kilobits per second (Kbps). B-ISDN are ISDN
networks that providepoint-to-point data transmission speeds of 150 Mbps and above.
B-ISDN networks are considered to be suitable high-bandwidthapplications,
for
such as
applicationsinvolving high-quality video and bulk data transmissions. ATM technology
can provide data transmission rates of up to 622 Mbps. (ATM technology is described later
in this chapter.)

2.3 LAN TECHNOLOGIES
This section presents a description of topologies, principles of operation, and case studies
of popularLANs.

2.3.1 LAN Topologl8s
The two commonly used network topologies for
constructingLANs are multiaccess
bus and ring. In a simplemultiaccess bus network,
all sites are directly connected to
a single transmission medium (called the bus) that spans the whole length of the
network (Fig. 2.1). The bus is passive and is shared by all the sites for any message
transmissionin the network. Each site is
connectedto the bus by a drop cable using
a T-connection or tap. Broadcast
communicationis used for message transmission.
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~Sites

Shared bus
Fig. 2.1 Simple multiaccessbus network topology.

That is, a message is
transmittedfrom one site toanotherby placing it on the shared
bus. An addressdesignatoris associatedwith the message. As the
messagetravels on
the bus, each sitecheckswhether it is addressedto it and theaddresseesite picks up
the message.
A variant of the simple multiaccessbus network topology is themultiaccess
branchingbus network topology. In such a network, two or more simple
multiaccessbus
networksare interconnectedby using repeaters(Fig. 2.2).Repeatersare hardwaredevices
used toconnectcable segments. They simply amplify and copy electric signals from one
segmentof a network to its next segment.

/

Shared bus

~Siles

Fig. 2.2 Multiaccessbranchingbus network topology.
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The connectioncost of amultiaccessbus network is low and grows only linearly with
the increasein number of sites. Thecommunicationcost is also quite low, unless there is
heavycontentionfor the shared bus and the bus becomes a bottleneck.
disadvantage
A
of
multiaccessbus topology is that message signals,
transmittedover the single shared
medium, suffer moreattenuationand distortion comparedto the shorterpoint-to-point
links of other topologies.Therefore,especiallyin the case of fiber-optic bus networks,
only a few sites can usually be supported.
In a ring network, each site isconnectedto exactly two other sites so that a loop is
formed (Fig. 2.3). A separate link is used to connect two sites. The links
interconnected
are
by using repeaters. Data is
transmittedin one direction around the ring by signaling
betweensites. That is, to send a message from one site to another, the source site writes
the destinationsite'saddress in the message header and passes it to its neighbor. A site that
receives the message checks the message
headerto see if the message addressed
is
to it.
If not, the site passes on the message to its own neighbor. In this manner, the message
circulatesaround the ring until some site removes it from the ring. In some ring networks,
the destinationsite (to which the message addressed)
is
removes the message from the
ring, while in others it isremovedby the source site (which sent the message). In the latter
case, the message always
circulatesfor onecompleteround on the ring. Generally, in ring
networks, one of the sites acts as
monitorsite
a
to ensure that a message does circulate
not
indefinitely (that is, in case the source site or the
destinationsite fails). The monitor site
also perform other jobs, such as
housekeepingfunctions, ring utilization, and handling
other error conditions.

I

Monitor
site

Fig. 2.3 Ring network topology.
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The connectioncost of a ring network is low and grows only linearly with the
increasein numberof sites. The averagecommunicationcost is directly proportionalto
the numberof sites in thenetwork. If there are n sites, atmost(n-l) links have to be
traversedby a messageto reach itsdestination.An often-quoteddisadvantageof ring
topology is the vulnerability of ring networksdue to site or linkfailures; the network is
partitionedby a single link failure. Variations of the basic ringtopology, such as using
bidirectionallinks, providing doublelinks betweentwo neighbors,and siteskippinglinks
with each sitejoined to its two immediatepredecessors,
have beenconsideredto improve
network reliability.

2.3.2 Medium-Access Control Protocols
In case of bothmultiaccessbus and ring networks, we saw that asingle channel is
sharedby all the sitesof a network, resulting in a multiaccessenvironment.In such an
environment,it is possiblethat severalsites will want to transmit information over the
sharedchannel simultaneously.In this case, thetransmittedinformation may become
scrambledand must bediscarded. The concernedsites must benotified about the
discarded information, so that they canretransmit their information. If no special
provisionsare made,this situation may berepeated,resulting in degradedperformance.
Therefore, special schemesare needed in a multiaccessenvironment to control the
access to a shared channel. These schemesare known as medium-accesscontrol
protocols.
Obviously, in a multiaccess environment, the use of a medium having high
raw data ratealone is not sufficient. The medium-accesscontrol protocol used must
also provide for efficient bandwidth use of the medium. Therefore, the mediumaccess control protocol has a significant effect on the overall performance of a
computer network, and often it is by such protocols that the networks differ the
most. The threemost important performanceobjectives of a medium-accesscontrol
protocol are high throughput, high channel utilization, and low messagedelay. In
addition to meeting the performanceobjectives, some other desirable characteristics
of a medium-accesscontrol protocol are as follows [Abeysundara and Kamal

1991J:
1. For fairness,unlessa priority schemeis intentionally implemented,the protocol
should provide equal opportunity to all sites in allowing them to transmit their
information over the sharedmedium.
2. For better scalability, sites should require a minimum knowledge of the
network structure (topology, size, or relative location of other sites), and
addition, removal, or movement of a site from one place to another in the
network should be possible without the need tochange the protocol. Furthermore, it should not be necessaryto have aknowledge of the exact value
of the end-to-end propagation delay of the network for the protocol to
function correctly.
3. For higher reliability, centralizedcontrol should be avoidedand theoperationof
the protocol should be completelydistributed.
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4. For supporting real-time applications, the protocol should exhibit bounded-delay
properties. That is, the maximum message transfer delay from one site to another
in the network must be known and fixed.
It is difficult to achieve all of the previously mentioned
characteristicsat the same
time while achieving theperformanceobjectives of high throughput, high channel
utilization, and low message delay.
Several protocols have been developed for medium-access control in a multiaccess
environment. Of these, the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMNCD) protocol is the one most commonly used for multiaccess bus networks, and
the token ring and slotted ring are the two commonly used protocols for ring networks.
Thesemedium-accesscontrol protocols are described next.
Note that for efficient and fair use of network resources, a message is often divided
into packets prior to transmission. In this case,packet
a
is the smallest unit of
communication.It usually contains a header and a body. The body contains a part of the
actual message data, and the header contains addressing information (identifiers of the
sender andreceiversites) and sequencing information (position of the packet data within
the entire message data).

The CSMAlCD Protocol
The CSMAlCD scheme [IEEE 1985a] employs decentralized control of the shared

medium, In this scheme, each site has equal status in the sense that there is no central
controllersite. The sites contend with each other for use of the shared medium and the site
that first gains access during an idle period of the medium uses the medium for the
transmissionof its own message. Obviously, occasional collisions of messages may occur
when more than one site senses the medium to be idle and transmits messages at
approximately the same time. The scheme uses collision detection, recovery, and
controlled retransmission mechanisms to deal with this problem. Therefore, the scheme is
comprisedof the following three mechanisms and works as described
next

1. Carrier sense and defer mechanism.
Whenever a site wishes to transmit a
carrier
packet, it first listens for the presence of a signal (known as
a by analogy with
radio broadcasting) on the shared medium. If the medium is found to be free (no carrier
is present on the medium), the site starts transmitting its packet. Otherwise, the site
defers its packet transmission and waits (continues to listen) until the medium becomes
free. The site initiates its packet transmission as soon as it senses that the medium is
free.
2. Collision detection mechanism.
Unfortunately, carrier sensing does not prevent all
collisions because of the nonzero
propagationdelay of the shared medium. Obviously,
collisions occur only within a short time interval following the start of transmission, since
after this interval all sites will detect that the medium is not free and defer transmission.
This time interval is called thecollision windowor collision interval and is equal to the
amount of time required for a signal to propagate from one end of the shared medium to
the other and back again. If a site attempts to transmit a packet, it must listen to the shared
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medium for a time period that is at least equal to collision
the
interval inorderto guarantee
that thepacketwill not experiencea collision.
Collision avoidanceby listening to the sharedmedium for at least thecollision
interval time beforeinitiation of packettransmissionleads toinefficient utilization of the
medium when collisions are rare.Therefore,instead of trying to avoidcollisions, the
CSMAlCD scheme allowscollisions to occur, detects them, and then takes necessary
recovery actions.
A decentralizedcollision detection mechanismis used when a site transmits its
comparesthe two signals.
packet through itsoutputport, it also listens on its input port and
A collision is detectedwhen adifferenceis found in the two signals. On detection of a
collision, the site immediately stops transmitting the remaining data in the packet and
on the shared medium to notify all sites
sends a special signal, calledjammingsignal,
a
that acollision has occurred. On seeing
the jamming signal, all sites discard the current
packet. The sites whose packets collided
retransmittheir packetsat some later time.
Note that, forensuringthat allcollisionsaredetected,a lower bound on packet length is
needed. Toillustratethis, let us assume that the
maximumpropagationdelay between two
sites of a network ist. If the two sites starttransmittingtheir packets almost at the same time,
it will take at least timet for the sites to startreceivingthe othersite'spacketdata and to
detect thecollision. Henceif the packet size is so small that it takes less than ttime
for a site
to pump all its data on the network, the sites will not detectcollision
the
because the two sites
completetheir packettransmissionbefore they see the other
site'spacket data. However,
any other site on the same network for which propagation
the
time from the two sites is less
thantwill recei vescrambleddata of the packets
o f both the sites.

3. Controlled retransmission mechanism.
After a collision, the packets that became
corrupteddue to thecollision must beretransmitted.If all the transmittingstations whose
packets werecorruptedby the collision attempt toretransmittheir packetsimmediately
after the jamming signal, collision will probably occur again. To minimize repeated
collisions and to achieve channel stability underoverload conditions, a controlled
retransmissionstrategy is used in which the
competitionfor the shared medium is resolved
using adecentralizedalgorithm.
Retransmissionpolicies have twoconflicting goals: (a) scheduling raetransmission
o f the shared medium and (b)
voluntarily
quickly to get thepacketout and maintain use
backing off to reduce the
site'sload on a busy medium. A
retransmissionalgorithmis used
to calculatethe delay before a site should
retransmitits packet. After acollision takes
place, the objecti ve is to obtain delay periods that will
rescheduleeach site at times
quantizedin steps at least as large ascollision
a
interval. This timequantizationis called
the retransmission slot time.
To guaranteequick use of the medium, this slot time should
be short; yet to avoidcollisionsit should be larger than collision
a
interval. Therefore,the
slot time is usually set to be a little longer than the
round-trip time of the medium. The
real-timedelay is theproductof someretransmissiondelay D (a positive integer) and the
retransmissionslot time (St).
A good example of the controlled retransmissionmechanism is the binary
exponentialback-offalgorithm used in Ethernet. Thisalgorithm is describedlater in this
chapterduring thedescriptionof Ethernet(a case studyof LAN technology).
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The CSMNCD scheme works best on networks having a bus topology with
bursty asynchronous transmissions. It has gained favor for transmission media that
have relatively low speeds (around 10 Mbps) mainly because of its ease of
implementationand its channel utilization efficiency. Notice that the performance of
the CSMAlCD scheme depends on the ratio of packet length to propagation delay. The
higher the ratio, the better the
performancebecause the propagation delay is the
interval during which a packet is vulnerable to collision. After that interval, all sites
will have "heard" the transmission and deferred. As this ratio diminishes, the collision
frequency increases, causing significant performance degradation. Because this performance becomes more pronounced when the ratio of packet length to propagation
delay is too low,CSMAlCD is unsuitable for high data rates and/or long distances.
For instance, for a transmission medium having photonic speeds (hundreds of
megabits per second or gigabits per second) the efficiencyCSMA/CD
of
is often
unacceptable.
In addition to being unsuitable for systems having high data rates, small-size
packets, and long cable lengths, the
CSMNCD scheme has the following drawbacks:
(a) It does not possess a bounded-delay property. Because the loading. of the shared
medium is variable, it is impossible to guarantee the delivery of a given message within
any fixed time, since the network might
be fully loaded when the message is ready for
transmission. (b) It is not possible to provide priorities for the use of the shared
transmissionmedium. Since all sites are equal, none have priority over others, even
though some sites may require greater use of the facilities due to the nature of a
particular application.

The Token Ring Protocol
This scheme also employs
decentralizedcontrol of the shared medium. In this scheme,
access to the shared medium is controlled by using a single token that is circulated
among the sites in the system. token
A
is a special type of message (having a unique
bit pattern) that entitles its holder to use the shared medium for transmitting its
messages. A special field in the token indicates whether it is free or busy. The token
is passed from one site to the adjacent site around the ring in one direction. A site that
has a message ready for transmission must wait until the token reaches it and it is free.
When it receives the free token, it sets it to busy, attaches its message to the token,
and transmits it to the next site in the ring. A receiving site checks the status of the
token. If it is free, it uses it to transmit its own message. Otherwise, it checks to see
if the message attached to the busy token is addressed to it. If it is, it retrieves the
message attached to the token and forwards the token without the attached message to
the next site in the ring. When the busy token returns to the sending site after one
complete round, the site removes it from the ring, generates a new free token, and
passes it to the next site, allowing the next site to transmit its message (if it has any).
The free token circulates from one site to another until it reaches a site that has some
message to transmit. To prevent a site from holding the token for a very long time, a
token-holding timer is used to control the length of time for which a site may occupy
the token.
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To guaranteereliable operation, the token has to beprotected against loss or
duplication. That is, if the token gets lost due to a site failure, the system must detect
the loss andgeneratea new token. This is usually doneby the monitor site. Moreover,
if a site i crashes,the ring must bereconfiguredso that sitei-I will send the token
directl y to site i+1.
An advantageof the token ring protocol is that the message delay can be bounded
becauseof the absenceof collisions.Anotheradvantageis that it can work with both large
and small packet size as well as
variable-sizepackets. Inprinciple, a message attached to
the token may beof almost any length. A majordisadvantage,however, is the initial
waiting time to receive a free token even at very light loads. This initial waiting time could
be appreciable,especiallyin large rings.
A variant of the token ringprotocol describedabove is the IEEE 802.5 standard
Token Ring protocol [IEEE 1985c]. This protocol describedlater
is
in thischapterduring
the descriptionof IEEE Token Ring (a case study of LAN
technology).

The Slotted-RingProtocol
In this scheme, aconstantnumberof fixed-length messageslots continuouslycirculate
parts-controland data. The control part usually has
around the ring. Each slot has two
fields to specifywhetherthe slot is full or empty, the source and
destinationaddresses of
the messagecontainedin a full slot, and whether the messagein it was successfully
receivedat the destination.On the other hand, the data part can contain a fixed-length
message data.
A site that wants to send a message first breaks down the message into packets of size
equal to the sizeof the data part of the slots.
It then waits for the arrival of an empty slot.
of its message in its data
As soon as an empty slot arrives, it grabs it, places one packet
part, sets the source and
destinationaddressesproperly, sets the full/empty field to full,
and putsit back on the ring. This slot then
circulateson the ring and the site again waits
for the arrival of anotherempty slot. The sitecontinuesdoing this until it hastransmitted
all the packetsof the message.
Each site inspects every full slot to checkit ifcontainsa packetaddressedto it. If not,
it simply forwards the slot to the next site on the ring.
Otherwise,it removes thepacket
from the slot,properly alters the field in the slot showing that the message in the slot was
successfullyreceivedat thedestination,and then forwards the slot to the next site in the
ring. When the slot returns back to its
senderafter completingits journey round the ring,
the senderchangesits full/empty field to empty, making it availablefor transmissionof
any other message in the system.
This scheme prevents hogging of the ring and
guaranteesfair sharing of the
bandwidthof the shared medium among all sites. It also allows messages from multiple
sites to besimultaneouslytransmitted(in the token ring scheme, only one site can
transmit
at a time). However, it requires a long message to be broken into smaller packets (this is
not requiredin the token ring scheme).
The slotted-ringscheme is used in the
CambridgeRing [Wilkes andWheeler1979],
which wasdevelopedat CambridgeUniversity in the 1970s and is widely used in Britain.
Furtherdetails of this protocol can be found in [King and Mitrani 1987].
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2.3.3 LAN T.chnology(aseStudl.s:Ethernetand IEEE
Tok.n Ring

Ethernet
Ethernet is the most widely used LAN technology for building distributed systems
because it is relatively fast and economical. It was introduced by DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation),Intel, and Xerox in 1980, and subsequently, a slightly modified version of
it was adoptedby the IEEE as a standard LAN technology, known as the IEEE 802.3
standard[IEEE 1985a].
The network topology used for Ethernet is a simple multiaccess bus or a multiaccess
branching bus topology. The
communicationmedium used is low-loss coaxial cable
having a data transfer rate of 10Mbps.
A message is transmitted from one site to another by breaking
it up into packets
(called/ramesin Ethernet) and then by broadcasting the packets to the bus. An address
designatoris associated with each packet. As a packet travels on the bus, each site checks
whether the packet is addressed to it and the addressee site picks up the message.
For medium-accesscontrol, Ethernet uses ·the
CSMNCD protocol with a binary
exponentialb ack-offalgorithm as the controlledretransmissionmechanism. In the binary
exponential back-off algorithm of Ethernet, the value of retransmission delay
(D) is
selected as a random number fromparticularretransmission
a
interval between zero and
some upper limit( L). That is, if the packets of two sites collide, one will retransmit after
an interval of X X SI (SI is the retransmission slot time) and the other will retransmit after
an interval of YX St, where X andYare likely to be different since they were chosen
randomly. To control the shared medium and keep it stable under high load, the value of
L is doubled with each successive collision, thus extending the range for the random
selection of the value of D. In Ethernet, on first collision, the valueDofis randomly
it is randomly chosen to be 0, 1, 2, or 3; and
chosen to be 0 or 1; on the second collision,
and
on the ith successive collision, it is randomly chosen to be an integer in the range
2; - 1 (both inclusive). Thus, the more often that a sender fails (due to repeated collisions),
the longer potential period of time it will defer before attempting to retransmit. This
algorithm has very short retransmission delays at the beginning but will back off quickly,
preventing the medium from becoming overloaded.
Notice that after some number of back-offs, the retransmission interval becomes
large. To avoid undue delays and slow response to improved medium characteristics, the
doubling of the retransmission interval is usually stopped at some point, with additional
retransmissionsstill being drawn from this interval, before the transmission is finally
aborted. This is referred to as the
truncatedbinary exponentialb ack-offalgorithm.
The structure of a packet in Ethernet is shown in Figure 2.4. The destination
and source addresses occupy 6 bytes each. The destination address may be a singlesite address (specifies a single site), a multicast address (specifies a group of sites),
or a broadcast address (specifies all sites). The address consisting l's
of all
is the
broadcast address. The sites that belong to a multicast address have their network
interfaces configured to receive all packets addressed to the multicast address.
Moreover, to distinguish multicast addresses from single-site addresses, the higher
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6 bytes

Destination
address

6 bytes

2 bytes

Source
address

Type

46 bytes s length s 1500bytes

Message data

4 bytes

Checksum

Fig.2.4 Structure of a packet in Ethernet.

order bit of a multicast addressis always 1, whereasthis bit of a single-siteaddress
is always O.
The type field isusedto distinguishamongmultiple types of packets.This field is
used by higher layer communication protocols (communication protocol layers are
describedlater in this chapter).
The messagedata field is the only field in thepacket structure that may have
variable length. It contains the actual messagedata to betransmitted.The length of
this field may vary from 46 to 1500 bytes. The
minimum length of 46 bytes for this
field is necessaryto ensure that collisions are always detected in the CSMAlCD
schemeused for medium-accesscontrol. On the other hand, the maximum length of
1500 bytes for this field is used to
allow each site in thenetwork to allocate buffer
spacefor the largest possible incoming packet and to avoid a sendersite waiting for
a long time for thecommunicationchannel to becomefree. Since there is no field to
indicate the length of the messagedata field, an interval of 9.6 J..ls is used between
the transmission of two packets to allow receiving sites to detect the end of
transmissionof a packet.
The last 4 bytes of a packetalwayscontain a checksumgeneratedby the senderand
used by thereceiver(s)to check the validity of the receivedpacket. A receiversimply
drops a packetthat containsan incorrectchecksum.Due to this,messagedelivery is not
guaranteedin Ethernet.This is the reasonwhy simple datagramprotocols used in local
networksare potentially unreliable. If guaranteedmessagedelivery is needed,the upper
layer of the communicationprotocol (communicationprotocol layers aredescribedlater
in this chapter)must useacknowledgmentsfor the receipt of eachpacketand timeoutbasedretransmissionsfor unacknowledgedpackets.
Every Ethernethardwareinterfaceis assigneda uniqueaddressby the manufacturer.
This allows all the sites of a set of interconnectedEthernetsto have unique addresses.
IEEE acts as anallocation authority for Ethernetaddresses.A separaterange of 48-bit
addressesis allocatedto each manufacturerof Ethernethardwareinterfaces.

IEEE Token Ring
Another commonly used LAN technologyfor building distributedsystemsis the IEEE
Token Ring technology, known as the IEEE 802.5 standard[IEEE 1985b]. IBM has
adoptedthis technologyas abasisfor its distributedsystemproducts.
The networktopology used in theIEEE Token Ring technologyis ring topology, and
the medium-access
control protocol used is thetokenring protocol. Initially it operatedat
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a speed of 4 Mbps but was later upgraded to 16 Mbps. It can use a cheap twisted pair or
optical fiber as the communication medium and has almost no wasted bandwidth when all
sites are trying to send.
A single token of 3 bytes keeps
circulatingcontinuously around the ring. The token
may either be busy or free. A site willing to send a message attaches its message to the
token and changes its status to busy, when the circulating token arrivessender's
at the site
with free status. Therefore, a busy token has a message packet attached to it whose
structure is shown in Figure 2.5.
3 bytes

6 bytes

6 bytes

Destination
address

Source
address

length s 5000 bytes 4 bytes

Token

II

Message data

Checksum

1

!

Packet control information (1 byte)

Priority and status information (1 byte)
Starting delimeter (1 byte)

,

Pack et
statu s
(1 byt e)

End
delimiter
(1 byte)

Fig.2.5 Structure of a packet
in IEEE Token Ring.

The first byte of the token contains a fixed bit pattern that enables sites to recognize
the start of a packet and synchronize to the data transmission rate. The second byte
contains priority and token status (free/busy) information. The third byte contains packet
control information. The priority field can be used to implement a variety of methods for
sharing the channel capacity among the sites on the network.
In addition to the token, a packet in the IEEE Token Ring has fields for source
and destination addresses (each 6 bytes long), message(length
data ~ 5000 bytes),
checksum (4 bytes), end delimiter (1 byte), and packet status (1 byte). The source
address and destination address fields respectively contain the addresses of the
sending and receiving sites. The message data field contains the data to be
transmitted. This field is of variable length and allows packets to be of almost any
length. The upper bound of 5000 bytes for the length of this field is a default value
for a parameterthat can be configured on a
per-installation basis. The checksum
field contains a checksum generated by the sender and used by the receiver to check
the validity of the received packet. The
end-delimiter field contains a fixed bit
pattern that enables sites to recognize the end of a packet. Finally, the packet status
field specifies whether the packet was successfully received by the receiving site.
This field helps the sending site in knowing whether its packet was received by the
receiver. The sending site is responsible for removing its packet from the ring when
it returns after one rotation.
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2.4 WAN TECHNOLOGIES
A WAN of computersis constructedby interconnectingcomputersthat areseparatedby
large distances; they may be locateddifferent
in
cities or even indifferent countries. In
general, no fixedregularnetwork topology is used forinterconnectingthe computersof
a WAN. Moreover,different communicationmedia may be used for different links of a
WAN. For example, in a WAN, computers located in the same country may be
interconnectedby coaxial cables(telephonelines), butcommunicationssatellites may be
used tointerconnecttwo computersthat are located in different countries.
The computersof a WAN are notconnecteddirectly to thecommunicationchannels
but areconnectedto hardwaredevicescanedpacket-switchingexchanges (PSEs),
which
arespecial-purpose
computersdedicatedto the taskof datacommunication.Therefore,the
communicationchannelsof the network interconnectthe PSEs, which actually perform
the task of datacommunicationacross the network (Fig. 2.6). cAomputerof a WAN only
interacts with the PSE of the WAN to which it is
connectedfor sending and receiving
messages from other
computerson the WAN.

•"ig.2.6 A WAN of computers.

To send amessagepacketto anothercomputeron the network, acomputersends the
packetto the PSE to which it isconnected.The packetis transmittedfrom the sending
computer'sPSE to thereceiving computer'sPSE, possibly via other PSEs. The actual
mode of packettransmissionand the route used for
forwarding a packet from its sending
computer'sPSE to itsreceiving computer'sPSE depend on the
switching and routing
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techniques used by the PSEs of the network. Various possible options for these techniques
are described next. When the packet reaches its receiving
computer'sPSE, it is delivered
to the receiving computer.

1.4.1 Switching T.chnlqu8s
We saw that in a WANcommunicationis achieved by transmitting a packet from its
sourcecomputerto its destinationcomputerthrough two or more PSEs. The PSEs provide
switching facility to move a packet from one PSE to another until the packet reaches its
destination. That is, a PSE removes a packet from an input channel and places it on an
output channel. Network latency is highly dependent on the switching technique used by
the PSEs of the WAN. The two most commonly used schemes are circuit switching and
packet switching. They are described next.

Circuit Switching
In this method, before data transmission
starts,a physical circuit isconstructedbetween
the sender and receiver computers during the circuit
establishmentphase. During this
phase, the channels constituting the circuit are reserved exclusively for the circuit; hence
there is no need for buffers at the intermediate PSEs. Once the circuit is established, all
packetsof the data are transferred in the data transfer phase. Since all the packets of a
message data are transmitted one after another through the dedicated circuit without being
buffered at intermediate sites, the packets appear to form a continuous data stream.
Finally, in the circuit termination phase, the circuit is tom down as the last packet of the
data is transmitted. As soon as the circuit is torn down, the channels that were reserved for
the circuit become available for use by others. If a circuit cannotestablished
be
because
a desired channel is busy (being used), the circuit is said to be blocked. Depending on the
way blocked circuits are handled, the partial circuit may be tom down, establishment
with
to be attempted later.
This scheme is similar to that· used in the public telephone system. In this system,
when a telephone call is made, a dedicated circuit is established by the telephone
switching office from thecaller'stelephone to thecallee'stelephone. Once this circuit is
established, the only delay involved in the
communicationis the time required for the
propagationof the electromagneticsignal through all the wires and switches. While it
might be hard to obtain a circuit sometimes (such as calling long distance on Christmas
Day), once the circuit is established, exclusive access is
toguaranteed
it
until the call is
terminated.
The main advantage of caircuit-switching technique is that once the circuit is
established,data is transmitted with no delay other than the propagation delay, which is
negligible.Furthermore,since the full capacity of the circuit is available for exclusive use
by theconnectedpair of computers, the transmission time required to send a message can
be known and guaranteed after the circuit has been successfully established. However, the
method requires additional overhead during circuit
establishmentand circuit disconnection phases, and channel bandwidths may be wasted if the channel capacities of the path
forming the circuit are not utilized efficiently by the connected pair of computers.
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Therefore, the method considered
is
suitable only for longcontinuoustransmissionsor for
transmissionsthat requireguaranteedmaximum transmissiondelay. It is the preferred
method fortransmissionof voice and real-time data in
distributedapplications.
Circuit switching is used in the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

PacketSwitching
In this method, instead of
establishinga dedicatedcommunicationpath between a sender
and receiver pair (ofcomputers),the channels are shared for
transmitting packets of
different sender-receiverpairs. That is, a channel is occupied bysender-receiver
a
pair
only while transmitting a single packet of the message of that pair; the channel may then
be used fortransmittingeither another packet of the same
sender-receiver
pair or a packet
of some othersender-receiverpair.
In this method, each packet of a message contains the address destination
of the
computer, so that it can be sent to its destination
independentlyof all other packets. Notice
that different packets of the same message may take a different path through the network
and, at thedestinationcomputer, the receiver may get the packets in an order different
from the order in which they were sent. Therefore, atdestinationcomputer,
the
the packets
have to be properlyreassembledinto a message. When a packet reaches a PSE, the packet
is temporarily stored there in a packet buffer. The packet is then forwarded to a selected
neighboring PSE when the next channel becomes available and the neighboring PSE has
an available packet buffer. Hence the actual path taken by a packet destinationis
to its
dynamic because the path establishedas
is
the packet travels along.
Packet-switching
technique is also known as
store-and-forwardcommunicationbecause every packet is
temporarily stored by each PSE along its route before it is forwarded to another PSE.
As comparedto circuit switching, packet switching is suitable for transmitting small
amounts of data that are bursty in nature. The method allows efficient usage of channels
because thecommunicationbandwidth of a channel is shared for transmitting several
messages.Furthermore,the dynamic selection of the actual path to be taken by a packet
gives the networkconsiderablereliability because failed PSEs or channels can
be ignored
and alternate paths may be used. For example, in the WAN of Figure 2.6, if channel 2 fails,
a message fromcomputerA to D can still be sent by using the path
1-3. However, due
to the need to buffer each packet at every PSE and to reassemble the packets at the
destination computer, the overhead incurred per packet is large. Therefore, the method is
inefficient for transmittinglarge messages.
Anotherdrawbackof the method is that there
is no guarantee of how long it takes a message to go from its source
computerto its
destinationcomputerbecause the time taken for each packet depends on the route chosen
for that packet, along with the volume of data being
transferredalong that route.
Packet switching is used in the X.25 public packet network and the Internet.

2.4.2 Routing Techniques
In a WAN, when multiple paths exist between the source and destination
computers
of a packet,anyoneof the paths may be used to
transfer the packet. For example,
in the WAN of Figure 2.6, there arc two paths between
computersE and F: 3-4 and
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1-2-4-andanyoneof the two may be used to transmit a packet from computer E
to F. The selection of the actual path to be used for transmitting a packet is
determined by the routing technique used. An efficient routing technique is crucial to
the overall performance of the network. This requires that the routing decision
process must be as fast as possible to reduce the network latency. A good routing
algorithm should beeasily implementable in hardware. Furthermore, the decision
process usuallyshould" not require global state information of the network because
such information gathering is a difficult task and creates additional traffic in the
network. Routing algorithms are usually classified based on the following three
attributes:
• Place where routing decisions are made
• Time constanto f the information upon which the routing decisions are based
• Control mechanism used for dynamic routing
Note that routing techniques are not needed in LANs because the sender of a message
simply puts the message on the communication channel and the receiver takes it off from
the channel. There is no need to decide the path to be used for transmitting the message
from the sender to the receiver.

PlaceWhereRoutingDecisions Are Made
Based on this attribute, routing algorithms may be classified into the following three
types:

1. Source routing.In this method, the source
computer'sPSE selects the entire
path before sending the packet. That is, all intermediate PSEs via which the packet
will be transferred to its destination are decided at the source
computer'sPSE of
the packet, and this routing information is included along with the packet. The
method requires that the source
computer's PSE must have fairly comprehensive
information about the network environment. However, the routing decision process
is efficient because the intermediate PSEs need not make any routing decision. A
drawback of the method is that the path cannot be changed after the packet has
left the source computer's PSE, rendering the method susceptible to component
failures.
2. Hop-by-hop routing.In this method, each PSE along the path decides only the
next PSE for the path. That is, each PSE maintains information about the status of all its
outgoing channels and the adjacent PSEs and then selects a suitable adjacent PSE for the
packet and transmits it to that PSE. The routing decisions are typically based on the
channel availability and the readiness of the adjacent PSEs to receive and relay the packet.
The method requires that each PSE must maintain a routing table of some sort. However,
as compared to the static routing method, this method makes more efficient use of network
bandwidth and provides resilience to failures because alternative paths can be used for
packet transmissions.
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3. Hybrid routing. This methodcombinesthe first two methodsin the sense that the
sourcecomputer'sPSE specifiesonly certain major intermediatePSEs of the complete
path, and thesubpathsbetweenany two of thespecifiedPSEs aredecidedby the method
of hop-by-hoprouting.

Static and Dynamic Routing
Dependingon when theinformation used for making routingdecisionsis specifiedand
how frequently it is modified, routing algorithms are classified into the following two
types:
1. Static routing. In this method,routing tables(storedat PSEs)are set once and do
not changefor very long periodsof time. They arechangedonly when the network
undergoesmajor modifications. Static routing is also known as
fixed or deterministic
routing. Static routing is simple and easy toimplement.However, it makes poor use
of
network bandwidth and causesblocking of a packet even whenalternative paths are
availablefor its transmission.Hence, staticrouting schemesare susceptibleto component
failures.

2. Dynamicrouting. In this method, routing tables are updated
relatively frequently,
reflecting shorterterm changesin the networkenvironment.Dynamic routing strategyis
also known asadaptive routing becauseit has a tendencyto adapt to thedynamically
changing state of the network, such as thepresenceof faulty or congestedchannels.
Dynamicrouting schemescan usealternativepaths for packettransmissions,making more
efficient useof network bandwidthand providing resilienceto failures. The latterproperty
is particularly important for large-scalearchitectures,since expandingnetwork size can
increasethe probability of encounteringa faulty networkcomponent.In dynamicrouting,
however,packetsof a messagemay arrive out oforder at the destinationcomputer.This
problem can besolved by appendinga sequencenumber to each packet and properly
reassemblingthe packetsat thedestinationcomputer.
The path selection policy for dynamic routing may either be minimal or
nonminimal. In the minimal policy, the selectedpath is one of theshortestpathsbetween
the source anddestinationpair of computers.Therefore,every channelvisited will bring
the packetcloserto the destination.On theotherhand, in thenonminimalpolicy, apacket
may follow a longer path, usually inresponseto current network conditions. If the
in which thepacketwill
nonminirnalpolicy is used, care must be taken to avoid
situation
a
continueto be routed through the network but never reach thedestination.

Control Mechanismsfor Dynamic Routing
In the dynamic routing strategy, routing tables are
constantly updated. Oneof the
following three approachesmay be used forcontrolling the update action:
1. Isolatedmanner. In this approach,individual PSEs update the
informationin their
local routing table in anisolatedmanner,perhapsby periodicallytrying various routes and
observingperformance.
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2. Centralized manner.In this method, changes in the network
environment,
connectivity,or performanceareconstantlyreported to onecentralizedPSE. Based on the
information received, the global routing table
maintained at the centralized PSE is
constantly. updated. The updated routing table
information is periodically sent from the
centralizedPSE to the source PSEs (in the
source-routingstrategy) or to all PSEs (in the
hop-by-hoprouting strategy).
The main advantages of the
centralizedapproach are that the routes are globally
optimal and other PSEs are not involved in the information
gathering of the global
network status. However, thecentralizedapproach suffers from poorperformancein
situationswhere the system is large or where traffic changes are frequent. Also, it has poor
reliability since the tableconstructionis performedat a single PSE.
3. Decentralized manner.To overcome the shortcomings of the centralized
approach,several systems use the
distributedcontrol mechanism. In this method, each
PSE maintainsa routing table and the routing table updates performedby
are
mutual
interactionamong the PSEs. Often a PSE
piggybacksthe routing table update
information
along with some other message being sent to another PSE.

2.5 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
In the last several sections of this
chapterwe saw that several types of
agreementsare
neededbetweenthe communicatingparties in acomputernetwork. For example, it is
importantthat the sender and receiver of a packet agree upon the positions and sizes of the
various fields in the packet header, the position and size of actual data in the packet, the
position and size of thechecksumfield, the method to calculate the
checksumfor error
detectionand so on. Fortransmissionof message data
comprisedof multiple packets, the
sender andreceivermust also agree upon the method usedidentifying
for
the first packet
and the last packet of the message, and since the last packet may only be partially filled,
a method is needed to identify the last bit of the message in this packet. Moreover,
agreementis also needed for handling
duplicatemessages, avoiding buffer
overflows,and
assuring proper message sequencing. All such agreements, needed
communication
for
betweenthe communicatingparties, are defined in terms of rules and
conventionsby
network designers. The termprotocol is used to refer to a set of such rules and
conventions.
Computer networks are implemented using the concept oflayered protocols.
Accordingto this concept, the protocols of a network are organized into a series of layers in
such a way that each layer contains protocolsexchanging
for
data andprovidingfunctions in
a logical sense with peer entities at other sites in the network. Entities in adjacent layers
interactin aphysicalsense through the
commoninterface defined between the two layers by
passingparameterssuch as headers, trailers, and data parameters. The main reasons for
using theconceptof layered protocols in network design are as follows:
• The protocols of a network are fairly complex. Designing them in layers makes
their implementationmore manageable.
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• Layeringof protocolsprovideswell-definedinterfacesbetweenthe layers,so that
a change in one layer does not affect an adjacentlayer. That is, the various
functionalitiescanbe partitionedand implementedindependentlyso that each one
can bechangedas technologyimproveswithout the otheronesbeingaffected.For
example,a changeto a routing algorithmin a networkcontrol programshouldnot
affectthe functionsof messagesequencing,w hich is locatedin anotherlayerof the
network architecture.
• Layeringof protocolsalso allows interactionbetweenfunctionally pairedlayersin
different locations.This conceptaids in permitting the distributionof functionsto
remotesites.
The termsprotocol suite, protocolfamily, or protocol stackare used torefer to the
collection of protocols(of all layers) of a particularnetwork system.

2.5. 1 Protocols for Network Systems
In Chapter1 we sawthat distributedsystemsare basicallydifferent from networksystems.
Therefore,the requirementsof communicationprotocolsof these two typesof systemsare
also different. The basicgoal of communicationprotocolsfor network systemsis to allow
remotecomputersto communicatewith each other and to allow users toaccessremote
resources.On the other hand, the basic goalof communicationprotocolsfor distributed
systemsis not only toallow users toaccessremoteresourcesbut to do so in atransparent
manner.
Severalstandardsand protocolsfor network systemsare alreadyavailable.However,
protocols for distributed systemsare still in their infancy and no standardsare yet
available.Somestandardnetwork protocol modelsare describednext. The protocolsfor
distributedsystemsarc presentedin the next section.

The ISO/OSI Reference Model
The numberof layers, the name of each layer, and thefunctions of each layer may be
different for different networks.However,to makethe job of the networkcommunication
protocol designers easier, the International StandardizationOrganization (ISO) has
developeda referencemodel thatidentifies sevenstandardlayersand definesthe jobs to
be performedat eachlayer. This model iscalledthe Open SystemInternationalReference
Model (abbreviatedOSlmodel)[DePryckeret aJ. 1993,Larmouth 1993,Stallings 1993c].
It is a guide, not a specification. It provides a framework in which standardscan be
developedfor the servicesand protocols at each layer. Note thatadherenceto standard
protocolsis importantfor designingopen distributedsystems.This is becauseif standard
protocolsare used,separatesoftwarecomponentsof distributedsystemscan bedeveloped
independentlyon computershaving different architectures(different code ordering and
data representations).To provide an understandingof the structureand functioning of
layerednetwork protocols,a brief descriptionof the OSI model is presentednext. There
are many sourcesfor more detail on this model[Tanenbaum1988, Stallings 1993c,
Larmouth 1993J.
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The architecture of the OSI model is shown in Figure 2.7.
It is a seven-layer
architecture in which a separate set of protocols is defined for each layer. Thus each layer
has an independent function and deals with one or more specific aspects of the
communication. The roles of the seven layers are briefly described below.
Site2

Site 1

-_

Application protocol

.._--~.-_.~-~

_

..........

t--__
P_re_s_e~~, protocol

Data-link protocol

Physical protocol

.

._.--- - I'"

14-+-~'---'--'

Network

Fig. 2.7 Layers. interfaces, and protocols in the OSI model.

PhysicalLayer: The physical layer is responsible for transmitting raw bit streams
between two sites. That is, it may convert the sequence of binary digits into electric
signals, light signals, or electromagnetic signals depending on whether the two sites are on
a cable circuit, fiber-optic circuit, or microwave/radio circuit, respectively. Electrical
details such as how many volts to use for 0 and
1, how many bits can be sent per second,
and whether transmission can take place only in one direction or in both directions
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simultaneouslyare also decided by the physical layer protocols. In addition, the physical
layer protocolsalso deal with themechanicaldetails such as the size and shape of the
connectingplugs, thenumberof pins in the plugs, and the function
of each pin. In short,
the physical layer protocols deal with the mechanical, electrical, procedural, and
functional characteristicsof transmissionof raw bit streams between two sites.
RS232-C
is a popularphysical layerstandardfor serial communicationlines.

Data-LinkLayer. The physical layer simply transmits the data from sender's
the
site to the receiver'ssite as raw bits. It is theresponsibility of the data..link layer to
detect and correct any errors in the
transmitteddata. Since the physical layer is only
concernedwith a raw bit stream, the data-link layer
partitions it into frames so that
error detection andcorrectioncan beperformedindependentlyfor each frame. The datalink layer also performs flow control of frames between two sites to ensure that a
sender does notoverwhelm a receiver by sending frames at a rate faster than the
receiver can process.Therefore, the error control and flow controlmechanismsof a
network form thedata-link layer protocolsin the OSI model. Notice that the
data-link
layer and physical layerprotocols establishan error-free communicationof raw bits
between two sites.
Network Layer. The network layer isresponsiblefor setting up a logical path
between two sites forcommunicationto take place. Itencapsulatesframes into packets
that can betransmittedfrom one site to another using a high-level
addressingand routing
scheme. That is, routing is the primary
job of the network layer and the routing
algorithm
forms the main part of the network layer protocols of the network.
Two popularnetworklayer protocols are the
X.25 Protocoland theInternet Protocol
(called IP). The X.25 is aconnection-orientedprotocol that is based on the
conceptof
establishing a virtual circuit between the sender and receiver before the actual
communicationstarts between them. In this protocol, a requestconnectionis
for
first sent
to the destination,which caneitherbe accepted or rejected. If the
connectionis accepted,
the requestingparty is given aconnectionidentifier to use in subsequent requests. During
the connectionestablishmentphase, a routebetweenthe two parties is alsodecidedthat
is used for thetransmissionof subsequenttraffic.
On the other hand, IP is aconnectionless protocol in which no connection is
establishedbetween thesenderand receiverbefore sending a message.
Therefore,each
packet of the message transmittedindependentlyand
is
may take a different route. IP is
part of the DoD (U.S. Departmentof Defense)protocol suite.
Notice that the functionsperformedat the network layer areprimarily requiredin
WANs. In a single LAN, the network layer is largely
redundantbecause packets can be
transmitteddirectly from any site on thenetworkto any other site.Thereforethe network
layer, if present, has little work to do.
Transport Layer. The job of the transport layer is to provide site-to-site
communicationand to hide all the detailso f the communicationsubnet from thesession
layer by providing a network-independenttransportservice. Using this service, all the
details of thecommunicationsubnetare sealed and one subnet can replacedwith
be
anotherwithout disturbing the layers above the
transportlayer.
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In particular,the transportlayeracceptsmessages
o f arbitrarylength from thesession
layer, segmentsthem intopackets,submitsthem to thenetworklayer for transmission,and
finally reassemblesthe packetsat the destination.Some packets may be lost on the way
from the senderto the receiver, and dependingon the routing algorithms used in the
networklayer, packetsmay arriveat thedestinationin a sequencethat isdifferentfrom the
order in which they are sent..The transport layer protocols include mechanismsfor
handlinglost andout-of-sequence
packets.For this, thetransportlayerrecordsa sequence
numberin each packetand uses thesequencenumbersfor detectinglost packetsand for
ensuringthat messagesare reconstructedin the correct sequence.
The ISO model providesfive classesof transportprotocols(known asTPO through
TP4) whichbasicallydiffer in their ability to handle errors. TPO is the least
powerful one
and TP4 is the most powerful one. The choice of which one to usedependson the
propertiesof the .underlying network layer.
The two most populartransportlayer protocolsare the Transport Control Protocol
(TCP) and theUser Datagram Protocol (UDP). Both areimplementedin the DARPA
protocol suite of DARPA Internet.TCP is a connection-orientedtransportprotocol that
providesthe sameservicesas TP4of the ISO model. It usesend-to-endmechanismsto
ensure reliable, ordered delivery of data over a logical connection.These goals are
basicallyachievedby usingpacketsequencenumbersand positiveacknowledgmentswith
timeout and retransmission.
The UDP is a connectionlesstransportprotocol.It is an unreliableprotocolbecause,
when it is used,messagepacketscan be lost,duplicated,or arrive outof order.Therefore,
only thoseapplicationsthat do not needreliable communicationshould use UDP.

Session Layer. The purposeof the sessionlayer is toprovidethe means by which
presentationentities can organizeand synchronizetheir dialog and managetheir data
exchange.It allows the two partiesto authenticateeachotherbeforeestablishinga dialog
sessionbetweenthem. It alsospecifiesdialog type-oneway, two wayalternate,or two
way simultaneous-andinitiates a dialog sessionif the messageis a connectionrequest
message.Theotherservicesof the sessionlayer includequarantineservice,dialogcontrol,
and priority management.The quarantineservice buffers a group of messageson the
receivingside until thesessionlayer on the sendingside explicitly releasesthem. This is
useful in databaseapplicationswhere atransaction(consistingof a group of messages)
needs to be anatomic unit. The dialog control is useful for dialog sessionsin which the
user primitives used forsendingand receivingmessagesare of thenonblockingtype. In
this case,the user may have
multiple requestsoutstandingon the samesession,and replies
may comeback in anorderdifferentfrom that in which therequestswere sent. The dialog
control reordersreplies according to the order of requests.The priority management
serviceis useful for giving priority to importantand time-boundmessagesover normal,
less-important messages. The session layer is not required for connectionless
communication.
Presentation Layer. The purpose of this layer is to represent message
informationto communicatingapplicationlayer entitiesin a way thatpreservesmeaning
while resolving syntax differences.For this, thepresentationlayer may perform one or
more of the following types of transformationson messagedata:
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• A message usuallycontainsstructuredinformation that may include any of the
data types used in
programminglanguages-integers,
characters,arrays, records,
and so on,including user-defineddata types.Translation is therefore required
where languagesystems orapplication programsin t.he source anddestination
computersuse different representationsfor these data types.
• Data formatconversionsare also needed to transfer data between
computerswhen
the hardware of the sending and receivingcomputers uses different data
representations.In this case, thepresentationlayer software in the sending
computertransformsmessage data from the formats used in its own
computerto
a set of standard network
representationscalled eXternal Data Representation
(XDR) before transmission.The presentationlayer software in thereceiving
computertransformsthe message data from the network
representationsto the
formats used in its own computer.
• For applicationsdealing with confidential or secret data, thepresentationlayer
software in the sendingcomputerencrypts message data before passing it to the
session layer. On the recei ver side, encryptedmessage
the
data decryptedby
is
the
presentationlayer before being passed on to the
applicationlayer.
• In a similar manner, when message data is large in volume (such
multimedia
as
data) or with networks that are slow or heavily loaded, message data may be
compressedand decompressedby the presentationlayer software in the sending
and receivingcomputers,respectively.

Application Layer. The applicationlayer provides services that directly support
the end users of the network. Obviously, the functionality
implementedat this layer of the
architectureis application-specific.Since eachapplicationhas differentcommunication
needs, no fixed orstandardset of applicationlayer protocols can meet the needs of all
applications.Therefore,the application layer is basically a collection of miscellaneous
protocols for variouscommonly usedapplicationssuch as electronic mail, file transfer,
distributed databases. Some
popular
remote login, remotejob entry, and schemas for
application layerprotocolsare X.400(ElectronicMail Protocol), X.SOD (Directory Server
Protocol), FTP (FileTransferProtocol), and rlogin (Remote Login Protocol).
In actual implementation,of the seven layers, the first three layers are likely to be in
hardware, the next two layers in the
operatingsystem, thepresentationlayer in library
subroutines in theuser'saddress space, and the
applicationlayer in theuser'sprogram.

Exampleof Message Transfer in the
O SI Model. To illustrate the functions
of the various layersof the OSI model, let usconsidera simple exampleof message
transmission. Withreferenceto Figure 2.8, let us assume that a process at the sending
site wants to send a message
M to a process at thereceiving site. The sendingsite's
process builds the message
M and passesit to the application layer (layer 7) on its
machine. Theapplication layer software adds a header(H 7 ) to M and passes the
resulting message to the
presentationlayer (6) via the interface between layers 7 and
6. The presentationlayer softwareperforms textcompression,code conversion,security
(H 6 ) to it,
encryption, and so 011, on the received message, and after adding a header
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Receiving site

Sendingsite

Network
Fig.2.8 An example illustrating transfer of message M from sending site to receiving
site in the OSI model:H", header added by layer
n; T", trailer added by
layer n.

it passes the resulting message on to the session layer (5). Depending on the type of
dialog, the session layer software establishes a dialog between the sender and the
(H5) is
receiver processes. It also regulates the direction of message flow. A header
added to the message at this layer, and the resulting message is passed on to the
transport layer (4). The transport layer software now splits the message into smaller
units (M. and M 2) called packets and adds a header
(H 4) to each packet. These headers
contain the sequence numbers of the message packets. The packets are then passed on
to the network layer (3). The network layer software makes routing decisions for the
received packets and sets up a logical path between the sending and receiving sites for
(H 3 ) to each packet and passes them
transmission of the packets. It then adds a header
on to the data-link layer (2). The data-link layer software adds a header
(Hz) and a
trailer (T2 ) to each of these packets. The trailers contain the checksum of the data in
the corresponding packets. The resulting message units are called frames, which are
passed on to the physical layer (1). The physical layer software simply transmits the
raw bits from the sender'smachine to thereceiver's machine using the physical
connection between the two machines.
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On the receiver'smachine,the messagedata traversesup from thephysicallayer to
the application layer. As the messagedata traversesto higher level layers, eachlayer
performsthe funct.ionsassignedto it and stripsoff the headersor trailersaddedby its peer
layer at the sending site. For example, the data-link layer at the receiving machine
performserror detectionby recalculatingthe checksumfor each frame andcomparingit
with the checksumin the trailer of the frame. It strips off theheader(H 2) and thetrailer
(T 2) from the framesbeforepassingthem on to thenetwork layer. Theapplicationlayer
of the receiver's machine finally passeson the messagein its original form to the
communicatingprocesson thereceiver'ssite. Notice that thesoftwareof a particularlayer
on the sending machine conceptually communicatesonly with its peer layer on the
receivingmachine,althoughphysically it communicatesonly with the adjacentlayers on
the sendingmachine.This abstractionis crucial to network design.

The IEEE 802 LAN Reference Model
The ISO model isorientedtoward WANs ratherthan LANs becauseit was conceivedas
a model for computer networking primarily in the point-to-point packet-switching
en vironment. InaLAN, the hostcomputersare connecteddirectly to a networkcircuit by
relatively simple interfacehardware.The interfacehardwareand networkdriver software
in each site can send and
receive data at highspeedswith low error rates andwithout
switching delays.Theseimportantcharacteristicsof LANs give considerableadvantages
in cost, speed, andreliability in comparison to WANs. Due to thesedifferences in
characteristicsbetweenLANs and WANs, and alsobecauseof the following differences
betweenthe OSI model and LAN concepts,the OSI modelis generallyconsideredto be
unsuitablefor LAN environments:
• In the OSI model,information is exchangedbetweentwo communicatingentities
only after they haveenteredinto an agreementabout exchanginginformation.But
in a LAN, no such prioragreementis neededfor communicationto take place, and
information may bedeliveredto a destinationfrom a numberof different sources
within a short time interval.
• In the OSI model,the modelof communicationis generallyone to oneand/orone
to many. But in a LAN, the model of communicationis generally many to
many.
• The OSI model isoften said to beconnectionoriented.But communicationsin a
LAN is mostly connectionless.
This implies that amodified referencemodel particularly suited toLANs is needed.
This problemwas realizedlong ago, and areferencemodel suitablefor LANs was built
by IEEE in 1983, the IEEE 802 LAN ReferenceModel (abbreviatedIEEE 802 LAN)
possible
[IEEE 1990]. TheIEEE 802 I../AN model wasbuilt with an aim to use as much as
of the OSI model whileproviding compatibility betweenLAN equipmentsmade by
different manufacturerssuch that datacommunicationcan take placebetween these
equipmentswith the minimum effort on the part of the users orbuilders of LANs.
Therefore, the IEEE 802 LAN model modifies only the lowest two layers of the OSI
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model and does not include specifications for higher layers, suggesting the use of the OSI
model protocols at higher layers. The modifications of the lowest two layers are mainly
concernedwith the most important features of LANs that result from the fact that the
physical medium is a resource shared by all sites connected to it. The relationship between
the IEEE 802 LAN model and the OSI model is shown in Figure 2.9.

The OSI model
Layer 7
(application)
Layer 6
(presentation)
Layer 5
(session)
Layer 4
(transport)
Layer 3
(network)

The lowest three layers
of the IEEE 802 LAN mod el

Layer 2
(data link)

Layer 3
(logical-link control)

Layer 1
(physical)

Layer 2
(medium-access control)
Layer 1
(physical)

Fig. 2.9 Relationshipbetween the IEEE 802 LAN model and the OSI model.

As shown in the figure, the lowest three layers of the IEEE 802 LAN model are the
physical layer, themedium-access-control
layer, and thelogical-link-control layer. The
physical layer defines interface protocols for the following four types of media that are
commonly used in LANs: baseband, broadband, fiber optics, and twisted pair. As the name
implies, themedium-access-control
layer deals with themedium-access-control
protocols
for LANs. This layer includes functions associated with both the physical and data-link
layers of the OSI model. It includes the following four standards:
1. The IEEE 802.3 standard, which defines protocols for a LAN having bus topology
that uses theCSMNCD method formedium-accesscontrol.
2. The IEEE 802.4 standard, which defines protocols for a LAN having bus topology
that uses the token-passing method for medium-access control. The sites
connected to the bus are arranged in a logical ring to use the token-passing
method.
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3. The IEEE 802.5 standard, which defines protocols for a LAN having ring
topology that uses the
token-passingmethod formedium-accesscontrol.
4. The IEEE 802.6 standard, which defines protocols for a MAN.
The third layer, that is, the
logical-link-controllayer,contains the IEEE 802.2 standard.
This standard basically defines a common
logical-link-controlprotocol that can be used in
conjunctionwith each of the four standards defined at media-access-controllayer.
the
Finally, the relationshipbetween the protocols defined in the OSI model and the
standards defined in the IEEE 802 LAN model is described in the IEEE 802.1 standard.
Further details on the IEEE 802 LAN model can be found in [IEEE 1990, 1985a,b,c].

Network CommunicationProtocol Case Study:
The InternetProtocol Suite
Several protocol suites for network systems, such as the IP suite of the U.S. Department
of Defense, XeroxNetworking System (XNS) of Xerox, System Network Architecture
(SNA) of IBM, AdvancedPeer-to-PeerNetworking (APPN) of IBM, and NetBIOS of
IBM, are available today. Of the available protocol suites for network systems, IP is the
most popular and widely used one because it has several attractive features. For instance,
it is suitable for both LANs and WANs;
it can beimplementedon all types of computers,
from personalcomputersto the largersupercomputers;and it is not vendor specific. It is
an open standard governed by the nonaligned
(vendor-independent)
InternetEngineering
Task Force (IETF). Every major vendor supports IP, making it the lingua franca on
networking. Moreover, IP is such dominantnetworking
a
standard that companies in a
position to useit as their backbone protocol will be able to move quickly to high-speed
internetworking technologies likeATM, FDDI, switched Ethernet and Token Ring, or
IOO-Mbps Ethernet. Owing toits importanceand wide popularity, IP is described below
as a case study of protocol suites for network systems.
Figure 2.10 shows the structure of the IP suite. It consists of five layers and several
protocols at each layer. The
existenceof multiple protocols in one layer allows greater
flexibility to the users due to different protocols for different applications having different
communicationrequirements.The protocols of each layer are briefly described next.
Protocols at each layer

Layers
I

Application
I

TCP,UDP

Transport
I

Fig.2.10 The InternetProtocol suite
structure.

FTP, TFTP, TELNET,
SMTP, DNS, others

Network

IP,ICMP

Data link

ARP, RARP, others

Physical

SLIP, Ethernet, Token Ring,
others
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Physical LayerProtocols. Most systems using the IP suite for a LAN use the
Ethernetprotocol at the physical layer. However, LAN
productsusing the IP suite with the
Token Ring protocol used at thephysical layer are also available. Moreover,
implementationsusing theSLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol),which uses an RS-232
serial line protocol (having speeds from 1200 bits per second to 19.2 Kbps), also exist.
Networksusing the IP suite with physical layer
protocolsfor satelliteandmicrowavelinks
also exist.
Data-link Layer Protocols. Every protocol suite defines some type of
addressingfor uniquely identifying each computer on a network. In the IP suite, a
computer'saddress (calledInternet addressor IP address) consistsof the following
information:
1. Net number.Each network using theInternet protocol suite has a unique net
numberthat is assigned by a central
authority-theNetwork Information Center
(NIC) located at SRIInternational.
2. Subnet number.
This is anoptional numberrepresentingthe subnet to which the
computerbeing addressedis attached. Thisnumberis assignedby a user to the
subnet when the subnet is being set up. The
subnetnumberis stated in the IP
addressof a computeronly when thecomputeris on a subnet.
3. Host number.This numberuniquely identifies the computerbeing addressedon
the network identified by a net number.
All this information is representedby a 32-bit address divided into four 8-bit fields.
Each field iscalled an octet. Each octet isseparatedfrom the next octet by a period. The
of
decimal numberrepresents1 byte of the IP address, which can have a value0-255.
Therefore,a typical IP address is190.40.232.12.
There are three classes of Internet
address-A,B, and C-plus a provision for
Internet multicast communicationthat is useful for applications that need multicast
facility. The format and thepermissiblevalues for each octet for each class of Internet
address are shown in Figure 2.11. Due to increasingimportanceof
the
multicast-based
applications,a group of user organizationshas establisheda multicast network called
MBone (Multicast Backbone)
that is a virtualnetworkin the Internetthat multicastsaudio,
video, white-board, and other streams that need to be
distributed to large groups
simultaneously[Macedoniaand Brutzman1994]. MBone addressessuch network issues
as bandwidth constraints,routing protocols, data compression,and network topology.
Many application tools areavailable free of cost for a wide varietyof host platforms.
Today, hundredsof researchersuse MBone to develop protocols and applicationsfor
group communication.
The threeclassesof Internet addressesare designedto meet therequirementsof
different types of organizations.Thus class Aaddressesare used for those networks that
need toaccommodatea large numberof computers(hosts) on a single network, while
class Caddressesallow for more networks but fewer hosts per network, and class B
addressesprovidea mediandistributionbetweennumberof networks andnumberof hosts
per network. Notice from Figure 2.11 that there can be only 127 class A networks, and the
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I

1f--7 bits--+I4

Net number

24 bits

~I

Hostnumber

t+-- Octet 1---+t+-- Octet 2---+t+--Octet 3 --.t+-- Octet 4----.'
(0 - 127)
(0 - 255)
(0 - 255)
(0 - 255)

An example IP address is 78.3.50.8
(a)

tB_ _---:--~Octet1

(128- 191)

~"

1
Octet2--+t4---0ctet3- - ....
'41----0ctet 4--t-t

(0 - 255)

(0 - 255)

(0 - 255)

An example IP address is 130.150.10.28

(b)

8TJ..
t+-- Octet 1
(192 - 233)

Net number
~14

Octet 2
(0 -- 255)

--=-

_'4

Octet 3
(0 - 255)

-14

Hostnumber _

I

Octet4~

(1 - 254)

An example IP address is 221.198.141 .233
(c)

rnE_o

t+-- Octet 1
(234 - 255)

Multicast address

-14

Octet 2
(0 _. 255)

-It

_

Octet 3----+~ Octet 4~
(0·- 255)
(1 - 254)

An example IP address is 236.8.26.54

(cf)
Fig. 2.11

Internet address
formats:Internet address for(0) class A, (b) class B~
class C networks, and
( d) multicast communication facility.

(c)

highest host address'in a class Anetwork can be255.255.254,thus accommodatinga
possible16,777,214hosts. On theother hand, aclassC network can accommodateonly
254 hosts.
Values from 0 to 255 can be
assignedto each octet for the hostnumber part of
an address,with the restriction that the hostnumber part cannot be all O's or all 1'so
That is, for example,on a network having a netaddressof 78, a host could have the
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address 78.15.0.105 or 78.1.1.255 but it could not have the address
78.0.0.0 or
78.255.255.255.This is because Internet
addresseswith a host number part that is all
O's or all 1's are used for special purposes.
Addresseswith host numberpart set to all
O's are used to refer to "this host," and a host
numberset to all 1's is used to address
a broadcastmessageto all of the hostsconnectedto the network specifiedin the net
number part of the address.
A multihomedhost is one that isconnectedto two or more networks. This implies
that it must have two or more Internet
addresses,one for each network to which it is
connected.This means that every Internet address
specifiesa unique host but each host
does not have a unique address.
Each packet received by thedata-link layer from the network layer containsthe
IP addressesof the senderand receiver hosts. TheseIP addressesmust beconverted
to physical network addresses for
transmissionacross the network. Similarly, physical
network addressesembedded in packets received from other networks must be
convertedto IP addressesbefore being passed on to the network layer. The
job of
translating IP addresses to physical network
addressesand physical network addresses to IPaddressesis performedby the data-link layer. Two important protocols that
belong to this layer are ARP and RARP.
ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)
[Plummer 1982] is the Ethernet address resolution protocol that maps known IP
addresses(32 bits long) to Ethernetaddresses(48 bits long). On the other hand,
RARP (ReverseARP) [Finlayson et al. 1984] is the IP address
resolution protocol
that maps knownEthernet addresses (48 bits) to IP
addresses(32 bits), the reverse
of AR~

Network LayerProtocols. The two network layerprotocols are IP [Postel
[Postel 1981b]. IP performs the
1981a] andICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol)
transmissionof datagramsfrom one host to another. A
datagram is a group ofinformation
transmittedas a unit to and from the upper layer
protocolson sendingandreceivinghosts.
o f sending andreceivinghosts. Fordatagramtransmission,the
It containsthe IPaddresses
two main jobs of IP are fragmentationand reassemblyof datagramsinto IP packets and
routing of IP packetsby determiningthe actual path to be taken by each packet from its
source to thedestination.For packet routing, adynamic routing algorithm that uses a
minimal path selectionpolicy is used.
On the sendinghost, when adatagramis receivedat the network layer from the
transport layer, the IP attaches a 20-byte header. This
headercontains a number of
parameters,most significantly the IP addresseso f the sending andreceivinghosts. Other
parametersinclude datagram length and identify
informationif the datagramexceeds the
MTU (maximumtransfer unit) of the
allowable byte size for network packets [called
network] and must be fragmented. Ifdatagramis
a
found to be larger than the allowable
byte size fornetwork packets, the IP breaks up the
datagraminto fragments and sends
each fragment as an IP packet. When
fragmentationdoes occur, the IPduplicatesthe
sourceaddressanddestinationaddress into each IP packet, so that resultingIP
the
packets
can bedelivered independentlyof each other. The fragments are
reassembledinto the
original datagramby the IP on thereceivinghost and thenpassedon to the higher protocol
layers.
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The datatransmissionserviceof the IP has best-effortdelivery semantics.T hat is, a
best effort is madeto deliver the packetsbut delivery is not guaranteed.T he IP computes
and verifies a checksumthat covers its own header,which is inexpensiveto calculate.
Thereis no datachecksum,which avoidsoverheadswhencrossingrouters,but leavesthe
higher level protocols to provide their own checksums.On the receiving host, if the
checksumof the header is found to be in error, thepacket is discarded, with the
assumptionthat a higher layer protocol will retransmit the packet. Hence, the data
transmissionserviceof the IP is unreliable.
The ICMP of the network layer providesan elementaryform of flow control. When
IP packetsarrive at a host orrouter so fast that they arediscarded,the ICMP sendsa
messageto the original sourceinforming it that the data isarriving too fast, which then
decreasesthe amountof data being sent on thatconnectionlink.

Transport Layer Protocols. Transportlayer protocols enablecommunications
betweenprocessesrunning on separatecomputersof a network. The two mainprotocols
of this layer are TCP (Transport Control Protocol) [Postel 1981c] and UDP (User
DatagramProtocol) [Postel1980]. Thesetwo protocolsare sometimesreferredto as TCPI
II) and UDPIIP, respectively,to indicate that they use theIP at the network layer.
The TCP provides a connection-oriented,reliable, byte-stream service to an
applicationprogram.It is a reliableprotocolbecauseany datawritten to a TCPconnection
will be receivedby its peeror anerrorindicationwill be given. Sincethe IP of the network
layer providesan unreliable,connectionlessdelivery service,it is the TCP that contains
the logic necessaryto provide a reliable, virtual circuit for a user process.T herefore,TCP
handles the establishmentand termination of connections between processes,the
sequencingof data that might be received out of order, the end-to-end reliability
(checksum,positive acknowledgments,timeouts),and theend-to-endflow control. Note
that the ICMP of the network layer does not provide end-to-endflow control service
betweentwo communicatingprocesses.TCP is used in mostof the well-known Internet
servicesthat aredefined at the applicationlayer.
On theotherhand, UDP providesa connectionless,unreliabledatagramservice.It is
an unreliableprotocol becauseno attemptis madeto recoverfrom failure or loss; packets
may be lost, with noerror indication given. Therefore,UDP is verysimilar to IP with two
additional features that are not provided by IP: process addressingand an optional
checksumto verify the contentsof the UDP datagram.Thesetwo additionalfeaturesare
enoughreasonfor a userprocessto use UDP insteadof trying to use IPdirectly when a
connectionlessdatagramprotocol is required. UDP is often used for experimentalor
small-scaledistributed applicationsin which either reliability of communicationis not
important or reliability of communicationis taken care of at the applicationlevel. For
example, rwho service,network monitoring, time service,Trivial File TransferProtocol
(TFTP), andso on, use UDP.
The IP layer provides host-to-hostcommunicationservice, but the transportlayer
provides process-to-process
c ommunicationservice. For processaddressing,both TCP
and UDP use 16-bitintegerport numbers.That is, both TCP andUDPattacha headerto
the data to betransmitted.Among otherparameters,this headercontainsport numbersto
specify sendingand receiving processes.A port number uniquely identifies a process
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within a particularcomputerand is valid only within that computer. Once an packethas
IP
beendeliveredto the destinationcomputer, thetransportlayer protocolsdispatch it to the
specifiedport numberat that computer. The process
identified by the portnumberpicks
up the packet from the port. Further details of the port-basedprocess-addressing
mechanismis given in Chapter3.

Application Layer Protocols. A variety of protocols exist at theapplication
layer in the IP suite.Thesestandardapplication protocols are available at almost all
implementationsof the IP suite. Someof the most widely used ones are briefly
described
next. Additional details of theseprotocolscan be found in[Stallings 1992b]:
1. File Transfer Protocol (FTP).This protocol is used totransferfiles to and from
a remotehost in a network.A file transfertakes place in thefollowing manner:
• A user executesthe ftp commandon its local host,specifyingthe remote host as
a parameter.

• The FrP client process of theu ser'smachineestablishesa connectionwith an FrP
serverprocesson the remote host using
TC~
• The user is thenpromptedfor login name andpasswordto ensurethat the user is
allowed to access the remote host.
• After successfullogin, the desired file(s) may be
transferredin eitherdirection by
using get (for transferfrom remote to localmachine)and put (for transferfrom
local to remote machine)
commands.Both binary and text files can be
transferred.
The user can alsolist directories or move between
directories of the remote
machine.

2. Trivial File TransferProtocol(TFTP).This protocol alsoenablesusers totransfer
files to and from a remote host in a network. However, unlike
FfP, it uses UDP (not TCP),
it cannotcheckthe authenticityof the user, and it does not provide the
facilities of listing
directoriesand moving betweendirectories.
3. TELNET. This protocol enablesterminals and terminal-orientedprocessesto
communicatewith anotherhost on the network. That is, a user can
executethe telnet
commandon its local host to start a login session onremote
a
host. Once a login
session isestablished,telnet enters the input mode. In this mode,
anything typed on the
keyboardby the user is sent to the remote host. The input mode
enteredwill be either
characteror line modedependingon what theremotesystem supports. In the
character
mode, every charactertyped on thekeyboard is immediately sent to the remote host
for processing.On the other hand, in the line mode,
all typed material isechoedlocally,
and (normally) only completedJines are sent to the remote host for
processing.Like
FTP, TELNET uses TCP.
4. Simple MailTransferProtocol(SMTP).This protocolenablestwo userprocesses
on a network to exchangeelectronicmail using a TCPconnectionbetween them.

5. Domain Name Service (DNS).
The client processesof applicationprotocols,such
as FT~

TFT~

TELNET, SMTP, can bedesignedto acceptInternet addresses(in their
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decimal form) from a user to identify the remote host with which the user wants to
interact. However, ascomparedto numeric identifiers, symbolic names areeasierfor
human beings torememberand usc.Therefore,the Internet supports a scheme for the
allocationand use of symbolic names for hosts and
networks,such asasuvax.eas.asu.edu
or eas.asu.edu.The named entities are called
domainsand the symbolic names are called
domain names.The domain name space has hierarchical
a
structure that is entirely
independentof the physical structure of the networks that
constitute the Internet. A
hierarchical naming schemeprovides greater flexibility of name spacemanagement
(describedin detail in Chapter10).
When domain names are
acceptedas parametersby applicationprotocols such as
FfP, "fFfP, TELNET, SMTP, and so on, they must be
translatedto Internet addresses
job of
before makingcommunicationoperationrequests to lower level protocols. This
mapping domain names to Internet
addressesis performedby DNS. Further details of
DNS are given inChapter10.

2.5.2 Protocols for Distributad Systams
Although the protocols mentioned previously provide adequate support for traditional network applications such as file transfer and remote login, they are not suitable for distributed
systems and applications. This is mainly because of the following special requirements of
distributed systems as
comparedto network systems [Kaashoek a1.
et 1993]:
• Transparency.Communication protocols for network systems use locationdependentprocessidentifiers (such as portaddressesthat are unique only within
a node). However, forefficient utilization of resources,distributed systems
normally support process migration facility. With
communicationprotocols for
network systems,supportingprocess migration facility is difficult because when a
process migrates, its
identifier changes.Therefore,communicationprotocols for
distributedsystems must use
location-independentprocessidentifiers that do not
changeeven when a process migrates from one node to another.
• Client-server-basedcommunication.The communicationprotocols for network
systems treatcommunicationas aninput/outputdevice that is used totransport
data between two nodes of a network. However, most
communicationsin
distributedsystems are based on the
client-servermodel in which a client requests
it by sending the server a message and then
a server to perform some work for
waiting until the server sends back a reply.
Therefore,communicationprotocols
for distributed systems must have a simple,
connectionlessprotocol having
features tosupportrequest/response
behavior.
• Group communication. Several distributed applications benefit from group
communicationfacility that allows a message to be sent reliably from one
sender
to n receivers. Although many network systems provide mechanismsto do
broadcast or multicast at the
data-link layer, their communicationprotocols often
hide these usefulcapabilities from the applications. Furthermore, although
broadcastcan be done by sending
n point-to-point messages and waiting for
n
acknowledgments,this algorithm is inefficient and wastes bandwidth.
Therefore,
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communication protocols for distributed systems must support more flexible and
efficient group communication facility in which a group address can be mapped on
one or more data-link addresses and the routing protocol can use a data-link
multicast address to send a message to all the receivers belonging to the group
defined by the multicast address.
• Security.Security is a critical issue in networks, and encryption is the commonly
used method to ensure security of message data transmitted across a network.
However, encryption is expensive to use, and all nodes and
communication
all
channels of a network are not untrustworthy for a particular user. Therefore,
encryption should be used only when there is a possibility of a critical message to
travel via an untrustworthy node/channel from its source node to the destination
node. Hence a communication protocol is needed that can support a flexible and
efficient encryption mechanism in which a message
encryptedonly
is
if the path
it takes across the network cannot be trusted. Existing
communicationprotocols
for network systems do not provide such flexibility.
• Networkmanagement.Network management activities, such as adding/removing
a node from a network, usually require manual intervention by a system
administratorto update the configuration files that reflect the current configuration
of the network. For example, the allocation of new addresses is often done
manually. Ideally, network protocols should automatically handle network
managementactivities to reflect dynamic changes in network configuration.
• Scalability. A communication protocol for distributed systems must scale well and
allow efficient communication to take place in both LAN and WAN environments.
A single communicationprotocol must be usable on both types of networks.
Two communicationprotocols that have been designed to achieve higher throughput
and/or fast response in distributed systems and to address one or more of the issues stated
and FLIP (Fast Local Internet
above areVMTP (Versatile Message Transport Protocol)
Protocol). VMPT provides groupcommunicationfacility and implements a secure and
efficient client-server-based
communicationprotocol [Cheriton and Williamson 1989]. On
the other hand, FLIP is designed to support transparency, efficient
client-server-based
communication, group communication, securecommunication, and easy network
management[Kaashoek et al. 1993]. These protocols are briefly described next.

The Versatile Message
TransportProtocol
This is a transport protocol that has been especially designed for distributed operating
systems and has been used in the V-System [Cheriton 1988]. It is a connectionless
protocol that has special features to support
request/response
behavior between a client
and one or more server processes. It is based on the concept of a message transaction
that consists of a request message sent by a client to one or more servers followed by
zero or more response messages sent back to the client by the servers, at most one per
server. Most message transactions involve a single request message and a single
response message.
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For betterperformance.a responseis used to serve as an
acknowledgmentfor the
correspondingrequest, and aresponseis usually acknowledgedby the nextrequestfrom
the same client. Using special facilities, client
a
can request for an immediate
acknowledgmentfor its requestor a servercan explicitly requestan acknowledgmentfor
its response.
To support transparencyand to provide group communicationfacility, entities in
VMTP are identified by 64-bit identifiers that are unique, stable, and
independento f the
host address. The latter
property allows entitiesto be migratedand handledindependent
of network layer addressing.A portion of the entityidentifier space isreservedfor entity
group identifiers that identify a groupof zero or more entities. Forexample,each file
o f file servers,identified by a single
server, as aseparateentity, may belong to the group
entity group identifier. To find out thelocation of a particularfile directory, aclient can
send a request for this
informationto the entity group of fileserversand receive aresponse
from the servercontainingthe directory. A groupmanagementprotocolhas beenprovided
for creating new groups, adding newmembersor deleting membersfrom an existing
group, andquerying information about existing groups.
Again for betterperformance,V MPT providesa selectiveretransmissionmechanism.
The packetsof a messageare divided into packetgroups thatcontainup to amaximum
of 16 kilobytes of segmentdata. The datasegmentis viewed as asequenceof segment
blocks, each of 512 bytes
(exceptfor the last, which may be only partly full),
allowing the
portionsof the segmentin a packetgroup to be specifiedby a 32-bit mask. Eachpacket
containsa delivery mask field thatindicatesthe portionsof the datasegmentthe packet
contains. The maximum number of blocks per packet isdeterminedby the network
maximum packet size. When apacket group is received, the delivery masks for the
individual packetsare ORedtogetherto obtain abitmapindicating which segmentblocks
are still outstanding.An acknowledgmentpacketcontains this bitmap, and thesender
selectivelyretransmitsonly the missing segment blocks.
The VMTP uses arate-basedflow control mechanism.In this mechanism,packetsin
a packet group are spaced out withinterpacketgaps to reduce the arrival rate at the
receiver. The mechanismallows clients and servers toexplicitly communicatetheir
desiredinterpacketgap times and to make
adjustmentsbased onselectiveretransmission
requestsdescribed previously. For example, if the bitmap returned by the receiver
indicatesthat everyotherpacketneeds to beretransmitted,the senderreasonablyincreases
the interpacketgap. If the nextacknowledgmentbitmap indicatesthat every fourthpacket
is missing, thesenderagainincreasesthe interpacketgap. When nopacketlossoccurs,the
senderperiodically reducesthe interpacketgap to ensure that it istransmitting at the
maximumrate thereceivercan handle. Thus,selectiveretransmissionprovides feedback
to indicatethat the rate oftransmissionis too high and alsominimizes the performance
penalty arising from overfloodingof packets from a fastsenderto a slow receiver.
An optimization used in VMTP is to differentiate between idempotent and
nonidempotentoperations.An idempotent operation is one whoseexecution can be
example,
repeatedany number of times without there being any side effects. For
requestingthe time of day is a typical idempotentoperation, but transferring money
from one bankaccountto anotheris a nonidempotentoperation.In VMTP, a servercan
label a responseto indicate that a messagetransactionwas idempotent.By doing so,
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arrangementsneed not be made for
retransmittingthe response when it is lost because
the servercan reproducethe response when the
requestis retransmitted.However, when
a responseis nonidempotent,VMPT preventsthe server fromexecutinga request more
than once.
In addition to theaforementionedfeatures, VMTPprovides a rich collection of
optional facilities that expandits functionality and efficiency in various situations.One
such facility that isparticularly useful for real-time communicationis the facility of
conditional messagedelivery. With this facility, aclient can specify that itsmessage
should only bedelivered if the serveris able to process itimmediately. The optional
facilities arecarefullydesignedto provide criticalextensionsto the basic facilities without
imposinga significant performancepenalty,especiallyon common-caseprocessing.
Furtherdetails of the VMTP protocol can be found in
[Cheriton 1986,Cheritonand
Williamson 1989].

The Fast LocalInternetProtocol
This is a connectionlessprotocol for distributedoperatingsystems. It has been used in
the Amoeba distributed system [Mullender et a1. 1990]. Its main features include
transparency,security, easy networkmanagement,group communicationfacility, and
efficient client-server-based
communicationfacility. The following descriptionis based on
the materialpresentedin (Kaashoeket al. 1993].
For transparency, FLIP identifies entities, called
network service accesspoints
(NSAPs),with location-independent64-bit identifiers. Sites on an
internetworkcan have
more than one NSAP, typically one or more for each entity (e.g., process). Each site is
connectedto the internetworkby a FLIP box that either can be asoftwarelayer in the
separatecommunications
operatingsystemof the correspondingsite or can be run on a
processor. Each FLIP box
maintainsa routing table that isbasicallya dynamichint cache
mapping NSAP addresseson data-link addresses. Special
primitives are provided to
dynamicallyregisterand unregisterNSAP addressesinto the routing tableof a FLIP box.
An entity can register more than one address in FLIP
a
box (e.g., its own address to
receive messagesdirected to the entityitself and the null address to receive
broadcast
messages).FLIP uses aone-waymappingbetweenthe privateaddressused toregisteran
entity and the public address usedadvertisethe
to
entity. Aone-wayencryptionfunction
is used toensurethat onecannotdeduce the private address from the public address.
Therefore, entities that know the (public) addresso f an NSAP (becausethey have
communicatedwith it) are not able to receivemessageson that address,becausethey do
not know thecorrespondingprivate address.
The FLIP messages
aretransmittedunreliablybetweenNSAPs. A FLIPmessagemay
be of any size less than322 - 1 bytes If a message is too large for particularnetwork,
a
it is fragmentedinto smallerchunks,calledfragments.A fragmenttypically fits in a single
network packet. The basic function
o f FLIP is to route anarbitrary-lengthmessagefrom
the sourceNSAP to the destinationNSAP. The pathselectionpolicy is based on the
of each FLIP box about the
networksto which it
information stored in the routing tables
is connected.The two mainparametersused for thispurposeare thenetworkweight and
is
which to
a security bit. A low network weight means that the network desirableon
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forward a message.The networkweight can be based, for
example,on physicalproperties
of the network, such asbandwidthand delay. On theother hand, thesecurebit indicates
whethersensitivedatacan be sentunencryptedover the network or not.
The three typesof calls providedin FlJPfor sendinga messageto a public address
are flip_unicast, flip_multicast, and flip_broadcast. Thesecalls provide both point-topoint and group communicationfacilities. The group communicationprotocols make
heavy use offlip_multicast. This has theadvantagethat a groupof n processescan be
addressedusing oneFLIP address,even if they arelocatedon multiple networks.
Although FLIP does not encrypt messagesitself, it provides the following two
mechanismsfor securedelivery of messages.In the first mechanism,a sendercan mark
its messagesensitiveby using thesecurity bit. Suchmessagesare routed onlyovertrusted
networks.In the secondmechanism,messages
routedoveran untrustcdnetworkby a FLIP
are markedunsafeby settingthe unsafebit. When the receiverreceivesthe message,by
checkingthe unsafebit, it can tell thesenderwhetheror not there is a safe route
between
them. If a safe routeexists,the sendertries to sendsensitivemessagesin unencryptedform
but with thesecurity bit set. If at some stage
during routing no further trustedpath is found
for the message(which can only happendue to network configuration changes),it is
returnedto the senderwith the unreachablebit set. If thishappens,the senderencryptsthe
messageand retransmitsit with the security bit cleared.Therefore,messageencryptionis
done only whenrequired.
The FLIP supportseasy network managementbecausedynamicchangesin network
configurationare automaticallyhandled.The only network managementjob that requires
humaninterventionis the specificationof trustedand untrustednetworks.That is, FLIP
relies on thesystemadministratorto mark a network interface as trusted or untrusted,
becauseFLIP itself cannotdetermineif a network can beconsideredtrusted.
One requirement for which FLIP does not provide full support is wide-area
networking.Although FIJP has been used
successfullyin small WANs, it does not scale
well enough to be used as the WANcommunicationprotocol in a large WAN. FLIP
designerstraded scalability for functionality becausethey felt thatwide-areacommunication should not be done at thenetwork layer, but inhigher layers.
Furtherdetails of the FLIP protocol can be found in(Kaashoeket a1. 1993].

2.6 INTERNETWORKING
We saw inChapter1 that two desirablefeaturesof distributedsystemsare extensibility
and openness.Both these featurescall for a need tointegratetwo or more networks
(possibly suppliedby different vendors and based on
different networking standards)to
form a singlenetwork so thatcomputersthat could not cornmunicatebecausethey were
on different networks before interconnectioncan now communicatewith each other.
Interconnecting of two or more networks to form a single network is called
internetworking,and theresultingnetworkis calledan internetwork.Therefore,a WAN of
multiple LANs is an internetwork.
Internetworks are often heterogeneousnetworks composed of several network
segmentsthat may differ in topology and protocol. For example,an internetwork may
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have multiple LANs, some of which may have multiaccess bus topology while others may
have ring topology; some of these LANs may be using Ethernet technology while others
may be using Token Ring technology; and some segments of the network may be using
the IP suite while others may be using IBM's SNA (System Network Architecture)
protocol suite. Internetworking allows these relatively unrelated networks to evolve into
a single working system. That is, the goal of internetworking is to hide the details of
different physical networks, so that the resulting internetwork functions as a single
coordinated unit.
The three important internetworking issues are how to interconnect multiple
(possibly heterogeneous) networks into a single network, which communication
medium to use for connecting two networks, and how to manage the resulting
internetwork. Some commonly used technologies to handle these issues are described
below. An important point to remember here is that handling of intemetworking issues
becomes much easier if the network segments of the resulting internetwork were
designed using widely accepted standards instead of proprietary topologies and
protocols. If an organization has designed its networks using nonstandard technologies,
interconnection to global networks may require tearing of the existing networks and
starting over again. Therefore, adherence to standards is very important from an
internetworking point of view.

1.6. 1 Interconnection Technologies
Interconnection technologies enable interconnection of networks that may possibly
have different topologies and protocols. Interconnecting two networks having the
same topology and protocol is simple because the two networks can easily communicate with each other. However, interconnecting two dissimilar networks that have
different topologies and protocols requires an internetworking scheme that provides
some common point of reference for the two networks to communicate with each
other. That point of reference might be a high-level protocol common to the two
networks, a device that allows interconnection of different topologies with different
physical and electrical characteristics, or a protocol that allows operating environment
differences to be ignored. The most commonly used approach is to make use of
common high-level protocols for moving data between common layers on a communications model such as the OSI or the IP suites. Internetworking tools, such as
bridges, routers, brouters, and gateways, make extensive use of this approach. As
described next, each of these tools has strengths, weaknesses, and specific applications in internetworking. These tools are "blackbox" intemetworking technologies that
enable interconnection of similar or dissimilar networks to form a single network
system.

Bridges
Bridges operate at the bottom two layers of the OSI model (physical and data link).
Therefore, they are used to connect networks that use the same communication
protocols above the data-link layer but
mayor may not use the same protocols at the
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physical and data-link layers. For example, bridges may be used toconnect two
networks, one of which uses fiber-optic communicationmedium and the other uses
coaxial cable; or one of which uses
Ethernettechnologyand theother uses Token Ring
technology. But bothnetworksmust use the same
high-level protocols(e.g., TCP/IP or
XNS) to communicate.
The similarity of higherlevel protocolsimplies that bridgesdo not modify eitherthe
format or thecontentsof the frames when theytransferthem from onenetwork segment
to another (they simply copy the frames).Hence bridges featurehigh-level protocol
transparency.T hey can transferdata betweentwo network segmentsover a thirdsegment
in the middle that cannotunderstandthe datapassingthrough it. As far as thebridge is
concerned,the intermediatesegmentexists for routing purposesonly.
Bridges are intelligent devices in the sense that they use processof
a
learning
and filtering in data forwarding to keep network traffic within the segmentof the
network to which it belongs.Therefore,bridgesare also useful innetwork partitioning.
When the performanceof a network segment degradesdue to excessivenetwork
traffic, it can be broken into two network segmentswith a bridge interconnectingthe
two segments.

Routers
Routersoperateat thenetworklayerof the OSI model.Therefore,routersdo notcarewhat
topologies or access-levelprotocols the interconnectednetwork segmentsuse. Since
routersuse thebottomthree layersof the OSImodel,they areusually used tointerconnect
thosenetworksthat use the same
high-level protocolsabove the network layer. Note that
the protocolsof data-link and physicallayersare transparentto routers.Therefore,if two
network segmentsuse different protocols at these two layers, b
aridge must be used to
connectthem.
Unlike bridges, routers do not view an internetwork from end to end. That is,
bridges know the ultimate destinationof a data, but routers only know which is the
next router for the data beingtransferredacross the network. However, routers are
a" data from onenetwork
smarter than bridges in the sense that they not only copy
segment to another, butthey also choose the best route for the data by using
information in a routing table to make this decision. That is, managing traffic
congestionis a big plus of routers; theyemploy a flow control mechanismto direct
traffic on to alternative, less congestedpaths.
Routers are commonly used to interconnect those network segmentsof large
intemetworksthat use the same
communicationprotocol. They areparticularly useful in
controlling traffic flow by making intelligent routing decisions.
An internetwork often uses bothbridges and routers to handle both
routing and
multiprotocol issues. This requirement has resulted in the design of devices called
brouters, which are a kindof hybrid of bridgesand routers. Theyprovide many of the
advantagesof both bridges and routers. They arecomplex, expensive,and difficult to
install, but for verycomplexheterogeneous
i ntemetworksin which thenetworksegments
use the samehigh-level communication protocols, they often provide the best
internetworkingsolution.
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Gateways
Gatewaysoperateat the top threelayers of the OSI model(session,presentation,and
application). They are the mostsophisticatedinternetworking tools and are used for
interconnectingdissimilar networksthat usedifferent communicationprotocols.That is,
gateways are used to interconnect networks that are built on totally different
communicationsarchitectures.F or instance,a gatewaymay be used tointerconnecttwo
networks,one of which uses the IP suite and the
other uses the SNAprotocol suite.
Since networks interconnectedby a gateway use dissimilar protocols, protocol
conversionis the major job performedby gateways.Additionally, gatewayssometimes
also perform routing functions.

2.6.2 Which Communication M.dlum to Us.?
Another importantissue ininternetworking is to decidethe communicationmediumthat
shouldbe used toconnecttwo networks.This largely dependson thelocationsof the two
networks and the throughput desired. For example, FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data
Interface), specifiedby the American National StandardsInstitute (ANSI), operatesat a
speedof l00Mbps and is an idealhigh-bandwidthbackbonefor interconnectingLANs
that arelocatedwithin a multistory building or housedin severalbuildingsin a campusJike
environment.
If the two networksare locateda little far from eachother(such as onoppositesides
of a town or innearbycities), then they may beconnectedby leasedtelephonelines if the
data traffic betweenthe two networks is not heavy. If thedata traffic betweenthe two
networksis heavy,dedicatedlines may be used to
interconnectthe two networks.Use of
dedicatedlines is alsosuggestedfor security reasonswhen the dataexchangedbetween
the two networksoften containssensitiveinformation.
Finally, if the two networksare locatedvery far from eachother(such as indifferent
countriesor in two distantly locatedcities of a country),then communicationchannelsof
public datanetworks,such astelephonelines or communicationsatellites,may be used to
interconnect them. Long-haul communication channels are expensive. Moreover, if
communicationchannelsof a public data network are used tointerconnectthe two
networks,inconsistenciesof traffic and systemreliability influence the datathroughput
betweenthe two networks.Security is also aproblem in this case. The datathroughput
problemmay besolvedto someextentby using one'sown methodof traffic routing. For
example,if the two networksare locatedin New York and LosAngeles,the total traffic
betweenthe two networks may be routed through both Denver and Dallas for better
throughput.Methodsto handlethe security problemare describedin Chapter11.

1.6.3 Network Management Technologies
Network managementdeals with the monitoring and analysis of network status and
activities. Network monitoringtools watchnetwork segmentsand provideinformationon
data throughput,node and link failures, and
o therglobal occurrenceson thenetwork that
may be useful in somemannerto network managers.Simple network monitoring tools
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reportthe existence,if not thecause,of a problemin any partof the network.On theother
hand, network analysistools analyzenetwork activities from a wide variety of angles at
a depththat includespacket..level protocol analysis.They addquantitativeinformation to
the monitor'squalitativedataby providing a wide arrayof completeinformationaboutthe
operationof a network.
Managementof an internetwork is more complex than managemento f a simple
independentLAN becauselocal problemsbecomeglobal problemswhen severalLANs
are interconnectedto form an internetwork.Pinpointing the location of a problemin an
internetworkis tricky becausethe problemmay be on a local or remote LAN.Therefore,
the toolsavailablefor managinga single independentLAN eitherwork poorly or do not
work at all whenappliedto intemetworks.The heterogeneousnatureof internetworksis
also a major obstacle in the design of widely acceptablemanagementtools for
internetworks.Every managerof an internetwork dreamsof a single tool that has the
following features:
1. It can enfold all the protocols and devices found on a typical heterogeneous
internetwork.
2. It should be easy to usc. Highlygraphical user interfacethat allows rapid user
interactionand reducesthe need forhighly skilled networkanalystsat most levels
is desirable.
3. It should be intelligent in the sense that it can learn and
reasonas it isolates
network faults.
4. It should have nopreferencesregardinga device'svendor orprotocol.
Unfortunately,no such toolexistsat present.However,the future looksencouraging,
as severalnetworkmanagementframeworksand networkmanagementprofiles are on the
way. To provide for managementof future interoperablemultivendornetworks,the ISO,
the IETF, the OSf~ and other organizations are currently developing management
standardsfor communicationsnetworks based onseveralreferencemodelsand network
managementframeworks.Of the variousemergingstandards,three standardsseem to be
promisingfor future network managementtools. Theseare SimpleNetworkManagement
Protocol (SNMP), CommonManagementInformation Protocol (CMIP), and Distributed
ManagementEnvironment(DME).
The SNMP is a client-serverprotocol suitable for applicationsthat operatein the
client-servermode and do notrequire real-timenotification of faults. It wasintroducedin
the late 1980s tocontrol and monitor networks that use the IP suite.Becauseof its
simplicity for implementationand lower costs,SNMP-basedtools are beingimplemented
by most of thenetwork managemente lementvendors.10 address speed, security, and
manager-to-manager
communicationcapability, IETF is working on version 2of SNMP
protocols.Furtherdetailsof SNMP may be found in[DataproI990,Shevenell1994,Janet
1993].
The eMIP is a network managementstandarddevelopedby OSI (ISO/CCITT). It is
designed to facilitate interoperability and true integration between large numbers of
separate, isolated network management products and services in a multivendor
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environment. It is based on a manager-agent model. The managing system invokes the
management operations, and the managed system forwards the notifications to the
manager. Communications between managing systems is also facilitated by the agentmanager role. Further details of CMIP may
be found in [IT 1990, Janet 1993].
There are a lot more SNMP-based products available as network management tools
as compared to CMIP-based products. In spite of providing richer functionality and more
sophisticated features than SNMP-based products, CMIP-based products are not enjoying
rapid growth because they are more expensive, more complex, and require more
processing power to implement.
The OSF's DME is a set of specifications for distributed network management
products. Its goal is to provide a framework to enable a consistent system and network
management scheme across a global, multivendor distributed environment. To achieve
this goal, the design of DME has been based on SNMP, CMIP, and other de facto
standards. DME-based products are not yet available in the market. Further details of
DME may be found in [Datapro 1993].

1.6.4 Internetwork (ase Study: The Internet
The Internet is the best example of an internetwork. It is a single worldwide collection
of interconnected heterogeneous networks that share a uniform scheme for addressing
host computers and a suite of agreed protocols. Hosts and other resources on the
Internet are named by using the DNS (Domain Name System) naming scheme
described in Chapter 10.
The Internet has its roots in the ARPANET system of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the U.S. Department of Defense. ARPANET was the first WAN and
had only four sites in 1969. The Internet evolved from the basic ideas of ARPANET and
was initially used by research organizations and universities to share and exchange
information. Since restrictions for commercial use were lifted in 1989, the Internet has
rapidly grown into an internetwork that now interconnects more than 10,000 networks,
allowing more than 3 million computers and more than 40 million computer users in more
than 150 countries around the world to communicate with each other. The Internet
continues to grow at a rapid pace.
The Internet is a vast ocean of information that is of interest to a wide variety of
users. Several user-friendly tools are available that allow users to successfully navigate the
Internet and find useful information for one's own purposes. A few of the most popular
of these tools are Gopher, Archie, WAIS (Wide-Area Information Servers), WWW
(World-Wide Web), and Mosaic.
Gopher [Martin 1993] is a text-based tool that provides hierarchical collections of
information of all sorts across the
Internet.It is a seemingly endless maze of directory
menus. Developed at the University of Minnesota in 1991, Gopher is currently the most
commonly used tool to locate information on the Internet. For further details, ftp to
boombox.micro.umn.edu
and look in the directory/pub/gopher/docs.
Archie is a collection of tools that allows searching of indexes of files available on
public servers by anonymous
IIp on the Internet. For further details, gopher to
gopher.gmu. edu.
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Wide-Area Information Servers (WAfS)is a group of freeware, shareware, and
commercial software programs that help users locate information on the Internet. For
further details, gopher togopher.gmu.edu.
The World-Wide Web (WWW) is a hypermedia distribution system that uses
hypertext links to other textualdocumentsor files. With this facility, users can click
on a highlighted word or words in daocumentto provide additional information about
the selected word(s). With WWW, users can also access graphic pictures, images,
audio clips, or evenfull-motion video that is set up at sites all over the world to
provide a wealth of useful information. WWW was invented by the European Centre
for Nuclear Research (CERN) in 1992 in an attempt to build a distributed
hypermedia
system. WWW traffic is the fastest growing part of the Internet and ittoday's
is
preferred vehicle for the Internet commerce. For further details, refer to [Vetter et al.
1994] or gopher toinfo.cern.ch.
Mosaic is a hypermedia-basedbrowsing tool for finding and retrieving information from the Internet. Mosaic browsers are currently available for UNIX workstations running X Windows,pes running Microsoft Windows, and the Apple
Macintosh computers. Mosaic can access data in WWW servers, WAIS,
Gopher
servers, Archie servers, and several others. Its popularity is rapidly increasing
because of its many useful features and capabilities. For further details, refer to
[Vetter et al. 1994] or anonymous ftp toftp.NCSA.uiuc.eduand look in the
directory IPC/Mosaic.
The worldwide scope of the Internet makes it perhaps the single most valuable tool
for use in manysignificantways by both non-profit and commercial organizations. Some
of the important current strategic uses of the Internet are listed here. The following
description is based on the material presented in [Nejrneh 1994]:
1. On-line communication.The electronic mail service (known as
e-mail) on the
Internet isextensivelyused today bycomputerusers around the world to
communicate
with each other. With this facility, the Internet has proved to be a rapid and productive
communicationtool for millions of users. Ascomparedto paper mail, telephone, and
fax, e-mail is preferredby many because (a)
it is faster than paper mail; (b) unlike the
telephone, the persons
communicatingwith each other need not be available at the
same time; and (c) unlike fax documents, e-mail documents can be stored in a
computerand be easilymanipulatedusing editing programs.

2. Software sharing.The Internet provides access to a large number of shareware
software developmenttools and utilities. A few examples of such available shareware
tools are C++compilers,code libraries, mail servers, and operating systemsavailable
(all
via jip from sunsite.unc.edu).The Free Software Foundation also provides a wealth of
and look in the directory
GNU software (for details anonymous ftp prep.ai.mit.edu
to

IpubIGNU).
The Internet has a number of
3. Exchangeof views on topicsof common interest.
news groups. Each news group allows a group of users to exchange their views on some
comp.os.os'l.advocacy
contains
topic of common interest. For example, the news group
candid dialog about the
OS/2 operating system.
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4. Postingof information ofgeneral interest.The Internet is also being extensively
used as a large electronic bulletin board on which information of general interest can be
posted to bring it to the attention of interested users around the world. Some commonly
posted information include careeropportunities,conferenceand eventannouncements,
and calls for papers forconferencesandjournals.
5. Product promotion.Several commercialorganizationsare effectively using the
Internet services forpromotingtheir products. These
organizationsmake use ofcorporate
ftp, Gopher, or WWW server sites focused on
disseminatingtimely information about
corporatehappenings,product announcements,
recent strategic alliances, press releases,
and other information of potential interest to existing and prospective customers. For
example, comp.sys.sun.announce
news group containsinformation about Sun Microsystem'slatest productannouncements.
6. Feedback about products.In addition to product promotion,commercial
organizationsare also using the Internet to gather
information about user satisfaction of
existing products, marketopportunitiesof new products, and ideas for potential new
products. This is usuallyaccomplishedby putting up aninteractivesurvey application by
the organizationon a WWW orGophersite on the Internet.

7. Customer support service.
Many softwareorganizationsare also using the Internet
to provide unprecedentedlevels of timely customersupport. Thecombinedelectronic
mail, ftp, and otherservices on the Internet provide all of the
enablingtools necessary to
provide such first-ratecustomersupport. For example, bugs in fielded software products
can bereportedto anorganizationvia electronicmail, and bug fixes, minor releases, workarounds, known problems and limitations, and general advice about a product can be made
available by anorganizationto its customersvia an ftp server.
8. On-line journals and magazines.The Internet now has literally hundreds of
electronic subscriptionsthat can be found both for free and low cost. There are many
Gopher and WWW sites on the Internet that deal with electronic versions of journals
many
and magazines. For example, Dow Jones
NewslRetrievalprovides fee-based access to the
electronicversion of theWall Street Journalon the Internet.Researchersare working in
the direction to extend this idea to support full-fledgedelectronic libraries on the
Internet.

9. On-line shopping.The Internet has also facilitated the introduction of a new
market conceptthat consists of virtual shops. These shops remain open 24 hours all the
year round and are accessible to purchasers all around the world. They provide
information about products or services for sale through
ftp, Gopher, or WWW servers.
Using the Internet services,
customerssubmit specific product queries and request specific
sales quotes. Through a well-defined
authorizationandauthenticationscheme, the Internet
services are then used to accept orders placed by
customers,
the
to handle order payments,
and to track orders to fulfillment. For example, the Internet Mall is a collection of shops,
eachproviding several products or services for sale. For a list of the available products or
services at the Internet Mall, ftp to
ftp.netcom.comand look in the directory/pubs/
Guides.
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10. Worldwide videoconferencing.Worldwide video conferencing is an emerging
service on the Internet that allows a group of users located around the globe to talk and
interact with each other as if they were sitting and discussing in a single room. The ·CUSeeMe system developed CornelllJniversityis
at
an example of an Internet-based videoand look in
conferencing system. For information on CU-SeeMe, ftpgated.comell.edu
to
the directory/pub/videoICU-SeeMe.FAQ.7-6.txt.

2.7 ATM TECHNOLOGY
AsynchronousTransfer Mode (ATM)is often described as the future computer networking
paradigm.It is a high-speed,connection-orientedswitching and multiplexing technology
that uses short, fixed-length packets (called
cells) to transmit different types of traffic
simultaneously, including voice, video, and data.
It is asynchronous in that information
streams can be sent independently without a common clock. This emerging technology is
briefly described next. For a more complete treatment of the state of the art
ATMin
technology, see [DePrycker
1993, Newman 1994,Fischer eta1. 1994,Haendel et al.1994,
Vetter 1995, Kim and Wang1995].

2.7.1 Main Features of ATM Technology
ATM technology is expected to have an enormous impact on future distributed systems
because of its following attracti ve features:
1. It enables high-bandwidth distributed applications by providing data transmission
speeds of 155 Mbps, 622 Mbps, and potentially 2.5 Gbps. This feature will make possible
several newdistributed applications,such as applications based onvideo-on-demand
technique, video-conferencing applications, and applications that need to access remote
databases of multimedia data.
2. It provides high transmission speeds for both local and wide-area networks and
services, enabling high-powered distributed applications that previously had little hope of
extending beyond LAN environments to be used in WAN environments as well.
3. It supports both the fundamental approaches to switching (circuit switching and
cell switching).
packet switching) within a single integrated switching mechanism (called
This feature makes
it suitable both for distributed applications that generate
constant-bitrate (eBR) traffic and distributed applications that generate
variable-bit-rate (VBR)
traffic. For instance, applications dealing with video and digitized voice generate CBR
traffic. Constant-bit-ratetraffic requires guaranteed throughput rates and service levels.
On the other hand, most data applications generate VBR traffic. Variable-bit-rate traffic
can tolerate delays and fluctuating throughput rates.
4. It uses the concept of virtual networking to pass traffic between two locations.
This concept allows the available bandwidth of a physical channel to be shared by
multiple applications, enabling multiple applications to simultaneously communicate at
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different rates over the same path between two end points. That is, it allows the total
bandwidth available to be
dynamically distributedamong a variety of user applications.
5. In addition topoint-to-pointcommunicationin which there is a single sender and
a single receiver, it can easily support
multicastingfacility in which there is a single sender
but multiple receivers. Such a facility is needed for transmitting
broadcasttelevision to
many houses at the same time. Many
collaborativedistributed applicationsalso require
frequent use of this kind of facility.
6. It enables the use of a single network to efficiently transport a wide range of
multimediadata such as text, voice, video,
broadcasttelevision, and so on. Therefore, the
use of separate networks such as a telephone network for voice, an X.25 network for data,
and a cable television network for video can now
be replaced by a single ATM network
that provides a means for integrating voice, video, data, and other information. This
integrationwill in tum lead to substantial cost
savingsand simplification in the design of
communicationnetworks.
7. It is flexible in the way it grants access to bandwidth. That is, it enables supply
of bandwidth on demand and allows billing network users on a per-cell basis (more
probably on a .giga-cell basis, given the speed and transfer
capabilitiesof ATM). A user
can grab as big or as small a chunk of network
bandwidthas he or she needs and pay only
for as much as he or she uses.
8. It is a scalable technology. It enables increase or decrease of such things as
bandwidthsand data rates and still maintains the architecture of the signaling process.
Moreover, the same switching technology (cell switching) and the same cell format is used
for the transport of all types of
information(voice, video, and data) in both LAN and WAN
environments.
9. It has a fairly solid base of standards. It has been adopted by the International
TelecommunicationsUnion (lTV) (formerly CCITT) andinternationallystandardized as
the basis for the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN).

2.7.2 laslcCone.pts of ATM Tachnology
There are two fundamental types of network
traffic-CBR and VBR. The CBR traffic
(comprisingof video and digitized voiceinformation) is smooth, whereas VBR traffic
(comprisingof data information) is bursty. The CBR traffic requires a low but constant
bandwidth andguaranteedthroughputrates and service levels. On the other hand, VBR
traffic requires large bandwidth for very short periods of time at random intervals and can
tolerate delays and fluctuatingthroughput rates. Due to this basic difference in
characteristicsof the two types of traffic, circuit switching is the most suitable networking
technology for handling CBR traffic, whereas packet switching is the most suitable
networking technology for handling VBR traffic. However, neither circuit switching nor
packet switching is suitable for handling both classes of network traffic. Therefore, when
the standards bodies of the lTV were working on a universal
multiplexing and switching
mechanismthat could supportintegrated transport of multiple-bit-rate traffic in an
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efficient andcost-effectiveway, they came up with the idea of a hybrid form of switching
technique calledcell switching. ATM technology is based on this
cell-switching
technique.
Cell-switchingtechnologyis basedon thedigital packet- switchingtechnology,which
relays and routestraffic over virtual pathsby meansof an addresscontainedwithin the
packet (this is different from circuit-switching technology,which routes traffic not by
addressbut over dedicated physical paths establishedbefore communicationstarts).
However, unlike more familiar packet-switchingtechnologies,such asX.25 or frame
relay, cell-switching technology uses very short, fixed-length packets,called cells. In
ATM, cells are 53byteslong. They consistof a 5-byteheader(containingthe address)and
a 48-byte information field.
The cell sizeof 53 bytes was chosento makeATM useful for data as well asvoice,
video, and other real-time traffic that cannot tolerate randomly varying transmission
intervals and delays. Pure data sourcescan produce very long messages-upto 64
kilobytes in many cases.By segmentingsuch messagesinto shortcells,ATM ensuresthat
CBR traffic such asvoice and video can begiven priority andneedneverwait more than
one 53-bytecell transmissiontime (3 f.Ls at a 155-Mbpstransmissionrate) before it can
gain accessto a communicationchannel.With frame-basedpacket-switchingtechnology,
the waiting time would be random,possibly severalmilliseconds in length. The use of
short, fixed-sizecells alsoeliminatesthe dangerof a smaJIpacketbeing delayedbecause
a big one ishogginga neededline. In caseof cell switching,aftereach cell istransmitted,
a new one (even one
belongingto a different message)can be sent.
The propersize of a cell in ATM was thesubjectof much debatewith the standards
committees.This is becausetelephonypeoplewerein favor of a small cell toreducedelay
for voice packets,whereasdatacommunicationspeoplewere in favor of a large cell to
minimize the overheadinvolved in the segmentationand reassemblyof messagedata.
After much discussion,the cell sizedebatewas narrowedinto two choices-32-bytecells
or 64-byte cells. As a compromise, the lTV set the cell size at 48 bytes plus the
header.
Notice that with a fixed cell sizeof 53 bytes, ATM technologyis not an idealchoice
eitherfor applicationsdealingwith CBR traffic such as voice and video or for
applications
dealingwith VBR traffic such as filetransfers.It is, however,the besttechnologyon the
horizon for handling both types of traffic on a single integratednetwork. Becauseof its
fast, hardware-based
switching, it can emulatethe dedicatedcircuits usually requiredfor
handlingCBR traffic. And becauseit is packetbased,it can efficiently handleVBR traffic
as well.
The ATM is a connection-orientedtechnologybecausea senderfirst establishesa
connection with the receiver. However, unlike circuit switching, in which a physical
circuit is establishedbetweenthe senderand thereceiverand reservedfor them for the
entire duration of their communicationsession,in ATM technology,a virtual circuit is
establishedbetweenthe senderand the receiver.T hat is, ATM does notreservethe path
for one userexclusively.Any time a given useris not occupyinga channel,anotheruser
is free to use it.C onnectionestablishmentin ATM meansthat a route isdeterminedfrom
the senderto thereceiverand routing informationis storedin the switchesalongthe route
during connectionestablishment.All cells of messagesfrom the senderto the recei ver
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follow this virtual path stored in the switches. When the
connectionis no longer needed,
it is releasedand the routing information for this connection is purged from the
switches.
The addressinformationin the headerof each cell is used by the
routing protocol to
determinethe virtual path that the cell will traverse.
Addressesin ATM are only of local
significance,in that they matteronly betweentwo adjacentpieces of ATM equipment.
When a virtual path isestablished,each switch isprovidedwith a setof lookup tables that
identify an incoming cell by headeraddress,route it through the switch to the proper
outputport, andoverwritethe incomingaddresswith a new one that the next switch along
the route will recognizeas an entry in itsrouting table. A messageis thus passedfrom
switch to switch over aprescribedroute, but the route is virtual since the facility
carrying
the messageis dedicatedto it only while a cell of the messagetraversesit.
In ATM, a virtual path is essentially a bundle of virtual channelsthat can be
multiplexedtogether.Therefore,over a single virtual path, two hosts may
multiplex cells
of many individual applications.Cells are statistically multiplexed, allowing the total
available bandwidth to be dynamically distributed among a variety of distributed
applications. This is achieved by selecting virtual channel paths according to the
anticipatedtraffic and allocatingthe networkresourcesneeded.F or guaranteedbandwidth
applications,users arerequired to specify theamount of bandwidth required. It is the
virtual natureof ATM servicesthat providesgreaternetwork efficiencies.

1.7.3 ArM Protocol"-f.renceMod.1
The protocol referencemodel in ATM is divided into three layers-physicallayer, ATM
layer, and ATMadaptationlayer (AAL) (Fig. 2.12). Applications involving data, voice,
o f these three layers. The
functionalitiesof the three layers are
and video are built on top
describednext.

I-

1

Other Iayersno speel Ied'In ,..
ATMprotocol reference model

ATM Adaptation layer(AAL)
ATM layer
Physical layer

Fig. 2.12 ATM protocol reference model.

PhysicalLayer
The physicallayeris thebottom-mostlayer of the ATM protocolsuite. It isconcernedwith
putting bits on the wire and taking them off again. It has two
sublayers:the physical
mediumdependent(PMD) sublayerand thetransmissionconvergence(TC) sublayer. The
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PMD sublayer defines the actual speed for traffictransmission on the physical
communicationmedium (electrical/optical)used. On theother hand, the TCsublayer
definesa protocolfor the encodinganddecodingof cell data intosuitableelectrical/optical
waveforms for transmissionand reception on the physical communication medium
defined by the PMD sublayer. Theprotocol of the TC sublayerdiffers accordingto the
physical communicationmediumused.
The physicallayer cantransfercells from one user toanotherin one of thefollowing
two ways:

1. By carrying cells as asynchronousdata stream.In this case, theuser-network
interface(UNI), which takes the form of an ATMadaptorboardpluggedinto a computer,
puts out a stream of cells on to a wire or fiber. The
transmissionstream must be
continuous,and when there is no data to be sent, empty cellstransmitted.
are

2. By carrying cells in thepayloadportion of an externallyframed transmission
structure. In this case,theUNI uses somestandardtransmissionstructurefor framing and
synchronizationat the physical layer.SONET(SynchronousOptical NETwork) [Omidyar
and Aldridge 1993], the mostcommonly used standardfor this purpose, is briefly
described next. The SONET format is currently supported by single-mode fiber,
multi mode fiber, and twisted pair.
SONETis aninternationalsuite ofstandardsfor transmittingdigital informationover
optical interfaces. In SONET, the basic unit
of data transmissionis a frame whose
structureis shown in Figure 2.13. As shown in the figure,SONET
a
frame consistsof a
total of 810 bytes (9 X 90), out of which 27 bytes (9X 3) areoverheadand theremaining
783 bytes (9X 87) are payload. The
overheadbytes are used for error
monitoring,system
maintenancefunctions, synchronization,and identification of payloadtype. The payload
area can carry a variety of signals, such as several T 1 signals,TJ
orsignal,
a
or several
ATM virtual circuits. Tl is a digital transmissionservice with a basic data rate of
1.544 Mbps, andT3 is a digital transmissionservicewith a basic data rate of
44.736Mbps
for transportof 28 Tl circuits.
The order of transmissionof bytes is row by row, from left to right, with one
J.1s
entire frametransmittedevery 125 us. The basic time unit of one frame every 125
matches with the telephone system's standard sampling rate of 800 samples per
second. Therefore, for the SONET frame format, the gross data rate 51.840Mbps
is
(with the overhead bytes included), and the net data rate49.920Mbps
is
(with the
overheadbytes excluded).
The basic unit of SONET with a bit rate of 51.840 Mbps is called STS-l
(Synchronous Transport Signal
Levell). HigherrateSONETsignals areobtainedby byteinterleaving n frame-alignedSTS-l's to form anSTS-nsignal [Vetter 1995].
STS uses anelectrical rather than anoptical signal. Optical Carrier (OC) levels
are obtainedfrom STS levels afterscrambling(to avoid long strings of 1's and
O's and
allow clock recovery at thereceivers)and performing electrical-to-opticalconversion
[Vetter 1995]. Thus,OC-n level signalsare obtainedby scramblingand convertingSTSn level signals. The mostcommonly used valuesof n are 1, 3, and 12, givingOC-I,
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Fig. 2.13 SONETframe format.

OC-3, and OC-12 signal levels having data rates of 51.84, 155.52, and 622.08 Mbps,
respectively.
In Europe, another standard for frame formatting called
SDH (SynchronousDigital
Hierarchy) [Omidyarand Aldridge 1993]is also available. For the SOH frame format, the
gross data rate for the basic unit
is 155.52 Mbps, instead of the 51.84 Mbps for
SONET.

ATM Layer
The ATM layer handles most of the cell processing and routing activities. These
include building the cell header, cell multiplexingo f individual connections into
composite flows of cells, cell demultiplexing of composite flows into individual
connections,cell routing, cell payload type marking and
differentiation, cell loss
priority marking and reduction, cell reception and
headervalidation, and generic flow
control of cells. These functions are designed to be carried out in hardware at very
high data rates. The ATM layer isindependentof the physical medium used to
transport the cells.
The functionality of the ATM layer is defined by the fields present in the ATM
cell header (Fig. 2.14). These fields and their functions are as follows:
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Fig.2.14 ATM cell format: GFC, Generic Flow Control; VPI, Virtual Path Identifier;
VCI, Virtual Channel Identifier; PTI, Payload Type Identifier; CLP, Cell
Loss Priority; HEC, Header Error Control.

• Genericjlowcontrol (GFC)field. This field occupies4 bits in an ATM cell header.
Thedefaultsettingof four D's indicatesthat the cell isuncontrolled.An uncontrolled
cell does not takeprecedence
over anothercell whencontendingfor a virtual circuit.
The bits in the GFC field can be suitably setimplementsome
to
formof prioritized
congestioncontrol. Forexample,the bits in the GFC field could be usedprioritize
to
voice overvideo or toindicatethat both voice and video take
precedenceover other
typesof data. The GFC field is also used by the UNI to control the amount
of traffic
enteringthe network, allowing the UNI to limit the amountof data enteringthe
network duringperiodsof congestion[Vetter 1995].
• Virtual path identifier (VPJ) and virtual channelidentifier (VCI) fields. The VPI
field occupies8 bits andtheVCI field occupies16 bits in an ATM cell header.
These two fields are used by the routing
protocol to determinethe path(s) and
channel(s)the cell will traverse.Thesefields aremodified at each hop along the
path. That is, whena cell arrives at an ATM switch, itsVPI and vel values are
used todeterminethe new virtualidentifier to be placedin the cell headerand the
outgoinglink over which totransmitthe cell. Asimplied by its name, theVPI field
is used toestablishvirtual pathsbetweennetwork end-points.Recall that in ATM
two hosts maymultiplex cells of manyindi vidual applicationsover a single virtual
path connection.This is achievedby the vel fields of the cells thatdistinguish
among cellsof different applicationsand thusestablishvirtual links over a given
virtual path.
• Payload-typeidentifier (PTJ) field. This field occupies 3 bits in an ATM cell
header. It is used to
distinguishdata cells from control cells so that user data and
control data can betransmittedon different subchannels.
• Cell loss priority (CLP) field. This field occupies1 bit in an ATM cell header.
When set, itindicatesthat the cell can bediscarded,if necessary, during periods
of network congestion.For example,voice data may be able to suffer lost cells
without the need forretransmission,whereas text data cannot. In this case, an
applicationmay set the CLP field of the cells for voice traffic.
• Headererror control (HEC)field. This field occupies8 bits in an ATM cell header.
It is used to protect the headerfield from transmissionerrors. It contains a
checksumof only the header (not the payload).
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ATM AdaptationLayer
The functionality of the physical and the ATM layers of the ATM protocol suite is not
tailored to any application. We saw that ATM can support various types of traffic,
including voice, video, and data. The AAL is
responsiblefor providing different types of
services to different types of traffic according to their specific
requirements.It packages
various kinds of user traffic into 48-byte cells,
togetherwith the overheadneeded to meet
specific quality-of-service requirements of different types of traffic. To reflect the
spectrum of applications, four service classes were defined by the lTV (Fig. 2.15):

1. Class A.Applications havingdelay-sensitiveCBR traffic that require connection ..
oriented service belong to this class. Video and voice
applications normally
belong to this class.
2. Class B.Applications havingdelay-sensitiveVBR traffic that require connectionoriented service belong to this class. Some video and audio
applicationsbelong to
this class.
3. Class C. Applications having VBR traffic that are not
delay-sensitivebut that
requireconnection-orientedservice belong to this class.
Connection-orientedfile
transfer is a typical example of an application that belongs to this class.
4. Class D.Applications having VBR traffic that are not
delay-sensitiveand does not
requireconnection-orientedservice belong to this class. LAN
interconnectionand
electronic mail are typical examples of applications that belong to this class.
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Fig.2.15 Service classes for the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL).

To support the four service classes, initially the lTV
recommendedfour types of AAL
protocols, calledAALI, AAL2, AAL3, and AAL4. It was soon discoveredthat the
differencesbetween AAL3 and AAL4 protocols are minor. Therefore, they were later
merged into a single protocol, called AAL3/4.
It was .later discoveredthat the mechanisms of the AAL3/4 protocol were fairly
complex forcomputerdata traffic. Therefore, a new protocol called AAL5 was later added
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to the AAL layer for handlingcomputerdata traffic [Suzuki 1994]. The AAL5 protocol is
also calledSEAL (Simple andEfficient AdaptationLayer).
As shown in Figure 2.15, class A traffic will use the
AALI protocol, class B traffic
the AAL2 protocol, and class C and 0 traffic either AAL3/4 or AAL5. Since both AAL3/4
and AAL5 protocols are meant for use by class C and 0 traffic, it is important to know
the basicdifferencesbetween the two protocols. AAL3/4 performs error detection on each
cell and uses asophisticatederror-checkingmechanismthat consumes4 bytes of each
48-byte payload. AAL3/4 allows ATM cells to be multiplexed. On the other hand, AAL5
uses a convent.ional 5-byte
header(no extra byte from the payload of a cell) and it does
not support cellmultiplexing.

2.7.4 ATM Networks
In its .simplestform, an ATM network has amesh-stararchitecturewith two or more ATM
switchesinterconnectedwith copper or optical cables and the host
computersconnected
to the ATM switches. Figure 2.16 shows such an ATM network with three ATM switches
and nine hostcomputers.Cells originating at any of the nine host computers can be
switched to any of the other host
computersattached to the system by traversing through
one or more ATM switches. This simple form is normally suitable for local area ATM
networks. In addition to ATM switches and host
computers,a wide-area ATM network
also containsintemetworkingdevices, such as routers, gateways, and interfaces, to the
public network.

Host computers

/\

Fig. 2.16 An ATM network.
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An ATM switch has several input and output ports. Each input port has an input port
controller, and each output port has an output port controller. Each inputcontroller
port
consistsof a table, referred to as the VCI table, which maps the VPI and VCI of an
incoming cell to an output VCI and an output port address. Before an incoming cell is
released by an input port
controllerto the switching fabric of the switch, the VCI of the
cell is replaced by the output VCI, and the output port address is appended for self-routing.
Each ATM switch also has a switch
controllerthat performs different switchmanagement
functions, including updating the tables of the input port controllers. Moreover, each ATM
switch usually also has buffers to temporarily store data when cells arriving at different
input ports contend for the same output port. Separate buffers may be associated either
with the input ports or with the output ports, or the switch may have a pool of buffers that
can be used for both input and output buffering.
The ATM switches that contain only a few ports are
cheaperandeasierto build than
switches containing many ports. Local area ATM networks normally contain a small
numberof ATM switches with only a few ports per switch, whereas wide-area ATM
networks normally contain a large number of ATM switches with many ports per
switch.
Each hostcomputerin an ATM network is assigned an ATM address that could be
basedeither on a hierarchical8-byte-longISDN telephonenumberschemeE.l64 or a
20-byte address proposed by the ATM Forum [ATM Forum 1993]. The latter is modeled
after the address format of an OSI network service access point.
The ATM networks having protocol support for a mixture of high-level
communication services (e.g.,TCPII~ UDPIIP, Berkeley SoftwareDistributor [BSD] sockets, and
RPC) may also be used as backbone networks to interconnect existing networks.

As a networking technology, ATM possesses many attractive features, including
enormously high bandwidth, scalability, traffic integration, statistical multiplexing, and
network simplicity. With these features, ATM technology is certainly going to have a
significantimpact on the design of future
distributedsystems. However, for the success of
ATM as a networking technology for future distributed systems, several problems have yet
to be solved. These problems offer a new set
challenges
of
to network designers and users.
Some of the most important of these problems that are currently under investigation by
researchersworking in the area of ATM technology are briefly described next.

Ioteroperability
If ATM is to succeed as a networking technology, it must interwork with existing installed
bases. This property is important to the acceptance of ATM since it will allow a huge
number of existing distributed applications to be run over ATM networks. Two remarkable
LAN emulationoverATM by the ATM Forum (the
efforts being made in this direction are
primary organizationdeveloping and defining ATM standards) [ATM Forum 1994] and
IP
over ATM by the IETF (InternetEngineeringTask Force) [Chao et al. 1994, Laubach
1994,Brazdziunas1994]. They are described next.
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LAN Emulation over ATM. 'The LAN emulation over ATM (called IAN
emulation)dealswith enabling existing LAN-based
distributedapplicationsto be run over
ATM networks. It also enables interconnection of ATM networks with traditional
LANs.
Most existing LANs are basedon shared-mediainterconnectsand employ the IEEE
802 family of LAN protocols,which includesthe Ethernet(802.3),the TokenBus (802.4),
and the Token Ring(802.5) (seeSection2.5.1). Recall from Figure 2.9 that in theIEEE
802 model thedata-link layer protocol of the ISO referencemodel is divided into two
layers-themedium-access-control
(MAC) layer, which definesthe mechanismsthat are
used to access, share, and
managethe communicationmedium, and the logical-linkcontrol (IJLC) layer, which defines a common interface for different network layer
protocolsto interwork with different MAC protocols.Each hostattachedto a LAN has a
globally unique MAC address.MAC addressesare 48 bits long and form a flat
address
space. A host can send data anotherhost
to
only if it knows the MAC addressof the
receivinghost (if both the hosts are in the same
LAN) or the MAC addressof the next hop
router (if both the hosts are in
different LANs).
The key ideabehind LAN emulationis to designa separateprotocol layer, referred
to as theATM-MAC layer, abovethe AAL and below the LLC layer. Two keyfunctions
that must besupportedby the ATM-MAC layer are as follows:
1. Emulation of the physical, broadcast,sharedmedium of I.lANs for supporting
broadcastc ommunicationfacility

2. Resolution of MAC addressesto ATM addressesfor supportingpoint-to-point
communicationfacility
The ATM emulatesthe physical, broadcast,s haredmediumof a conventionalLAN
by establishingan ATM multicast virtual connectionbetweenall of the hosts that are
directly connectedto the ATM network, referredto as the LANemulationclients(LECs).
This multicastconnectionis the broadcastchannelof the ATM LAN segment.Any LEC
may broadcastto all others on the ATM L.AN segmentby transmittingon the multicast
virtual connection.
For point-to-point communication,an addressresolution protocol is required to
translatethe 48-bit MAC addressto an A'TMaddress.TranslatingMAC addressesto ATM
addressescan be done using
e ithera broadcast-based
approachor a server-based
approach.
The broadcast-based
approachrelies on theswitch broadcastcapability.On theotherhand,
in the server-basedapproach,a LAN emulation server (LES) is placed on a globally
known virtual channel, and a set of query/responsemessagesis implemented for
interactionbetweenthe I.JES and theLEes. All MAC-to-ATM addressresolutionrequests
are sent to the LES, whichresponds to the requesterusing a predeterminedvirtual
channel.
Oncethe ATM addressof the receivinghost has beenobtained,a point-to-pointATM
virtual connectionmaybeestablishedbetweenthe sendingandreceivinghostsby usingthe
ATM signalingprotocol.The resultof the addressresolutionand theVel of the established
connectionare cachedin a table in thesending host on the assumptionthat further
communicationwith the receivinghost is likely. This mechanismoperatesentirely within
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the ATM-MAC layer and is totallytransparentto the LLC and higher layer protocols in the
hosts. Further details of LAN emulation can be found in [Newman 1994].

IP over ATM. The IP over ATM deals with enabling existing distributed
applicationsthat have been designed for the IP suite to be run over ATM networks. Two
cases that need to be considered for supporting IP over ATM are as follows:
1. Supporting IP over an ATM network that has LAN
emulation functionality
implementedover it
2. SupportingIP over a pure ATM network that consists of only ATM switches
Since LAN emulation defines the ATM-MAC layer above the AAL and below the
supportingIP over an emulated LAN is the same as supporting IP over any IEEE
802 LAN. However, when IP is to be supported over a pure ATM network, it is possible
to simplify the protocol stack and run IP directly over ATM. For
implementingIP directly
over ATM, an address resolution protocol is required to translate an IP address to an ATM
address. Once again the server-based approach (as described for LAN emulation) can be
used for this purpose. With IP over ATM, the address resolution server, referred to as the
IP-ATM-ARP server, maintains tables that contain mapping information to map IP
addresses to ATM addresses.
When a new host is added to the ATM network,
it first goes through a registration
process and obtains an ATM address for itself. It then sends a message to the IP-ATMARP server, requesting it to add its address resolution information in the mapping table.
IP and ATM addresses of the newly added host. The server
The message contains the
updates the mapping table, allocates a new reserved VCI to the host, and returns the VCI
to the host. The host uses this VCI discriminatebetween
to
messages received from the
server and other hosts. The above process can also be adopted to allow port mobility of
hosts. Further details of IP over ATM can be found in [Chao et al. 1994].
LLC~

BandwidthManagement
The ATM networks are meant for carrying a mix of synchronous,
asynchronous,and
isochronoustraffic. To achieve the desired quality of service, users are often required to
specify the bandwidth requirement for their applications. Two
importantissues that need
to be resolved in this connection are how users estimate and indicate the bandwidth
requirementsof their applications to the network and how the network allocates the
bandwidth to the applications to make best use of the available bandwidth while satisfying
the requests of the applications. Some proposals made by researchers working in this area
are as follows [Turner 1992, Vetter 1995]:

1. Peak-rate allocation method.
In this method, users only specify the maximum
traffic rate for their applications. Based on
user'srequests, the network assigns virtual
channels to the applications in such a manner that on every link of the network the sum
of the rates on the virtual channels is no more than link's
the maximum cell rate. If an
application'8 traffic exceeds its specified peak rate, its cells are simply discarded.
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2. Minimum-throughputallocation method.In this method,usersspecifythe desired
minimum throughputsfor their applications,and the network guaranteesthe specified
throughputsto the applicationson a best- effort basis.
3. Bursty-traffic specificationmethod. In this method,usersspecify the maximum
and averagetraffic rates plus the maximum burst size for their applications. These
parametersare usedto properlyconfigurethe networkto allocatethe availablebandwidth
to the applicationsto meet their specifiedrequirements.
Noneof thesemethodshas beenfound to be satisfactory.For instance,Vetter [1995]
points out that the first method offers a strong performanceguaranteeand is easy to
implement,but it may makepooruseof the availablenetworkbandwidthin caseof bursty
traffic; the secondmethodcan provide high efficiency, but its performanceguaranteeis
weak; and the third method involves large computationoverheadin computingwhen a
new virtual channelcan be safely multiplexed with other virtual channels.Moreover,all
three methodssuffer from two additional drawbacks.First, since end-to-endprotocols
normally operateon dataunits comprisingseveralcells, for an applicationneedingreliable
transportservice,the loss ordiscardof a single cell forces retransmissionof the entire
data, resulting in lower protocol throughput[Vetter 1995]. The problem becomesmore
acute in a wide-area ATM network becausethe retransmissionmay also result in
discardinga large amountof dataalreadyin the connectionpipe. This can have aserious
performance implication. The second drawback is that none of the three methods
adequatelyhandles multicast virtual circuits [Vetter 1995]. Therefore, new bandwidth
managementmechanismsthat can overcome the problems mentioned previously are
needed.

LatencylBandwidthTrade-off
Kleinrock [1992] pointedout that the latency/bandwidthtrade-offin high-speed wide-area
ATM networks will pose new challengesto the designersof these networks. This is
primarily due to the fact that thepropagationdelay or speedof light over a wide areais
severalmagnitudesgreaterthan thetime it takesto transmitan ATM cell. For instance,it
takesroughly 15 ms for a bit totravel acrossthe United Statesone way. At 1Gbps, this
time is morethan35,000timesgreaterthan thetime requiredto transmita singleATM cell
into the link [Vetter 1995].This latencylbandwidthtrade-offposesthe following two main
problems.Theseare the sameproblemsdescribedin [Tanenbaum1995]:
1. Considera WAN spanningacrossthe United States.The round-trip propagation
delay betweentwo end sitesof the WAN may beapproximately30ms.Supposethe two
sites are on a622-MbpsATM network. At 622 Mbps, it takes only about 1.6ms(1/622
second)to pumpall bits of a file of size 1megabitson to thenetwork.Sincethe round-trip
propagationdelay betweenthe two sitesis 30 ms, thereceiver'sreply can bereceivedby
the senderonly after 31.6ms. Thereforein this example,out of total 31.6ms, the link was
idle for 30 ms, or 95 %of the total. The situationwill be worsewith higherspeednetworks
and shorter messages.At higher speeds,the fraction of the available virtual circuit
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bandwidth that can be effectively used will tend to zero. Hence, new protocols and system
architecturesare needed to deal with the latency problem in high-speed wide-area ATM
networks.
2. Since the propagation delay is several magnitudes greater than the time it takes to
transmit an ATM cell, a sender can send thousands of cells over the network before the
first bit even arrives at the
receiver'ssite. If the receiver does not possess a large amount
of buffering capacity, most of the cells will be lost due to inadequate buffer space, and they
will have to be retransmitted. This can have a serious performance implication. The use
of the conventionalsliding-window protocol for flow control to solve this problem does
not work well in this case. This is because if it is decided that the sender must wait for an
acknowledgmentafter sending every megabit of data, due to the latency problem already
described above, the virtual circuit will be 95% idle. To solve this problem, areas that
requireparticularattention include flow control, buffering, and congestion control. Some
work performed in these areas may be found in [Hong and Suda 1991, Trajkovic and
Golestani1992, Eckberg 1992, Yazid and Mouftah 1992].

1.8 SUMMARY
A distributed system relies entirely on the underlying
computer network for the
communicationof data and control information between the nodes of which they are
composed. A computer network is communicationsystem
a
that links the nodes by
communicationlines and software protocols to exchange data between two processes
running on different nodes of the network.
Based oncharacteristicssuch as geographic distribution of nodes, data rate, error
rate, andcommunicationcost, networks are broadly classified into two types: LAN and
WAN. Networks that share some of the
characteristicsof both LANs and WANs are
sometimesreferred to as MANs.
The two commonly used network topologies for
constructing LANs are the
multiaccessbus and ring. For both multiaccess bus and ring networks, a single channel is
shared by all the sites of a network. Therefore,
medium-accesscontrol protocols are
needed to provide controJled access to the shared channel by all sites. Of many medium
access control protocols, the
CSMAlCD protocol is most commonly used for multiaccess
bus networks, and the token ring and slotted ring protocols are used for ring networks.
A wide-area network of computers constructed
is
by interconnectingcomputers that
are separated by large distances. Special hardware devices called
packet-switching
exchanges(PSEs) are used to connect the computers tocommunication
the
channels. The
PSEs perform switching and routing activities to transmit data across the network. The
two commonlyused switching techniques are circuit switching and packet switching.
The selection of the actual path to be used to transmit a packet in a WAN is
determinedby the routing strategy used. The path used to transmit a packet from one site
to anothereithermay be fixed or may dynamically change based on network conditions.
This depends on whether a static or a dynamic routing strategy is being used. Moreover,
either the whole path may be decided at the source site or the subpath for each hop of the

